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 Abstract  
 

Black teas are known for their characteristic brown colour, bitter taste and astringent 
mouth feel. These sensory characteristics are mainly influenced by the phenolic oxidation 
products present in black tea. The oxidation of phenolics from green tea leaves during black 
tea manufacturing is an uncontrolled process. With the objective to make tea oxidation a 
more controlled process, the aim of this thesis was to understand the enzymatic oxidation 
reactions occurring during tea oxidation, and to enable more rapid analysis of complex 
mixtures of phenolics. By incubating green tea catechins with an exogenous tyrosinase, a 
black tea-like phenolic profile was obtained, enriched in theaflavins, which are important 
for quality of tea. Further oxidation of theaflavins yielded theatridimensins, in which an 
epicatechin is coupled to the benzotropolone ring of theaflavin. By using MS/MS on 
selected ions these theatridimensins were shown to occur in black tea. This MS method 
could also be used to distinguish isomeric procyanidins and dehydrocatechins based on 
MS2 fragments, as well as the different interflavanic configurations occurring in 
dehydrodicatechins. The dehydrocatechins were shown to occur in black tea as well. 
Besides these oligomerization reactions mediated by tyrosinase, oxidation of tea phenolics 
also comprised hydroxylation. The enzymatic activity from tea leaves responsible for this 
hydroxylation reaction, was found to be peroxidase. All findings were condensed into a 
new version of the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, describing the oxidation reactions 
towards formation of a black tea.  
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The production of black tea is a thousands-of-years-old method that has hardly changed 
over the centuries. As simple as the production method seems, cutting and crushing tea 
leaves and leaving them to oxidize and dry, as complicated is the phenolic profile of a black 
tea. Up to 10,000 different phenolic compounds are present in a cup of black tea.1 The 
major reactions leading to their formation have fascinated scientists over the years. An 
essential part of the reactions are the oxidative enzymatic activities that catalyse the 
transformations. The role of the different oxidative enzymes in tea leaves, participating in 
different reaction pathways, is so far largely unknown.2  

Both the oxidative enzymes and the phenolics initially present in the tea leaves, 
catechins, are key players in the black tea oxidation process. During conventional 
processing the natural morphological structure of the plant material is destroyed. As a result 
enzymes, catechins and oxygen get in contact.3 This is merely an uncontrolled process, 
which can only be influenced to a limited extent to modulate tea quality.  

The enzymatic browning of tea might become more controlled if the key players, the 
oxidative enzymes and the catechins, would be separated in their native states, prior to 
processing. The oxidative enzymes should not be denatured and inactivated, whereas the 
catechins should be protected from oxidation. For such purpose, a ‘mild’ processing 
method should be developed. Further fractionation of the separate streams of oxidative 
enzymes and phenolics is also possible. This might yield pure enzyme activities or specific 
phenolic fractions. After the ‘mild’ separation, the enzymes and fractions of phenolics can 
be mixed to the desired ratios and conditions. This could, in the long run, potentially lead to 
an increased quality tea. To reach this, the different types of oxidative reactions should be 
elucidated. Also, the role of the different oxidative enzymes in black tea formation should 
be known.  

 
1.1 Composition of tea leaves  

Tea is the beverage obtained after (hot) water extraction of the leaves of Camellia 
sinensis. For tea production only the bud and the first two leaves from the top of the plant 
are used.4 The lower the leaves on the plant, the more mature they are, and the lower the 
content of catechins,5,6 an important quality parameter for teas.3,7 Different varieties of 
Camellia sinensis are used in tea production. The Camellia sinensis var. sinensis, mainly 
grown in China and other mildly cold climates in Asia, is used for green teas. The Camellia 
sinensis var. assamica, mainly grown in India and other semitropical climates, is used for 
black tea production.6,8 The difference between the two varieties lies mainly in the catechin 
content of the leaves. The assamica variety has a two times higher catechin content than the 
sinensis variety.6 Table 1.1 shows the average composition of the bud and the first two 
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leaves of an assamica plant on a dry weight basis. The dry weight is approximately 25% of 
the fresh leaves.6  
 
Table 1.1 Average composition* of the bud and the first two leaves from the top of Camellia sinensis 
var. assamica.†  

Phenolic compounds     
 Flavonoids     
  Flavan-3-ols (catechins)   25%  
   Catechin (C) 1-2% 
   Epicatechin (EC) 1-3% 
   Epicatechin gallate (ECg) 3-6% 
   Gallocatechin (GC) 1-3% 
   Epigallocatechin (EGC) 3-6% 
   Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg) 7-13% 
  Flavonols and their glycosides  3%  
 Phenolic acids (e.g. gallic acid)   5%  
 Other phenolics    3%  Methyl xanthins    2.5-5%  
 Caffeine     2-5% 
 Theobromine    0.2% 
Amino acids   4%   Theanine (γ-n-ethyl glutamine)   3% 
 Other amino acids    1% 
Organic acids    0.5-1.5% 
Carbohydrates    22-25% 
 Monosaccharides  4% 
 Soluble polysaccharides  13% 
 Insoluble polysaccharides (mainly cellulose)  7% 
Proteins     15%  Lignin     6-6.5%  Lipids     2-3%  Chlorophyll and other pigments  0.5%  Ash     5%  * expressed as % dry weight, † adapted from 4,6,9,10. 

 
The phenolic compounds constitute 30-36%, on dry weight (DW) basis, of the tea 

leaves, of which approximately 75% comprises flavan-3-ols (2-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-2H-
chromen-3-ols), also referred to as catechins. Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg) is the main 
catechin species present in tea leaves, constituting almost 50% of the catechins. 

1 
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Epigallocatechin and epicatechin gallate are the next most abundant species, each 
constituting 12-25% of the catechins. Other phenolic compounds present in tea leaves are 
procyanidins, which also belong to the flavanol group (no separate percentage has been 
reported in literature), flavonols and their glycosides (mainly quercetin, kaempferol and 
myricetin),11,12 and phenolic acids, such as gallic acid and its quinic acid derivative, 
theogallin. Tea leaves contain 2-5 % DW (w/w) of caffeine and about 0.2% DW (w/w) 
theobromine, another methyl xanthin. Other nitrogenous material in tea leaves are the 
proteins (15% DW (w/w)), only a small part of which comprises the oxidative enzymes. 
Free amino acids (4% DW (w/w)) are also present in tea leaves, of which theanine 
constitutes 75%. Theanine (γ-n-ethyl glutamine) is an amino acid unique for tea leaves. 
Chlorophylls (also nitrogenous compounds) together with other pigments, mainly 
carotenoids, comprise 0.5% DW (w/w) of a tea leaf. Both soluble and insoluble 
carbohydrates are present (22-25% DW (w/w)), which are responsible for the plant cell 
wall, together with lignin (6-6.5% DW (w/w)). The lipids (2-3% DW (w/w)) are mainly on 
the outside of the leaf, as the plant’s cuticle wax.4,9 

 
1.2 Tea fermentation process 

Different kinds of tea can be obtained from a single variety by changing the 
fermentation process (Fig. 1.1). For tea, fermentation does not refer to a microbial 
treatment, but to a browning reaction catalysed by the endogenous enzymes of the tea plant. 
This process is better referred to as oxidation process. The process is initiated by disruption 
of the cell walls by rolling, cutting or bruising the leaves. The endogenous enzymes, located 
in the chloroplasts,13,14 come into contact with the catechins, located in the vacuoles,3,6,15,16 
and oxygen, causing formation of several oxidation products.  

The most common types of teas are white, green, oolong and black teas, which differ in 
their degree of oxidation (Fig. 1.1). The least processed form is white tea, where the freshly 
picked leaves are immediately dried after picking. The other kinds of tea require a 
withering step, in which the tea leaves are left after picking. During the withering step the 
leaves loose moisture and changes occur in cell membrane permeability. Also chemical 
changes occur important for flavour formation (e.g. linalool, geraniol).17 A green tea is 
obtained when tea leaves are heated and dried immediately after withering. Both the white 
and green teas are non-oxidized teas. After withering the leaves can also be bruised, rolled 
and/or cut, to initiate the oxidation process. An oolong tea is obtained when the tea leaves 
are heated and dried immediately after the bruising step. When the leaves are left to 
‘ferment’ (oxidize), often combined with aeration of the leaves, a black tea is obtained. 
Black tea is the most oxidized type of tea.4,9 
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Figure 1.1 Flow chart showing the process towards different types of tea.4 

 
Mixing tea leaves together with leaves from other plant species has been done before 

with loquat leaves (10% w/w). An accelerated oxidation and increased TF content was 
obtained, because of the strong oxidative activity of loquat leaf enzymes and because of the 
presence of caffeoyl quinic acids, the latter of which increased the oxidation by coupled 
oxidation reactions.18  

The chemical composition of the different teas will mainly differ in their phenolic 
composition, as is shown for green tea versus black tea in Table 1.2. It should be 
considered that, as stated before, different varieties of Camellia sinensis are used for 
production of green and black teas, with a higher initial catechin content for black tea (var. 
assamica) than for green tea (var. sinensis). Green tea still has the non-oxidized catechins, 
whereas in black tea 85% of the catechins are oxidized into complex phenolic compounds, 
the theaflavins and thearubigins.9 The phenolic profile of a white tea is similar to that of a 
green tea, without significant differences in catechin content.19 Only the caffeine content 
showed to be 1.5 to 2 times higher for white teas than for green teas.20 In oolong tea, a two 
times higher content of non-oxidized catechins was still present in comparison to black tea, 
due to the shorter oxidation process. Consequently also 50% less theaflavins and 30% less 
thearubigins were found in the oolong tea.19  
  

Withering

Bruising / rolling / cutting

Fermentation(oxidation)

Sun drying

Black tea

Oolong tea

Green tea

White tea

Heating & drying

Heating & drying

Heating & drying

Freshly picked tea leaves 1 
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Table 1.2 Phenolic composition of a green tea and a black tea extract.* 
 % Total phenolics 
 Green tea Black tea 

Flavanols  
 Catechins 66-81% 9-16% 
 Theaflavins 0% 6-10% 
 Thearubigins 0% 36-37% 
Flavonols and their glycosides 8-16% 13-18% 
Phenolic acids  5-8% 19-30% 
Other phenolics  5-10% 5-9% 

*adapted from 9,10,21. 
 

1.3 Flavanolic compounds in tea 
In fresh green tea leaves, around 75% of the phenolic compounds are catechins. 

Catechins belong to the group of flavan-3-ols, characterized by their meta-5,7-dihydroxy 
substituted A-ring and di- or trihydroxylic B-ring (Fig. 1.2), the latter of which are referred 
to as ‘gallocatechins’. Besides the number of hydroxyl groups substituted to the B-ring, the 
catechins can also differ in the occurrence of a gallic acid moiety esterified to the C-3 
position, in which case the term ‘gallate’ is added to the name (Fig. 1.2). These latter 
catechins are referred to as ‘galloylated catechins’.22-24 The group of catechins comprise 
four structurally different compounds (Fig. 1.2), plus their four epimers, of which catechin 
gallate (Cg) and gallocatechin gallate (GCg) hardly occur in tea leaves. Table 1.1 
summarizes the content of the different catechins and their epimers in fresh tea leaves.  

 

 
Figure 1.2 The four types of endogenous tea catechins, their differences are highlighted in green. 
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As stated above, catechins are the main substrates in the enzymatic browning process of 
tea. During the oxidation reactions, catechins are transformed into a range of products 
referred to as the theaflavins (TFs) and the thearubigins (TRs).25 These classes of 
compounds are distinguished from each other by their solubility in ethyl acetate, although it 
is unclear how strict this division is for the various members of TRs. Quite a number of 
products belonging to the TRs have been identified, including their reaction pathways.2,4 
Figure 1.3 schematically shows the reaction pathways to the main oxidation products 
present in black tea, which are the TFs,26,27 followed by theasinensins (TSs),28-31 theacitrins 
(TCs)32,33 and theanaphtoquinones (TNQs).34 They differ in the types of catechins that 
reacted (Fig 1.3), and the resulting interflavanic configurations. An interflavanic 
configuration refers to the cross-link between two subunits, including the structural changes 
that occurred within the molecules themselves as a result of the coupling reaction.   

 
Figure 1.3 Schematic overview of the reaction pathways to the major oxidation projects from 
catechins. The characteristic interflavanic configurations are highlighted in red. Adapted from 
2,27,30,31,33,34. 

TFs and TNQs are both formed from a catechin and a gallocatechin. TFs are 
characterized by their seven-membered benzotropolone ring, TNQs are oxidation products 
of TFs, and contain an o-quinone as part of their interflavanic configuration. TSs are 
formed from two gallocatechins that are both oxidized into an o-quinone. Subsequently, 
their B-rings are coupled via a C-C bond. TCs are also formed from two gallocatechins, 
only one of which has been oxidized prior to coupling. The interflavanic configuration of 
TCs have three fused rings, two of which are five-membered rings.   

Catechin

O

OH

O

OH
O

O

OH

HO OH

OH

HO

Gallocatechin

Theanaphtoquinones

Theaflavins

Theacitrins Theasinensins

1 
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The catechins used to form the oxidation products (Fig 1.3) can also be galloylated, 
resulting in the mono- or digalloylated versions of the oxidation products.2 The galloyl 
groups themselves can also participate in oxidation reactions, resulting for instance in 
theaflavates.2 Even though the gallate group is not necessary in the formation of TCs, solely 
galloylated TCs have been discovered in tea.32 It has been suggested that a C-3 galloyl-
group is needed to stabilize the interflavanic configuration of TCs by a stacking 
interaction.33  

The nomenclature used for the oxidation products of tea catechins is quite trivial, with 
no logical connection to the constituent catechin subunits or to the interflavanic 
configurations involved.   

 

1.4 Oxidative cascade hypothesis 
The four oxidation products from black tea described in Figure 1.3 are only the tip of 

the iceberg of about 10,000 different compounds suggested to be present in a cup of black 
tea.1 Several hypotheses about the formation of all these different compounds have been put 
forward throughout the years,35-38 with the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’1 as the last and 
most complete description. The word ‘cascade’ in the name refers mainly to the 
hydroxylation level (level 2), where every hydroxylation will increase the probability of a 
next hydroxylation. The different levels within the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ are 
schematically shown in Figure 1.4. With each level, the number of unique oxidation 
products increases.   

The ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ starts with the native catechin building blocks that 
can connect via four different types of interflavanic configurations: the TS-type, the TF-
type, the TNQ-type and the TC-type (Fig. 1.3). Level 1 of the oxidative cascade is the 
oligomerization of the catechin subunits into oligomers up to maximum DP 7, via these 
four types of configuration.1,39 

The second level in the hypothesis refers to the nucleophilic attacks of water on any 
oligomeric quinone, upon which a hydrogen attached to the aromatic ring is replaced by a 
hydroxyl group.40,41 With each hydroxylation regio-isomers will be formed.  

In the third level described in the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, the redox equilibrium 
of the polyhydroxylated oligomers with their quinone form is considered. Because the 
oligomers have extra hydroxyl groups attached, different quinones can be formed within the 
oligomer, and these quinone structures will be in equilibrium with each other. The presence 
of these quinones in black tea will increase the number of unique compounds as well.40 

Finally, the fourth level refers to the derivatives of the polyhydroxylated oligomers that 
are methylated or glycosylated. So far, no unambiguous proof has been provided for the 
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occurrence of this fourth level. It might be that glycation or O-methylation was already an 
intrinsic part of the catechin subunits.42 In this thesis, the fourth level will not be further 
discussed.  

The first, second and third level of the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ all involve 
oxidation reactions. It has not been specified though, which oxidative enzymes are 
responsible for the different levels or for the resulting different interflavanic configurations. 
Besides direct enzymatic oxidation, also coupled oxidation is a possibility, in which the 
enzymatic oxidation plays an indirect role. In coupled oxidation, electrons are transferred 
from an electron donor to an electron acceptor, without direct mediation by an enzyme. In 
tea, catechin (C) and epicatechin (EC) quinones (enzymatically oxidized) can act as 
electron acceptors. These oxidized products regenerate back into C and EC after taking up 
electrons from, for instance, epigallocatechin (EGC) or TFs, consequently oxidizing the 
latters.43-46 This electron transport is driven by the higher redox potentials of the simple 
catechins (C and EC) compared to those of gallocatechins and theaflavin (Table 1.3).9 

 
Figure 1.4 Schematic representation of the levels within the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, and the 
increase in number of unique oxidation products with every step, adapted from 1. 

Catechinbuildingblocks

Four types of interflavanic configurations
TS  TF  TNQ  TC

Hydroxylation of any oligomer

Methylation and glycation of the polyhydroxylated oligomers

Oligomerization up to DP 7

Redox equilibria with quinones of polyhydroxylated oligomers

Number of oxidation products

(E)C (E)GC (E)Cg (E)GCg

1 
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Table 1.3 Redox potentials of catechins and theaflavins.9 
Component Redox potential (V)* 
Epigallocatechin (EGC) 0.09 
Gallocatechin (GC) 0.13 
Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg) 0.14 
Gallocatechin gallate (GCg) 0.15 
Theaflavin (TF) 0.16 
Theaflavin digallate (TFgg) 0.19 
Epicatechin (EC) 0.19 
Theaflavin gallate (TFg) 0.19-0.20 
Epicatechin gallate (ECg) 0.20 
Catechin (C) 0.20 

*Determined at 20 ºC, at pH 6.15 at 1 mM concentration in aqueous 
 solution, using a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as reference. 

1.5 Key enzymes in tea fermentation 
Different types of oxidation reactions (oligomerization, hydroxylation) have been 

described by the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, but the oxidative enzymes from tea leaves 
responsible for the different reactions are not exactly known yet. In tea leaves the oxidative 
enzymes polyphenol oxidase (PPO) and peroxidase (POD) are known to be present.47,48 
POD is present in five times higher concentrations than PPO.49 Very little biochemical 
information on the tea oxidases has been reported, in contrast to the high importance of the 
enzymes for the formation of black tea.  

POD is a heme-enzyme that can catalyse the oxidation of o-diphenols into o-quinones 
via a radical reaction (Fig 1.5).14,50,51 POD requires a peroxide as oxidizing agent to 
catalyse the oxidation reaction, for instance H2O2. The pH optima found for the different 
isozymes of POD from tea leaves are between pH 4.5 and 5.0,50 at pH 6.014 and at pH 7.0.14 

PPOs are copper containing enzymes13,52 that can be divided into two subclasses: (i) 
cresolase (or tyrosinase in animals) and (ii) catecholase. Cresolase activity includes both the 
hydroxylation of a mono-phenol into an o-diphenol and the oxidation of an o-diphenol into 
an o-quinone. Catecholase activity only catalyses the latter reaction (Fig. 1.5).53 PPOs need 
oxygen as oxidizing agent for catalysis. The pH optima for tea leaf PPOs have been 
determined to be pH 5.013,53 or between pH 5.5 and 5.8.54,55  

It has been suggested that laccase is also part of the tea PPOs, because it also needs 
oxygen as oxidizing agent,52 and laccases are also able to catalyse the oxidation of o-
diphenols into o-quinones. However, laccases form quinones via a radical reaction,53,56 
therewith differentiating themselves from cresolase and catecholase activities (Fig 1.5). 
Laccases have much wider substrate specificity than only monophenols and/or o-diphenols. 
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They can, for instance, oxidize p-diphenols, triphenols, and they even have activity towards 
lignin.57 So far, no unambiguous proof has been provided for the occurrence of laccases in 
tea leaves. However, their activity might have been incorporated in tea PPO activities, as 
often the kind of PPO activity is ill-defined. With few exceptions,52,54,58 in most literature 
reports the type of oxidative activity was not specified for tea leaf PPOs.16,49,59-63  

PPOs are most active at the onset of tea oxidation.48 The pH of fresh tea leaves is 
between 5.2 and 5.8, which is around the optimum pH of PPOs.16,54,60 During the 
fermentation (oxidation) the pH decreases as a result of accumulation of acidic oxidation 
products60 (e.g. theaflavic acids, proepitheaflagallin, and TRs after radical A-ring 
cleavage2), which is assumed to be a reason for the decreasing activity of PPOs. The 
formation of TFs and TRs will also contribute to the inhibition of PPOs.55 During the 
oxidation of catechins by PPO, indirectly also H2O2 is produced,16,64,65 the reaction 
mechanism of which is still unknown.65,66 

As tea fermentation progresses, PODs become more active during tea oxidation.48,62 
This has two reasons: (i) the decreased pH is more optimal for POD,50 and (ii) H2O2 is 
being produced, which POD needs in order to catalyse oxidation reactions. This means that 
PPO and POD actually collaborate in the oxidation of tea phenolics.  

 

 
Figure 1.5 Schematic overview of the different oxidative enzyme activities in tea leaves. The 
quinone-formation step resulting from indirect enzymatic activity is shaded grey.  

Hydroxylation Quinone formationPolyphenol oxidase (PPO)

Catecholase

Laccase

Cresolase

Peroxidase (POD)

½ ½

Radical formation

1 
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1.6 Black tea analysis until now 
It has been found already during early tea research that a black tea was too complicated 

to be analysed as such. Different fractionation methods have been established to be able to 
analyse the compounds in black tea. One of the first fractionations was based on 
partitioning in ethyl acetate. The ethyl acetate soluble compounds were later defined as the 
TFs, whereas the ethyl acetate insoluble compounds were defined as the TRs.25,67 
Additional fractionation involved reversed-phase solid-phase-extraction with different 
concentrations of ethanol,68 or the complexation and precipitation of, mainly, TFs with 
caffeine.1,69,70 The latter is caused by self-association of TFs into clusters, and subsequent 
stacking of caffeine with the TF-clusters.71  

Identification of the oxidation products of tea catechins started off with paper 
chromatography.25 TFs showed an orange-red band and TRs a brown band. Both TFs and 
TRs have wavelength maxima at 380 and 460 nm. From separate TF and TR fractions their 
approximate concentration could be calculated by using these wavelengths. For TFs, 
correction factors were determined that took into account the difference in absorbance 
between the galloylated and non-galloylated TFs, whereas the galloylated TFs have a 
higher molar extinction coefficient.72 TRs are an undefined mixture of oxidation products, 
which was not constant enough for determination of such correction factors. For estimation 
of the amount of TRs, the ratio of the absorbances at the wavelength maxima (E380 / E460) 
was used to estimate the concentration. A high ratio indicated relatively light colour and 
low concentration of TRs, whereas a low ratio indicated a deep colour and higher 
concentration of TRs.67,73 

When the different TFs were purified to completeness, the molar extinction coefficients 
of the TFs were determined (Table 1.4).72 In comparison to tea catechins, the larger 
conjugated system of TFs resulted in higher molar extinction coefficients. The maximum 
absorbance around 460 nm indicates their orange-red colour. Compounds from TR 
fractions have not been purified yet, and consequently, no information on the absorbance of 
individual molecules is available.  

Identification procedures of compounds included high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) analysis, mostly combined with NMR.59,74 A phenomenon often 
found with liquid chromatography is the occurrence of a rise in the baseline, the so-called 
‘hump’, in the chromatogram. This hump is caused by the large number of distinct 
compounds that vary very slightly in their structures and polarities. Therefore, they will 
elute very close to each other, thereby causing an undistinguishable ‘hump’ in the 
chromatogram.1,34,49,75  
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Table 1.4 Molar extinction coefficients* of different theaflavins and catechins at the wavelength† of 
maximum absorbance.  

λmax  (εmax)‡ λmax  (εmax)‡ λmax  (εmax)‡ λmax  (εmax)‡ 
Theaflavin (TF) 268 (21,400) 294 (17,900) 379 (10,100) 467 (3,700) 
Theaflavin gallate (TFg) 275 (30,500) 378 (9,150) 462 (3,300) 
Theaflavin digallate (TFgg) 278 (35,200) 378 (9,200) 460 (3,160) 
Catechin (C) 270 (2,484)   
Epicatechin (EC) 270 (4,290)   
Epigallocatechin (EGC) 270 (2,088)   
Gallocatechin gallate (GCg) 270 (11,009)   
Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg) 270 (11,920)   

* values in (L/mol*cm), † values in (nm), ‡ as determined by 72 and 76. 
Mass spectrometric (MS) measurements were added as extra identification of the 

compounds, and they were, for instance, used to elucidate structures after degradation by 
chemical treatment (e.g. with KMnO4).37 Single ion monitoring (SIM) settings were 
introduced in LC-MS analysis, in order to be able to only analyse a single specified ion 
during the run. This was used in tea to analyse compounds that were first only found in a 
model system77. When tandem MS became available, LC-MS/MS measurements were used 
to identify compounds by their fragmentation patterns.1,78 Still, the full potential of the MS 
is not used in tea analysis. It might be a good tool in identification of compounds present in 
low abundance, when using more specified settings during LC-MS than used until now. 
LC-MS can be used as a rapid identification tool, which only requires limited to no 
purification of compounds, in contrast to sample preparation for structure elucidation with 
NMR spectroscopy. 

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-
TOF-MS) measurements were used to try to further elucidate the TRs.36 MALDI-TOF-MS 
can measure higher m/z values than LC-MS, and because there is no chromatographic 
separation of the compounds, all isomers of one compound are collectively represented by 
one peak. In this way, higher Mw isomers, normally scattered over the chromatogram in too 
low abundance to be identified, are now made visible in one peak. Recently, ultra-high 
resolution mass spectra could be acquired, with Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron-resonance 
mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS). With the exact mass obtained in this technique, 
molecular formulas of compounds were determined. Combined with element analysis 
software the number of compounds in a black tea was estimated (almost 10,000).1,75 

In analysis of phenolics present in tea, it was shown that a combination of analytical 
techniques gives the best result.75 Instead of fractionation of black tea, model systems have 
also been used for analysis of oxidation products. These models often used PPO extracts 
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from tea leaves or other origin, not specifying the kind of oxidative activity, or used 
chemical oxidation of compounds.79  

The specific oxidative activities responsible for the formation of these compounds have 
hardly been investigated. In this thesis, model systems will be used to characterize the 
potential contribution of the different enzymes to the phenolics profile of black tea. Instead 
of using a PPO extract from tea leaves, possibly containing multiple enzyme activities, 
distinct activities will be employed by making use of exogenous enzymes, to specifically 
link product formation to particular oxidative activities.  

 
1.7 Sensory aspects of tea 

The sensory aspects of a tea are very important. They include taste, mouthfeel, 
appearance (colour and tea creaming), and aroma. Tea is well-known for its typical bitter 
taste, green or brown colour, astringent mouthfeel and typical aroma. These parameters are 
used when professional tea tasters assess the quality of teas.6 Besides those parameters, also 
the tea creaming effect, i.e. the appearance of a haze when the tea cools down, is an 
important quality parameter used by tea tasters, merely as an aid to visually determine the 
intensity of a tea. Table 1.5 gives an overview of the tea compounds responsible for the 
different sensory characteristics, except for aroma, which is not discussed in this thesis, 
because the focus was on non-volatile compounds. The specific contribution to sensory 
aspects of tea by TRs is hardly known. Obtaining pure compounds from the thearubigins 
group would be beneficial for sensory analysis, but given their complexity and number of 
representatives, this almost seems a mission impossible. 

 
1.7.1 Colour 

The colour of tea is always between light yellowish-green for green teas to red-brown 
for black teas. In green tea, mainly catechins are present, which are colourless.9 The small 
amount of chlorophyll that is extracted, is responsible for the green colour. Chlorophyll is a 
lipophilic molecule, so only small amounts of the colour are extracted, resulting in a light 
green shade.4,80 In black tea, the red-brown TRs and red-orange TFs are responsible for the 
colour.81 It was found that the TFs are more intensely coloured and contribute more to the 
colour of a black tea than the TRs. This was shown by a 3 to 8 times higher absorbance at 
460 nm (red-orange) of TF fractions compared to TR fractions,67 although this does not 
seem to be in accordance with the 30 times higher TR content compared to TFs. 
Nevertheless, taste evaluations showed a positive correlation of tea quality with TF 
contents.67,82,83 During the enzymatic oxidation, also senescence of the tea leaves occurs, 
which causes chlorophyll to degrade into pheophytins and pheophorbides. These molecules 
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provide the characteristic black-brown colour to the leaves, and will be partly extracted in 
the tea as well.4,80  

 
1.7.2 Taste 

The bitter taste of tea was found to be mainly caused by caffeine21 and catechins.84,85 
Therefore, green teas tend to be more bitter than black teas. The bitter effect of caffeine was 
shown to decrease in the presence of TFs,21 due to the complexation of TFs with caffeine.71 
In contrast, flavonol-glycosides were shown to have an amplifying effect on the bitterness 
of caffeine, no explanation for this phenomenon was provided.12 These findings were based 
on sensory studies.  

In bitterness studies using human taste receptors, catechins and theaflavins were found 
to bind to hTAS2R14 and hTAS2R39.84,86,87 The effective concentrations at half maximum 
response (EC50: a lower EC50 represents higher bitterness) of the TFs were in general lower 
than those of the non-oxidized catechins. On the hTAS2R39 receptor, TF, TFg, and TFgg, 
had EC50s of 2.79, 0.67, and 1.55 μM, respectively,86 whereas ECg, EGCg, EGC, and EC 
had EC50’s of 88.2, 181.6, 395.5, and 417.7 μM, respectively.84 Especially for catechins, 
increased bitterness correlated with the presence of a galloyl-group (compare ECg and 
EGCg with EGC and EC).84 The more sensitive response of bitter receptors to TFs than to 
catechins is in contradiction with the results of the sensory studies. This might be explained 
by complex formation between TF and caffeine21,88 or proteins,11,89 resulting in a higher 
threshold for bitterness perception in vivo than in vitro.  

No information on the contribution to bitterness for oxidation products of tea phenolics 
other than TF (e.g. thearubigins) is known yet. This is most likely because of the difficulty 
in purifying these compounds, either by fractionating them from mixtures obtained with 
model systems or by fractionating them directly from tea.  

Free amino acids in tea, mainly theanines, add to the umami taste, which is specifically 
present in Japanese green teas.9,90  

 
1.7.3 Mouth feel 

The most important factor relating to mouth feel is astringency, especially in black tea. 
Astringency is commonly perceived as the dry, puckering sensation in the mouth. It is 
thought to be caused by an interaction between the tea phenolics and proteins from the 
saliva.91 The proteins normally interact with the oral mucosal cells to form a lubricant soft 
layer in the mouth. When phenolic compounds interact with these proteins, this obstructs 
the interaction with the mucosal cells, diminishing lubrication. Besides, the protein-
phenolic complexes become insoluble, resulting in extra friction in the mouth.91-93   
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The protein-phenolic interaction is described in a three-stage-model. The first stage is 
the binding of random coil protein to polyphenols, resulting in soluble complexes. This 
binding occurs via hydrophobic interactions (CH-π stacking) between the planar aromatic 
rings of the phenolics to the pyrrolidine ring of a proline amino acid in the protein. 
Simultaneously, this interaction is reinforced by hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl 
groups on the phenolics and the carbonyl groups of the protein. The second stage is when 
the polyphenol concentration rises and cross-links are formed between the protein-
polyphenol complexes, resulting in insoluble protein dimers. The final stage is the 
aggregation of the dimers, and precipitation of the large particles.92  

Different phenolics have different contributions to the astringency. The main properties 
of phenolics that play a role in protein binding are: (i) the degree of polymerization,94-96 (ii) 
the conformational flexibility,96 (iii) the degree of hydroxylation (DP),94,95 (iv) the 
hydrophobicity,96 and (v) the galloyation.94 An increase in either of these properties will 
result in an increased astringent mouth feel, except for DP, which shows an optimum. After 
the optimum, the binding affinity decreases due to steric hindrance.97  

The positive correlation of TF content with tea quality is also related to this typical 
astringent mouth feel,47 especially for galloylated TFs.98,99 By adding milk to the tea, 
astringency is decreased, because the TFs bind to the milk proteins and are not available to 
bind with the saliva proteins anymore.89 Furthermore, it was found that the astringency of 
TFs was reduced after complexation with caffeine.21 Finally, flavonol glycosides appear to 
contribute considerably to astringency, with on average 10 to 100 times lower taste 
thresholds for astringency than TFs.11 However, flavonol glycosides are known to have 
poor affinity for proteins, hence, another mechanism than phenolic-protein interaction will 
also play a role in astringency.100 

 
1.7.4 Tea creaming 

Tea creaming is a phenomenon occurring when cooling down tea below 60 ºC.70,71 It is 
caused by the complexation of caffeine with phenol compounds,69 mainly TFs, in the 
presence of calcium ions.88,101 It results in a red brown haze in a black tea. TFs were shown 
to form non-covalently bound dimers, by self-association of the two planar benzotropolone 
moieties. For both TFs, the two benzopyran moieties, orthogonal of to the benzotropolone 
planes, engage in a stacking interaction. The caffeine molecules can subsequently interact, 
in a sequential manner, with the four benzopyran moieties to stabilize the cluster.71,88  
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Table 1.5 Overview of the contribution of phenolic compounds, and theanine to the sensory 
characteristics of tea. 

 Colour Taste Mouth feel Creaming 
Catechins colourless9 bitterness84,85 n.a. n.a. 

Theaflavins red/orange25,67 decreases bitterness 
of caffeine21 astringency91,93 Tea creaming69,70 

Thearubigins red/brown25,67 n.a. ‘body' of the tea102 n.a. 
Flavonol-
glycosides colourless11 amplify bitterness of 

caffeine12 astringency11 n.a. 

Caffeine colourless103 bitterness21 
decreases 

astringency of 
theaflavins21 

Tea creaming69,70 

Theanine colourless104 umami9,90 n.a. n.a. 

Chlorophyll 
green (during 

senescence it turns 
in brown/black 

pheophytins and 
pheophorbides)4,80 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

n.a.: not applicable. 
 
1.8 Aim and outline of the thesis 

From the above it is clear that the oxidation process occurring in green tea leaves during 
black tea manufacturing is an uncontrolled process. The resulting oxidation products, 
however, are very important for the quality of the tea. Subtle differences in the phenolic 
profile can lead to changes in the sensory characteristics of a tea. Therefore, more control of 
the oxidation process would be desirable. By using a model system with specific tea 
catechins and oxidative enzyme activities, detailed knowledge of the oxidation process can 
be obtained. With the objective to turn black tea oxidation into a more controlled process in 
the long run, the aim of this thesis is to (i) obtain understanding of the enzymatic oxidation 
reactions, described in the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, occurring in tea oxidation, and 
(ii) enable more rapid analysis of complex mixtures of phenolics without prior preparative 
fractionation steps.   

In Chapter 2 the focus is on formation of TFs from tea catechins. A model system is 
used to enable identification of the distinct contribution of cresolase (tyrosinase) and 
laccase activity to the formation and stability of TFs. Further oxidation of TF occurred, and 
these subsequent oxidation products of TF are described in Chapter 3. The formation of 
these two-step-oxidation products is shown in a model system. A rapid screening method 
based on UHPLC-MS was developed to identify these low abundance compounds in a 
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complex mixture as tea, without the need of prior fractionation of the sample. In Chapter 4 
this rapid screening method is used as well, to show the presence of oxidation products 
from only (epi)catechins, i.e. dehydrocatechins, in black tea, after they had been identified 
from a model system. The role of POD activity in the hydroxylation step of the ‘oxidative 
cascade hypothesis’ is investigated in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 addresses the 
prospects and limitations of the use of model systems and the rapid screening method 
developed. With the knowledge on the oxidative enzymes and oxidation products obtained 
in the former chapters, a generic nomenclature for catechin oxidation products is proposed, 
and potential design options for tea manufacturing are elaborated. The effect of the 
different oxidation levels in the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ on sensory characteristics 
are discussed as well.    
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Chapter 2 
 Altering the phenolics profile of a green tea leaves extract using exogenous oxidases  
 
Abstract 
Transformation from green tea leaves into black tea involves oxidation of catechins into 
theaflavins and other complex phenolics by endogenous enzymes in tea leaves. By 
employing tyrosinase and laccase, both from Agaricus bisporus, on green tea catechins, the 
oxidation process was directed towards a higher theaflavins content, which is considered an 
important quality parameter in tea. The main tea catechins were incubated with tyrosinase 
and laccase, and product formation was monitored by RP-UHPLC-PDA-ESI-MS. The kind 
of catechin, their substitution with a galloyl group, and the type of oxidase used were 
important factors determining theaflavin concentrations. In particular, incubation of 
epicatechin with epigallocatechin with tyrosinase gave a high, stable theaflavin content. In 
a green tea extract, tyrosinase increased the proportion of theaflavins by two-fold compared 
to black tea. Laccase mainly formed insoluble complexes. Our results indicate that the 
phenolic profile of tea can be modulated by using commercially available exogenous 
oxidases. 
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2.1. Introduction 
Processing of green tea leaves to black tea involves oxidation of phenolics. During this 

oxidation the main phenolic compounds present in green tea leaves, catechins (up to 30% 
DW), are oxidized into complex phenolics by the endogenous oxidative enzymes. 
Catechins belong to the group of flavan-3-ols, characterised by their meta-5,7-dihydroxy 
substituted A-ring and di- or trihydroxylic B-ring. The four major catechins in tea leaves 
are (-)-epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg), (-)-epicatechin gallate (ECg), (-)-epigallocatechin 
(EGC) and (-)-epicatechin (EC).1 

In black tea, only 10% of the green tea catechins are left. The oxidation products of the 
other 90% of catechins are only partly known. Extensive research is done on the so-called 
thearubigins, which account for 70% of the phenolics in black tea. The molecular diversity 
amongst thearubigins is bewildering, and theories explaining their formation are currently 
developed.2 Precursor oxidation products of thearubigins in black tea are theaflavins, 
theacitrins, (dehydro)theasinensins, theaflagallins, theaflavic acids and theanaphtoquinones, 
the structure of which has been clearly defined.3 Taken together, these groups account for 
20% of the total phenolic content of black tea, of which the theaflavins are most abundant, 
comprising one third of these phenolics.1,3 Consequently, theaflavins are the main phenolic 
compounds investigated in black tea. Theaflavins have been reported to contribute to the 
specific colour4-6 and astringency7 of black tea. Their content correlates well with the 
quality and selling price of black tea.8 Theaflavins are oxidative condensation products of a 
catechin and a gallocatechin.9 Depending on the catechins used, with or without galloyl 
group, theaflavin (TF), theaflavin gallate (TFg) or theaflavin digallate (TFgg) are formed. 
Theaflavins can participate in subsequent reactions, either by enzymatic oxidation or by 
non-enzymatic coupled oxidation involving catechin quinones. In the latter case electrons 
are transferred from the theaflavin to the catechin quinone, which then regenerates into 
catechin.10 Considering the theaflavin’s contribution to black tea quality, the subsequent 
reactions are undesirable. Although the formation of theaflavins from catechins and 
gallocatechins, and the routes towards further reaction products have been described,3 it is 
still unclear which oxidative enzymes are responsible for the theaflavin formation. 

In tea leaves, polyphenol oxidase (PPO) and peroxidase activities are known to occur.11 
PPOs generally include (i) oxidative enzymes with cresolase activity, like tyrosinase, that 
catalyse the o-hydroxylation of monophenols into o-diphenols and subsequent oxidation of 
o-diphenols into o-quinones, and (ii) enzymes with catecholase activity that only catalyse 
the oxidation of o-diphenols into o-quinones. Laccases are also considered PPOs by 
some.12,13 Often the term PPO is not defined, albeit differences between laccases and 
oxidative enzymes with cresolase or catecholase activity exist. Laccases form a radical 
upon oxidation and only after two such reactions a quinone is formed. Laccases also have 
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much wider substrate specificity than only o-diphenols. For instance, p-diphenols, 
triphenols and even lignin are also oxidized.14 

With few exceptions,12,15 the type of oxidase activity is not specified in studies on tea 
leaf PPOs. This specification of activity is important considering the differences between 
cresolase, catecholase and laccase. For instance, cresolase is expected to act only on the o-
dihydroxylic B-ring of EC and ECg. Laccases can potentially also act on the trihydroxylic 
B-ring of EGC and EGCg and on the galloyl group attached to the C-ring of ECg and 
EGCg. Due to this wider substrate specificity laccase is expected to oxidize theaflavins as 
well. Therefore, laccase activity will result in lower theaflavin content and, from this 
perspective, does not seem to be beneficial to black tea quality.  

The aim of this study is to direct the oxidation of tea catechins towards increased 
theaflavin content, starting from a green tea extract. Increasing theaflavin content starting 
from the green tea leaves, by adding tyrosinase, has already been described in a patent.16 
Moreover, in several studies tea catechin solutions have been treated with an enzyme 
preparation endogenous to tea leaves, referred to as PPO, but it was undefined whether it 
contained catecholase, cresolase or laccase activities, or combinations thereof.8,17,18 To 
characterize the potential contribution of catecholase, cresolase and laccase to altering the 
phenolics profile of green tea, distinct activities should be used. As oxidative enzymes from 
tea leaves are not available individually, specific oxidative enzymes from exogenous origin 
were used in this research. Tyrosinase (cresolase activity; pure catecholase activity could 
not be purchased) and laccase, both from Agaricus bisporus, were incubated with green tea 
catechins, and their effects on theaflavin formation and stability were compared.  

 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Materials  

(+)-Catechin (C), (-)-epicatechin (EC), (-)-epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg), theaflavin-
3-gallate (TFg), L-ascorbic acid and mushroom tyrosinase were purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Laccase from Agaricus bisporus was purchased from Fluka 
(Sigma Aldrich), anhydrous citric acid from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and 
dipotassium hydrogen phosphate from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). (-)-Epigallocatechin 
(EGC) was prepared from EGCg according to19. 2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was 
purchased from Bruker Daltronics (Bremen, Germany). AG 50W-X8 Resin was purchased 
from BioRad Laboratories (Hercules, CA, USA). Maltodextrin MD20 (DP 1 to 20) was 
obtained from Avebe (Veendam, The Netherlands). Ultra-high-performance liquid 
chromatography mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS) grade acetonitrile (ACN) was obtained 
from Biosolve BV (Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). Water was prepared using a Milli-Q 
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water purification system (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Fresh tea leaves (Camellia 
sinensis var. assamica) from Kenya were kindly provided by Unilever R&D (Vlaardingen, 
The Netherlands). 

 
2.2.2 Extraction of tea phenolics  

Green tea: Fresh tea leaves (2 g) were cut and crushed with mortar and pestle and 
subsequently three times extracted with 50 mL boiling water. Extracts were filtered through 
paper filter (Grade 1, Whatman, Chalfont St. Giles, UK) by Büchner filtration and the 
filtrates were combined.  

Black tea: Fresh tea leaves (2 g) were cut, crushed with mortar and pestle and left in 
open air to oxidize for 24 h. The extraction procedure was the same as described for green 
tea. 

 
2.2.3 Incubation of tyrosinase or laccase with catechins or green tea extract  

EC, C, EGC, EGCg, and combinations thereof were used as substrates at a final 
equimolar total substrate concentration of 0.1 mM. Either tyrosinase (cresolase activity; 
0.0755 U/mg) or laccase (0.0015 U/mg) was added to a final concentration of 0.0001 U/mL 
(one unit equalling the amount of enzyme that consumes 1μmol of oxygen per min for 
oxidation of catechin at pH 5.5 and 25 ºC). Incubations were performed in citric acid-
potassium phosphate buffer (30 mM) pH 5.5. Samples (1 mL) were incubated at 25 ºC for 
5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min, after which the reaction was stopped by adding 20 µL of 
freshly prepared saturated ascorbic acid solution. The amount of ascorbic acid added was 
sufficient to arrest the reaction for at least 12 h. Green tea extract was mixed with either 
tyrosinase or laccase (0.005 U/mL). Samples (1 mL) were incubated at 25 ºC for 24 h. 
Incubations longer than 24 h, with more enzyme or with a second enzyme addition, did not 
result in different phenolic profiles compared to the 24 h sample. After incubation the 
reactions were stopped as described above. The samples were centrifuged (10.000 g, 5 min, 
20 ºC) prior to analysis by reversed-phase liquid chromatography. For spectrophotometric 
analysis, the same samples were analysed in a UV-1601 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, 
Kyoto, Japan). Wavelength scans were made from 380 – 780 nm.  

Compounds were identified by mass spectrometry and quantified by spectrophotometric 
responses. A calibration curve of EC at λ 270 nm was used to calculate the concentrations 
of the compounds by using their molecular extinction coefficients: EC 4,290 L/(mol∙cm); C 
2,484 L/(mol∙cm); EGC 2,088 L/(mol∙cm); EGCg 11,920 L/(mol∙cm)20 and TF 21,400 
L/(mol∙cm); TFg 30,500 L/(mol∙cm); TFgg 35,200 L/(mol∙cm).21 For compounds of which 
the molar extinction coefficient is unknown, the molar extinction coefficient of the 
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compound with the closest resemblance was used. For theanaphtoquinone (TNQ), 
dehydrotheasinensin C (DHTS C) and T3D (TF-EC) the molar extinction coefficient of TF 
was used. For TNQg and T3Dg (TFg-EC) the molar extinction coefficient of TFg was used.  

 
2.2.4 RP-UHPLC  

Samples were analysed on an Accela UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, 
USA) equipped with a pump, an auto sampler at 15 °C and a photodiode array (PDA) 
detector. Samples (1 µL) were injected onto a Hypersil Gold column (2.1 x 150 mm, 
particle size of 1.9 μm, Thermo Scientific). Water containing 1% (v/v) ACN and 0.1% (v/v) 
acetic acid (eluent A) and ACN containing 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid (eluent B) were used as 
eluents. The flow rate was 400 µL/min, and the column oven temperature was controlled at 
30 °C. The PDA detector was set to measure 200-600 nm. The following elution profile 
was used: 0-1 min, isocratic on 5% (v/v) B; 1-20 min, linear gradient from 5-100% (v/v) B; 
20-25 min, isocratic on 100% (v/v) B; 25-26 min, linear gradient from 100-5% (v/v) B; and 
26-31 min, isocratic on 5% (v/v) B.  

 
2.2.5 Electrospray Ionization - Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS)  

Mass spectrometric data were obtained by analysing samples on a LTQ Velos mass 
spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) equipped with an ESI probe coupled to the RP-UHPLC 
system. Nitrogen was used as sheath gas and auxiliary gas. Data were collected over the m/z 
range of 250-2000. Data-dependent MSn analysis was performed with a normalized 
collision energy of 35%. The MSn fragmentation was performed on the most intense 
product ion in the MSn-1 spectrum, with a dynamic exclusion for 5 s, when the most intense 
product ion appeared twice within 5 s. The system was tuned with theaflavin-3’-gallate in 
negative ionization mode. Most settings were optimized via automatic tuning using ‘Tune 
Plus’ (Xcalibur 2.07, Thermo Scientific). The transfer tube temperature was 350 °C, and 
the source voltage was 4.0 kV. Data acquisition and reprocessing were performed with 
Xcalibur 2.07 (Thermo Scientific).  

 
2.2.6 Oxygen consumption measurements 

Oxygen consumption by the enzymes upon incubation with substrates was measured 
using an Oxytherm system (Hansatech, Kings Lynn, U.K.). Incubations with single 
catechins C, EC, EGC, EGCg or TFg (1mM) and 0.001 U of tyrosinase or laccase were 
performed at 25 ºC in a total volume of 1 mL 30 mM citric acid – potassium phosphate 
buffer pH 5.5. Control incubations containing substrates without enzymes were performed 
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as well, and their respective oxygen consumption values were subtracted from the measured 
enzyme activities. Data acquisition and analysis were performed using O2view software 
(Hansatech). 

 
2.2.7 MALDI-TOF-MS 

Samples were prepared as described and subsequently desalted prior to analysis using 
AG 50W-X8 resin. A solution of 10 mg/mL of DHB in water was used as matrix. Spots 
were prepared on a MTP 384 ground steel target  plate (Bruker Daltonics): 0.5 µL of DHB 
solution was applied and dried under a stream of air, then 0.5 µL of sample was applied on 
top of it and dried under a stream of air, finally 0.5 µL of DHB solution was applied on top 
of it and dried under a stream of air. Samples were analysed on an Ultraflextreme 
workstation equipped with a Smartbeam II laser of 355 nm, operated in positive mode and 
controlled by FlexControl 3.4 software (Bruker Daltonics). Spectra were collected at a laser 
intensity between 55% and 65% in reflector mode with voltages of ion source 1 and 2, 
reflector 1 and 2 and the lens; 25.01 kV, 22.37 kV, 26.45 kV, 13.32 kV and 8.34 kV 
respectively. Laser frequency was 1000 Hz. Calibration was performed with maltodextrin 
and a mass scan range from 200 – 3500 Da was used with matrix suppression up to 250 Da. 
Data analysis was conducted using FlexAnalysis v3.3 software (Bruker Daltonics).  
 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Tyrosinase and laccase activity compared on individual tea catechins  

To compare the activity of tyrosinase (cresolase activity) and laccase on individual 
catechins, the amount of enzyme added to the incubation was standardized to a similar 
oxygen consumption rate, 0.001 μmol/mL per min, on catechin. Figure 2.1 shows the rate 
of oxygen consumption of tyrosinase and laccase on the different catechins. Both enzymes 
showed ~1.5 times higher activity towards EC than towards C, in accordance to literature 
on tea catecholase.12 For tyrosinase, activities on EGC and EGCg were 14 and 7 times 
lower, respectively, than that on C. For laccase, activity on EGC was 4 times lower, 
whereas activity on EGCg was roughly similar to that on C. The much lower activities of 
tyrosinase on EGC and EGCg compared to activity on C were expected, because the former 
phenolics have been found to inhibit tyrosinase from Agaricus bisporus.22 When comparing 
the enzymes, laccase showed ~3 and ~6 times higher activities towards EGC and EGCg, 
respectively, than tyrosinase. The activity of laccase on EGC and EGCg was expected, 
because of its wider substrate specificity. The activity of tyrosinase towards trihydroxylic 
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aromatic rings, although low in comparison to laccase and to activity on EC, has not been 
described before to our knowledge.  

Previously, for tea PPO extracts, a 1.5 times higher activity on EGC compared to that 
on C was measured by oxygen consumption measurements, and a roughly similar activity 
on EGCg compared to that on C, or a 3 times higher activity on EGCg compared to that on 
EC.12 Our results suggest that those PPO extracts should also contain laccase activity, 
besides cresolase, otherwise the relatively high activity towards trihydroxylic substrates is 
difficult to explain. 

 
Figure 2.1 Oxygen consumption rate (μmol/mL/min), normalized to C, of tyrosinase and laccase 
incubated with individual catechins.  
 
2.3.2 Conversion of individual tea catechins by tyrosinase and laccase 
compared  

After one hour of incubation with either tyrosinase or laccase, 85% of both C and EC 
had reacted. For tyrosinase, only 10% of EGC and 37% of EGCg had reacted (data not 
shown). This lower conversion might be explained by the inhibitory effect of these 
compounds mentioned above. For laccase, 63% of EGC reacted, whereas EGCg was 
completely consumed. These results are not fully in line with the oxygen consumption 
measurements, where a higher activity on C and EC compared to EGCg was found for 
laccase (Fig. 2.1). This apparent discrepancy might be explained by the fact that oxygen 
consumption measurements represent the initial reaction rate on the substrates, whereas the 
LC-MS analysis represents the composition of phenolics after one hour of incubation. 
Alternatively, the oxidation products of C and EC’s individual incubations might have an 
inhibiting effect on laccase. 
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Continuation of Figure 2.2. 
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2.3.3 Characterization of enzymatic oxidation products of individual tea 
catechins  

The peaks in the RP-UHPLC chromatograms were annotated based on comparison of 
MS/MS fragmentation with published data (Table 2.1). In Figure 2.2 a schematic overview 
is given, summarizing in blue the compounds formed in the single catechin incubations. 
The pathways to the different oxidation products were drawn according to literature.3,5,23 
Incubations of C or EC with tyrosinase or laccase resulted in dimers and trimers, coupled 
by the A-ring to the B-ring, the dehydrodicatechins and dehydrotricatechins.24 Incubations 
of EGC with tyrosinase or laccase resulted in dimers as well, i.e. the dehydrotheasinensins 
and a product with an m/z value of 579 (40). The latter can either be hydroxytheaflavin, 
decarboxyl proepitheaflagallin, or desgalloyl oolongtheanin (Fig. 2.2). The mass 
fragmentation patterns of these isomers have not been described yet. Therefore, the 
incubation mixture was checked for the presence of the known precursors of the three 
isomers. Desgalloyl oolongtheanin is formed from dehydrotheasinensin C (DHTS C) (7), 
which has an m/z value of 625.23 DHTS C was present in the incubation (Table 2.1). The 
other two isomers, hydroxytheaflavin and decarboxyl proepitheaflagallin, are both formed 
from the same precursor, proepitheaflagallin, which has an m/z value of 623.23 This 
compound was not present in the incubation. Therefore, the m/z 579 compound most likely 
corresponds to desgalloyl oolongtheanin. To confirm this, the MS/MS fragments of the m/z 
579 compound were compared with those of the precursor. The mass difference between 
DHTS C and desgalloyl oolongtheanin is 46 Da. If the compound with m/z value 579 is 
desgalloyl oolongtheanin, mass fragments with a 46 Da difference to that of DHTS C are 
expected in the MS/MS spectrum. DHTS C showed a fragment of m/z 565 Da, which can 
be correlated to a fragment of m/z 519 of the putative desgalloyl oolongtheanin, by the 46 
Da difference. Therefore, the compound with m/z value 579 was tentatively assigned to be 
desgalloyl oolongtheanin. 

 
Table 2.1. Compounds tentatively assigned by RP-UHPLC-MSn from the model incubations of the 
catechins with tyrosinase or laccase, and the green tea incubations with tyrosinase or laccase. 
Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time (min) 

[M-H]- 
m/z 

MS2 fragments 
m/z 

λmax  (nm)* Tentative identification† Model 
Incubation 

Catechins 
1‡ 4.37 305 179, 219,  221, 

261 268 Epigallocatechin29  
2‡ 5.53 289 245, 205 278 Epicatechin29  
9 2.73 305 179, 219, 221, 

261 270 Gallocatechin29  
17 4.84 289 245, 205 280 Catechin29  
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Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time (min) 

[M-H]- 
m/z 

MS2 fragments 
m/z 

λmax  (nm)* Tentative identification† Model 
Incubation 

20 5.73 457 169, 331, 305 274 Epigallocatechin gallate29  

26 6.70 441 289, 169 274 (Epi-)catechin gallate29  
29 7.41 425 273, 169, 255 268, 358 Epiafzelechin gallate30  

Theaflavins and theaflavin derivatives 
3‡ 5.59 851 617, 713, 815, 

707, 695 n.d. Theatridimensin31 
(TF-EC) 

EC+EGC 
(Tyr)  

4‡ 5.90 851 617, 713, 815, 
707, 695 n.d. Theatridimensin31 

(TF-EC) 
EC+EGC 
(Tyr) 

6‡ 8.08 563 379, 407, 425, 
241 

266, 
375, 452 Theaflavin32 EC+EGC 

30 7.56 563 407, 379, 481, 
425, 241 267, 375 Neotheaflavin33 C+EGC 

33 8.47 715 563, 527, 545 271, 375 Theaflavin-3-gallate32 EC+EGCg 
34 8.73 715 563, 407, 545, 

527 273, 375 Theaflavin-3’-gallate32  
35 10.07 867 697, 715, 527 273, 376 Theaflavin-digallate2  
36 8.29 715 563, 545, 527 n.d. Neotheaflavin-3-gallate34 C+EGCg 

(Tyr) 
37 4.85 883 847, 821, 811, 

839, 803 264 Hydroxytheaflavin-EGC?23 C+EGC 

38 6.29 1003 833, 617, 695, 
865 272 

Theatridimensin gallate31 
(TFg-EC)  
 

EC+EGCg 
(Tyr) 

Complex phenolics in fermented teas 
5‡ 7.86 533 505, 471, 349, 

305 260 Theanaphtoquinone35 EC+EGC 

7 1.63 625 581, 563, 443, 
565 268 Dehydrotheasinensin C36 

EGC, 
EC+EGC, 
C+EGC 

8 2.03 609 423, 441, 305, 
483 n.d. Theasinensin2  

10 3.28 759 607 285 Theacitrin gallate2  
12 3.36 609 423, 441, 305, 

483 273 Theasinensin2  
13 4.02 759 607, 427, 589 268 Theacitrin gallate2  
15 4.68 759 607, 589, 723, 

427 276 Theacitrin gallate2  
18 5.15 577 425, 407, 451, 

289 278 B-type proanthocyanidin 
dimer37,38  

32 8.28 685 559, 519, 603, 
507 267 Theanaphtoquinone-gallate5 EC+EGCg 

39 5.36 607 563, 525, 546, 
439 n.d. Dehydrotheasinensin E10 EGC 
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Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time (min) 

[M-H]- 
m/z 

MS2 fragments 
m/z 

λmax  (nm)* Tentative identification† Model 
Incubation 

40 5.65 579 497, 551, 519, 
413 n.d. 

Hydroxytheaflavin/Desgallo
yl-oolongtheanin/Decarboxyl 
proepitheaflagellin23,36,39 

EGC 

41 
2.07, 4.28, 
4.69, 4.94, 
5.49, 5.77, 
5.95, 6.54, 

6.64 
863 725, 711, 682, 

559, 781 n.d. 
Dehydro-tricatechin: A-B 
ring catechin trimers, 1x type 
II, V or VI, 1x type VII or 
VIII24 

C 

42 4.47, 4.74, 
5.20, 6.41 577 

439, 393, 425, 
495, 533, 269, 
517 

n.d. 
Dehydro-dicatechin B1-4: A-
B ring catechin dimer type 
VI24 

C, EC 

43 4.96, 5.47, 
7.13 861 

799, 817, 697, 
779, 575, 325, 
283 

n.d. 
Dehydro-tricatechin: A-B 
ring catechin trimer, 2x type 
VII or VIII24 

 

44 6.35, 7.10, 
7.27 575 493, 449, 515, 

437, 394, 287 n.d. 
Dehydro-dicatechin A: A-B 
ring catechin dimer type VII 
or VIII24 

C 

Glycosylated flavonols 
21 6.04 479 316 266, 353 Myr-glc / myr-gal30  
22 6.26 755 609 267, 341 Kam-glc-rut / Que-di-rha-

glc30  
23 6.37 609 301 256, 

264, 353 Que-rut29  
24 6.45 739 593 267, 341 Kam-di-cou-hex30  
25 6.61 463 301 256, 

295, 353 Que-gal29  
27 6.81 593 285 267, 334 Kam-cou-glc / kam-rha-gal30  
28 7.07 447 284, 285 266, 346 Kam-gal / kam-glc / kam-

rut29  

31 7.88 901 755 268, 313 
Que-cou-glc-rut / kam-cou-
glc-rha-gal / kam-cou-di-rha-
hex30 

 
Phenolic acid derivatives 

11 3.31 353 191, 179 323 Caffeoylquinic acid30  
14 4.53 401 179, 341 285, 300 Caffeoyl-galloylquinic 

acid?30  
16 4.78 353 173, 179, 191 326 Caffeoylquinic acid30  
19 5.47 337 173, 191 308 p-coumaroylquinic acid30  

* Only λmax above 250 nm are shown, † kam: kaempferol, myr: myricetin, que: quercetin, gal: 
galactose, glc: glucose, hex: hexose, rha: rhamnose, rut: rutin, cou: coumaroyl, ‡ peaks were assigned 
from the chromatograms in Supplementary Figure S2.2, n.d.: not detectable. 
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Incubations of EGCg with tyrosinase or laccase did not result in any reaction products 
analysable as such by RP-UHPLC-MS. Nevertheless, EGCg had been converted by both 
tyrosinase and laccase. This finding was unexpected, because oxidation products of EGCg, 
such as theasinensins,25 theacitrins26 and trimers and tetramers27 have been reported. Hence, 
compounds formed from EGCg might be outside the range of detection or present in too 
low concentrations. In literature these compounds could only be found after dedicated 
screening by extracted ion chromatograms or by MALDI-TOF-MS analysis.2,28 Analysis of 
incubations of EGCg with tyrosinase and laccase by MALDI-TOF-MS, with higher 
detection range, showed indeed dimer, trimer and tetramer peaks of EGCg (Sup. Fig. S2.1). 
As the focus of this research was on the oxidases rather than on the products formed, these 
compounds were not elaborated on.  

No differences in type of products were found between tyrosinase and laccase; they 
only differed in their reaction rate on the individual catechins.  
 
2.3.4 Comparison of tyrosinase and laccase with respect to TF formation  

When incubating a mixture of EGC (1) and EC (2) with either tyrosinase or laccase, 
EGC and EC almost completely disappeared within one hour (Sup. Fig. S2.2). Peaks were 
annotated based on comparison of MS/MS fragmentation with published data (Table 2.1).  

During the incubation with tyrosinase mainly TF (6) was formed besides some TNQ 
(5), which is an oxidation product of TF. The same compounds were identified in the 
laccase incubation, but in this case less TF and more TNQ were formed. The higher TF to 
TNQ ratio with tyrosinase compared to laccase suggested that TF is not a good substrate for 
tyrosinase, as was expected, because TF does not have the o-dihydroxylic B-ring anymore. 
This expectation was confirmed by oxygen consumption experiments (Sup. Fig. S2.3).  

For laccase a broad spectrum of different oxidation products was expected. However, 
even less reaction products than with tyrosinase were found. This little molecular diversity 
was not expected, as other researchers found a ‘Gaussian-shaped hump’ in their 
chromatogram, caused by many different compounds with similar polarity: the so-called 
thearubigins.2,17,35 Explanations for missing out this molecular diversity might be the use of 
mushroom oxidases instead of (a mixture of) endogenous tea PPOs, and the diluted reaction 
conditions in the model system compared to the conditions in withering tea leaves.  

An approximate mass balance was calculated for the laccase and tyrosinase incubations, 
based on the molar extinction coefficients of the various compounds. It appeared that 30% 
of the substrate was not found back as reaction products in the laccase incubation compared 
to 15% for tyrosinase (data not shown). This loss in compounds might partly be explained 
by the use of estimated molar extinction coefficients, and the formation of insoluble 
compounds.  
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Additionally, in the tyrosinase incubation two minor peaks were formed, which were 
identified as catechin trimers consisting of TF and an extra EC unit (3,4). Li et al. (2010)31 
tentatively assigned a structure for this compound, which they referred to as ‘compound 8’, 
in which the catechin molecule is attached in a third dimension to the benzotropolone ring 
(Fig. 2.2). Therefore, we propose the term ‘theatridimensin’ (T3D) for this kind of catechin 
trimers, which will be used throughout this study.  

Although TF cannot be oxidized by tyrosinase directly, oxidation products (TNQ and 
T3D) could be formed. This might be explained by coupled oxidation, where tyrosinase 
oxidizes an EC molecule that subsequently oxidizes or couples to a TF molecule.10 

 
2.3.5 Theaflavin formation with combinations of tea catechins  

Tyrosinase and laccase were also incubated with the combinations C+EGC, EC+EGCg 
and C+EGCg. Figure 2.3 shows the amounts formed per category of oxidation products. 
For instance, in case of the EC+EGCg incubation TFg was formed, which will be 
categorized as theaflavin.  

The substrates in all the incubations disappeared at a similar rate (data not shown) and 
in all incubations theaflavins were the main initial products. Nevertheless, clear differences 
in the formation of oxidation products were observed. The amount of theaflavin reached in 
the EC+EGC incubation was approximately 4 times higher than that for the other 
combinations, with laccase yielding lower levels of theaflavin than tyrosinase. The same 
pattern applied to theanaphtoquinone formation, but in 10-20 times lower concentrations 
than theaflavin.  

The total phenolics content also differed considerably between incubations and between 
enzymes. The loss in total phenolic content during tyrosinase incubation was 15% for 
EC+EGC, ~65% for C+EGC and EC+EGCg, and 96% for C+EGCg. For laccase the losses 
for the different incubations were 30%, 75%, 95% and 100%, respectively. These results 
are in line with the individual catechin incubations, where tyrosinase incubations also 
resulted in lower losses in detectable phenolics content than laccase. This indicates that 
laccase has a higher activity on the oxidation products than tyrosinase. On top of that, the 
reactivity on oxidation products from combinations with C instead of EC appeared to be 
higher, as well as on oxidation products from combinations with EGCg instead of EGC.  
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Figure 2.3 Concentration optima (mM) of the reaction products of different catechin combinations 
incubated for two hours with tyrosinase (A) or laccase (B). The insert shows a zoom in of the minor 
compounds formed.  

Mainly in the tyrosinase incubations the formation of theatridimensins was clearly 
visible, even in higher amounts than theanaphtoquinones. Besides T3D (TF-EC), the 
theatridimensins TF-C (stereo isomer of T3D) and tentatively T3Dg (TFg-EC) (38) were 
formed during incubations of C+EGC and EC+EGCg, respectively. The formation of T3Dg 
(m/z 1003) has not been reported before. Another catechin-trimer with m/z value 1155 has 
been previously reported, which gives m/z 1003 when subtracting the mass of a galloyl 
group (152 Da).27 Comparison of the MS/MS fragmentation patterns of this m/z 1155 and 
our m/z 1003 compound showed two similar fragments with a neutral loss of 170 Da (gallic 
acid), and 138 Da (an RDA fragment). These fragments are common for flavanolic 
compounds. The MS/MS fragmentation pattern of our tentative T3Dg with m/z 1003 also 
showed fragments of m/z 617 and m/z 695, corresponding to neutral losses of 386 Da and 
308 Da, respectively. These fragments were also found in the fragmentation pattern of T3D 
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(3,4), whereas these fragments were not found with compound m/z 1155. Moreover, the 
MS/MS fragmentation pattern of our tentative T3Dg showed a fragment of m/z 865, which 
is similar to the fragment of m/z 713 of T3D (3,4), when subtracting 152 Da for the extra 
galloyl group of the TFg. Finally, the compound of m/z 1155 showed a neutral loss of 288 
Da, which corresponds to the loss of a catechin unit, whereas our compound did not show 
such a loss in the fragmentation pattern. Therefore, the structure of the compound with m/z 
1003 is assumed to be similar to that of T3D with an additional galloyl group at one of the 
catechin C-rings, T3Dg (Fig. 2.2). Theatridimensins are mainly found in tyrosinase 
incubations, because laccase can directly oxidize theaflavins, thereby limiting the formation 
of theatridimensins.  

For both enzymes in the incubations of C+EGC an unknown compound with an m/z 
value of 883 was found. It was assumed that it was hydroxytheaflavin (HTF)23,28 with an 
EGC coupled to it (HTF-EGC), since it equals the mass of a TF+OH+EGC. It could not be 
determined by MS/MS data at which position EGC is coupled to TF, whether EGC is 
coupled via a C-C bond between the A and C-ring or whether EGC is coupled via the 
benzotropolone ring in a third dimension, like the theatridimensins.  

 
2.3.6 Factors influencing theaflavin concentration  

The conversion of EGC+EC by tyrosinase or laccase was monitored in time (Fig. 2.4). 
Control samples of EGC+EC incubated without enzyme showed no changes in phenolic 
content (data not shown).  

Figure 2.4 clearly shows that more TF was present during the tyrosinase incubation 
than during the laccase incubation. In the tyrosinase incubation, TF is the main oxidation 
product. After one hour TF slowly started to disappear, and after 120 min still 75% of TF 
was left. This result was expected, because tyrosinase cannot oxidize TF itself (Sup. Fig. 
S2.3). Only via coupled oxidation with EC-quinone and TF as nucleophile, the 
theanaphtoquinones and theatridimensins can be formed. In the laccase incubation, TF was 
at first mainly formed as well, but reached only to 80% of the amount of TF formed with 
tyrosinase. TF in the laccase incubation seemed to participate in follow-up reactions, as 
after 30 min it started to disappear, and after 120 min only 20% was left. This confirms that 
laccase catalyses reactions beyond TF. The main compound formed after TF was TNQ, but 
the amounts of TF and TNQ did not add up to the initial amount of catechin. As no 
molecular extinction coefficient has been reported for TNQ, the molar extinction 
coefficient of TF was used instead, which might have been a factor in the discrepancy in the 
catechin mass balance. Another reason might be that oxidation products were further 
oxidized by coupled oxidation with EC, resulting in compounds outside the range of 
detection.  
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Figure 2.4 Changes in the concentrations of EC, EGC and reaction products in time upon 
incubation of EC+EGC with tyrosinase (A) and laccase (B). 

To compare the influence of stereochemistry on TF formation, the EC+EGC and 
EC+EGCg incubations were compared to those of C+EGC and C+EGCg (Fig. 2.3). 
Theaflavins and theanaphtoquinones were found 2 to 4 times more with EC than with C 
(neotheaflavins, 30,36). This shows that stereochemistry is very important in TF formation. 
This was also stated earlier,36 where the influence of stereochemistry was explained by 
hydrophobic association of the catechin and gallocatechin quinones to facilitate 
nucleophilic attack. This proceeds faster at sterically unhindered faces.  

To determine the influence of a galloyl group attached to the C-ring, the incubations 
with EGC were compared to the incubations with EGCg. The EGC incubations gave 3 to 5 
times higher concentrations of theaflavins and theanaphtoquinones in the tyrosinase 
incubations, and more than 10 times higher concentrations of theaflavins and 
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theanaphtoquinones in the laccase incubations, compared to EGCg (Fig. 2.3). The extra 
galloyl group of EGCg is of influence for the formation and stability of theaflavins, also 
stated before.34 The galloyl group of TFg can subsequently react with another catechin, 
resulting in a theadibenzotropolone.3 This might explain why lower amounts of theaflavins 
are found, because they can react further, especially for laccase that is more active on 
trihydroxylic compounds than tyrosinase. However, theadibenzotropolone was not found in 
the incubations. This might be explained by further polymerization. If EGCg reacted with 
the galloyl group of TFg, the theadibenzotropolone formed has again a free galloyl group. 
Another catechin might subsequently react with it, in this way forming a catechin polymer. 
Final compounds might have fallen outside the range of detection or might have 
precipitated. From the experiments with the model system it can be concluded that the 
highest yield of theaflavins is obtained when incubating EC+EGC with tyrosinase.  

 
2.3.7 Theaflavin formation in green tea with exogenous oxidases  

In a model incubation with EC+EGC, tyrosinase directed the reaction towards TF 
production. In green tea other phenolics will be present as well. Some of these other 
phenolics will also be substrate for tyrosinase, which will result in a larger variety of 
reaction products.  

Figure 2.5 shows the MS base peak chromatogram of the 24 h incubations of green tea 
with either tyrosinase, laccase or the endogenous enzymes (black tea). Peaks were 
annotated as described before (Table 2.1). The initial green tea extract mainly contained 
catechins (1,2,9,17,20,26,29), phenolic acid derivatives (11,14,16,19) and glycosylated 
flavonols (21-25,27,28,31). For all three enzyme incubations the catechins almost 
completely disappeared. For black tea, the theaflavins were the main reaction products 
(6,33,34,35) observed. When green tea was incubated with tyrosinase, theaflavins were the 
main reaction products as well, but present in concentrations three times higher (6,34) or 
similar (33,35) to black tea. For both the black tea and the tyrosinase incubation, the 
cumulated theaflavin content constituted approximately 70% of the total soluble phenolics. 
However, tyrosinase incubation yielded two times more soluble phenolics than the black tea 
incubation, resulting in a twice higher cumulative (absolute) theaflavin content compared to 
black tea. This shows the potency of tyrosinase to enrich tea in theaflavins. For the laccase 
incubation no theaflavins could be found.  
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Besides theaflavins, also theacitrin gallate (13) was present in black tea. Most of the 
phenolic acid derivatives had reacted, whereas the glycosylated flavonols did not. When the 
green tea extract was incubated with tyrosinase, theacitrin gallates were formed (10,13,15), 
along with dehydrotheasinensin (7) and TNQg (32). The phenolic acid derivatives content 
had hardly decreased and the glycosylated flavonols content had not decreased at all by 
tyrosinase. When the green tea extract was incubated with laccase only a phenolic acid 
derivative (19), dehydrotheasinensin (7) and the glycosylated flavonols were found in the 
incubation. Insoluble compounds were formed as well during the incubations in all samples 
(Sup. Fig. S2.4). These insoluble compounds were not further investigated.  

 
2.3.8 Opportunities for directing tea phenolics profile with exogenous oxidases  

Theaflavins are important for the quality of a black tea, especially because of their 
reported correlation with colour.6 The black tea prepared from the tea leaves gave the 
darkest brown colour. (Sup. Fig. S2.4) For the tyrosinase incubation the enrichment in 
theaflavins is clearly visible by their absorption maximum around 460 nm.4 In the laccase 
incubation the absorbance increased in general, but not to a distinct brownish colour. The 
insoluble compounds formed, were, nevertheless, brown (Sup. Fig. S2.4).  

In order to obtain a controlled oxidation to direct towards a more theaflavin-rich tea 
phenolics profile, tyrosinase activity is preferred over laccase activity. In black tea, 
prepared from the endogenous tea leaf enzymes, also oxidative enzymes other than 
tyrosinase will be present that can further oxidize theaflavins12 into thearubigins, hence the 
more brown colour. Consequently, theaflavin contents in black tea were lower than those in 
the tyrosinase incubation, even though all catechins had disappeared. Laccase reacts further 
with theaflavins and appeared less suitable for theaflavin enrichment. 

Important to note is the difference in preparation conditions for the black tea versus the 
tyrosinase and laccase incubation of green tea. The substrate to enzyme ratio in the 
withering leaves will be much higher compared to the watery green tea solution incubated 
with enzymes. This might be the reason for the absence of thearubigins in the incubations, 
and hence the less brown colour of the green tea incubations.  

Incubations of EC+EGC showed that tyrosinase could very specifically produce TF, 
which remained stable for an hour in the presence of tyrosinase. This concept might be 
applied in tea manufacturing, either by incubating green tea extract with tyrosinase, or by 
lowering the activity of other oxidative activities in tea leaves. 
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2.5 Supplementary data 

 
Figure S2.1 MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum of A) Control EGCg, B) EGCg incubated with tyrosinase 
and C) EGCg incubated with laccase.  
 

 
Figure S2.2 MS trace of a one hour EC+EGC incubation using tyrosinase or laccase. The 
compounds corresponding to the numbered peaks can be found in Table 2.1.  
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Figure S2.3 Oxygen concentration (nmol/mL) in time (s) in an incubation of theaflavin-3-gallate 
with either tyrosinase or laccase.  
 
 
 

 
Figure S2.4 Absorbance spectra from 380 nm to 780 nm of a green tea extract, a green tea extract 
incubated with tyrosinase, a green tea extract incubated with laccase, and a black tea extract 
prepared from the same green tea leaves. The inset shows the clear solutions and the suspension 
formed after these incubations.   
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Chapter 3 
 An MS/MS method based on selected ions detects low abundance phenolics in black tea - theatridimensins as product of the oxidative cascade  
 
Abstract 
Three rapid MS screening methods were compared for their ability to annotate two-step-
oxidation products in black teas without the need of prior fractionation: (i) full MS, (ii)  
MS/MS on selected ions, and (iii) selected reaction monitoring (SRM), the first two in 
combination with post analysis extracted ion chromatography (EIC). A model system of 
theaflavin (TF), epicatechin (EC) and tyrosinase was used to prepare the two-step-oxidation 
product theatridimensin (T3D), consisting of three oligomerized catechin subunits. The 
MS2 fragmentation pattern of T3D was compared with that of an isomeric catechin trimer 
from black tea, TFsEC. MS2 signature fragments were found to distinguish the two isomers, 
i.e. m/z 617 for T3D and m/z 563 for TFsEC. When exploring black tea for the occurrence 
of such two-step-oxidation products, the use of MS/MS on selected ions combined with 
EIC proved to be the most suitable. It not only enabled monitoring MS2 of compounds 
present in low abundance, it also provided a complete MS2 data set, facilitating the 
discovery of other isomers, for example theaflavate A. The occurrence of T3Ds and T3Dgs 
in various black teas was shown for the first time and the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ 
was extended with novel oxidation products.   
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3.1 Introduction 
In plant-derived food products mixtures of phenolics are widespread, the complexity of 

which is often increased by processing. The manufacturing of black tea is a well-known 
example. For quality control,1 geographical traceability,2 authentication3-5 and studying 
effects of processing methods,6 it is important to provide detailed compositional analysis of 
the tea phenolics present, including those present in low abundance.  

When green tea leaves are processed into black tea, the green leaf phenolics are 
oxidized into more complex phenolics by the leaves’ endogenous oxidative enzymes. The 
main phenolic compounds in green tea are catechins (also referred to as flavan-3-ols), 
characterized by their meta-5,7-dihydroxy substituted A-ring and di- or trihydroxylic B-
ring. These catechins form a set of precursors with limited molecular diversity, which after 
oxidation results in the around 10,000 different, complex phenolics in black tea, also 
referred to as thearubigins.7 Their formation is explained by the ‘oxidative cascade 
hypothesis’ introduced in 2010.7 The ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ starts with 
oligomerization of the catechin subunits, yielding four types of interflavanic configuration: 
the theaflavin (TF) type, the theasinensin (TS) type, the theacitrin (TC) type and the 
theanaphtoquinone (TNQ) type. The next step is hydroxylation of the catechin oligomers. 
Hydroxyl groups can be added to all unsubstituted carbons of the aromatic rings in the 
oligomers via nucleophilic attack.  

To understand the oligomerization reactions that occur in the formation of black tea, a 
model system has recently been used with only a limited number of precursors, TF with 
epicatechin (EC), and a single oxidase with well-defined activity, tyrosinase.8 TF is the 
oligomerization product of EC and epigallocatechin. In the presence of EC-quinone, formed 
by the enzymatic oxidation of EC, TF can be transformed into at least three different 
products (Fig. 3.1). Upon coupled oxidation,9-11 a redox-reaction occurs in which the EC-
quinone reduces back to EC while oxidizing TF into TNQ, a dimeric flavonoid in which the 
EC-quinone is not incorporated. TNQ is considered an oligomerization product in the 
‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’. The formation of TNQ, however, needs two oxidation 
steps: an oligomerization into TF, and a rearrangement of TF into TNQ. Other two-step-
oxidation products via TF are formed by a second oligomerization step, when EC-quinone 
via its B-ring couples to the benzotropolone ring of TF, yielding the trimeric catechin 
theatridimensin (T3D).8,12 Alternatively, the EC-quinone B-ring can attack the aromatic 
ring in the interflavanic configuration of TF, upon which a TS-type cross-link is formed, 
yielding the trimeric catechin TFsEC (the ‘s’ indicating the TS-type of oligomerization).13 
These three different two-step-oxidation products formed from TF indicate that the 
oligomerization level in the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ requires further refinement.   
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Characterization of the different oxidation products from catechins is necessary to 
understand the oxidative processes resulting in black tea. Often this characterization is done 
by NMR spectroscopy after extensive, laborious purification steps.14 Hence, there is a need 
for rapid screening methods to annotate compounds in complex mixtures without extensive 
sample preparation, e.g. LC-MS. Extracted ion chromatograms (EIC) of specific m/z values 
upon mass spectrometric analysis have been used for this purpose.15 Main disadvantages of 
this approach are (i) low sensitivity, as mainly highly abundant compounds will be 
measured, and (ii) lack of MS2 data, for the same reason.7,13  

The aim of the present research is to select a rapid screening method to annotate the 
various two-step-oxidation products in black teas, without the need of prior fractionation of 
the sample. Three MS modes, sometimes combined with EIC, were compared: (i) full MS, 
(ii) MS/MS on selected ions, and (iii) selected reaction monitoring (SRM). T3Ds and 
TFsECs were used as examples of isomeric two-step-oxidation products to be analysed, as 
their occurrence in tea is expected. Seven teas were screened for the presence of these two 
isomers. It is hypothesized that with specific MS settings, like SRM or MS/MS on selected 
ions, MS2 data can also be obtained for compounds with low abundance. By deriving 
signature fragments from the MS2 data, two-step-oxidation products might be tentatively 
annotated and distinguished from isomers.  

 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Materials  

(-)-Epicatechin (EC), theaflavin-3-gallate (TFg), L-ascorbic acid and mushroom 
tyrosinase were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Anhydrous citric 
acid was purchased from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and disodium hydrogen 
phosphate from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). (-)-Epigallocatechin (EGC) was prepared 
from EGCg (Sigma Aldrich) as described elsewhere.16 Ultra-high-performance liquid 
chromatography mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS) grade acetonitrile (ACN) and methanol 
(MeOH) were obtained from Biosolve (Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). Water was 
prepared using a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). 
Various teas from different origin were obtained from a local store: Darjeeling First Flush 
(India), Darjeeling Second Flush (India), Nepal First Flush (Nepal), Keemun Congou 
(Anhui, China), China black Yunnan (Yunnan, China), Oolong Finest Taiwan (Taiwan), Pu 
Ehr (China), and Lapsang Souchong (China). 
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3.2.2 Preparation of theaflavin pool 
Theaflavin (TF) was prepared by incubation of a mixture of EC and EGC with 

tyrosinase. EC and EGC were used at a concentration of 0.5 mM each. Tyrosinase was 
added to a final concentration of 0.001 U/mL (one unit equalling the amount of enzyme that 
consumes 1 µmol of oxygen per min for oxidation of catechin at pH 5.5 and 25 ºC). 
Incubations were performed in citric acid - sodium phosphate buffer (30 mM) pH 5.5. The 
reaction flask was incubated in the dark at 25 °C under continuous stirring. After one hour 
the reaction was stopped by adding 20 µL of saturated ascorbic acid solution per mL 
reaction mixture. The amount of ascorbic acid added was sufficient to arrest the reaction for 
at least 12 h. Subsequently, the sample was subjected to solid-phase extraction (SPE) using 
a 10 g C18 Sep-Pak column washed and eluted with water and MeOH according to the 
instructions of the manufacturer (Waters, Milford, MA, USA). The MeOH fraction was 
evaporated under reduced pressure, dissolved in water and freeze-dried. The freeze-dried 
material was dissolved in water to a concentration of ~3 mg/mL. Subsequently, it was 
purified by Flash chromatography, using a 4 g Reveleris C18 column on a Reveleris Flash 
system (Grace, Deerfield, IL, USA) operated at 15 mL/min. Water containing 1% (v/v) 
ACN and 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid (eluent A) and ACN containing 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid 
(eluent B) were used as eluents. The following elution profile was used: 0-1 min, isocratic 
on 0% B; 1-11 min, linear gradient from 0-50% B; 11-13 min, linear gradient from 50-
100% B; 13-16 min, isocratic on 100% B. Fractions were collected and analysed by RP-
UHPLC-MS as described in paragraphs 2.5 and 2.6. Fractions were pooled to yield a 95% 
pure TF pool, annotation was based on MS data, whereas quantification was based on UV 
absorbance at 270 nm. The TF pool was freeze-dried and stored at -20 °C. During the 
preparation steps, the sample was kept from light.  

 
3.2.3 Oxidation of TF or TFg using EC and tyrosinase  

EC was incubated in equal molarity with either TF or TFg at a total phenolics 
concentration of 0.1 mM. Tyrosinase was added to a final concentration of 0.0001 U/mL. 
Incubations were performed in citric acid - sodium phosphate buffer (30 mM) pH 5.5. 
Samples (1 mL) were incubated at 25 ºC for 60 min, after which the reaction was stopped 
by adding 20 µL of freshly prepared saturated ascorbic acid solution. The samples were 
centrifuged (10,000 g, 5 min, 20 ºC) prior to analysis by reversed-phase liquid 
chromatography. Compounds were tentatively annotated and semi-quantified by mass 
spectrometry.  

 
 

3 
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3.2.4 Extraction of black tea phenolics  
Black tea (0.5 g) was three times extracted with 50 mL boiling water for 10 min under 

continuous stirring. Extracts were filtered through paper filter (Grade 1, Whatman, Chalfont 
St. Giles, UK) by Büchner filtration and the filtrates were combined. The samples were 
centrifuged (10,000 g, 5 min, 20 ºC) prior to analysis by reversed-phase liquid 
chromatography. 

 
3.2.5 RP-UHPLC analysis  

Samples were analysed on an Accela UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, 
USA) equipped with a pump, an auto sampler at 15 °C and a photodiode array (PDA) 
detector. Samples (1 µL) were injected onto a Hypersil Gold column (2.1 x 150 mm, 
particle size of 1.9 µm, Thermo Scientific). Water containing 1% (v/v) ACN and 0.1% (v/v) 
acetic acid (eluent A) and ACN containing 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid (eluent B) were used as 
eluents. The flow rate was 300 µL/min, and the column oven temperature was controlled at 
30 °C. The PDA detector was set to measure 200-600 nm. The following elution profile 
was used: 0-1 min, isocratic on 5% (v/v) B; 1-12 min, linear gradient from 5-50% (v/v) B; 
12-13 min, linear gradient from 50-100%; 13-18 min, isocratic on 100% (v/v) B; 18-18.1 
min, linear gradient from 100-5% (v/v) B; and 18.1-22 min, isocratic on 5% (v/v) B.  

 
3.2.6 Electrospray Ionization - Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS)  

Mass spectrometric data were obtained on a Velos Pro mass spectrometer (Thermo 
Scientific) equipped with an ESI probe coupled to the RP-UHPLC system. Nitrogen was 
used as sheath gas and auxiliary gas. Data were collected over the m/z range of 250-2000. 
Data-dependent MSn analysis was performed with a normalized collision energy of 35%. 
The MSn fragmentation was performed on the most intense product ion in the MSn-1 
spectrum, with wideband activation to exclude fragments with neutral losses of 18 Da 
(H2O), and with a dynamic exclusion for 5 s, when the most intense product ion appeared 
twice within 5 s. The system was tuned with theaflavin-3-gallate in negative ionization 
mode. Most settings were optimized via automatic tuning using “Tune Plus” (Xcalibur 
2.07, Thermo Scientific). The transfer tube temperature was 350 °C, and the source voltage 
was 4.0 kV. Data acquisition and reprocessing were performed with Xcalibur 2.07 (Thermo 
Scientific). The MS was run in three different modes: Full MS, MS/MS on selected ions, 
and selected reaction monitoring (SRM). With MS/MS on selected ions, the MS will only 
monitor the MS2 data of the parent ions specified in the MS/MS inclusion list, during a 
specified timeframe. With SRM, not only the parent ion is specified, but also the fragment 
of that ion. Only this specified fragment in the MS2 will be monitored by the MS.  
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Compounds were quantified by MS signal relative to TFg, and the amounts were 
expressed as TFg equivalents. The TFg calibration curve (ranging from 0.0006-0.004 mM) 
had a correlation coefficient of 0.99.  

 
3.2.7 MS2 fragment data extrapolation for TFsEC 

The MS2 data of TFsEC was extrapolated from that of the digallated form of TFsEC, i.e. 
TFggsEC (m/z 1155),13 under the assumption that fragmentation of TFsEC during MS2 
occurs at the same linkages as in TFggsEC, except for the linkages connecting the gallic 
acids. The main fragment ions of TFggsEC were m/z 867, m/z 1137, m/z 1003, m/z 985 and 
m/z 1017. The fragments of m/z 1003 and m/z 985 resulted from cleavage of the gallic acid 
group and were not further taken into account for TFsEC. The other three fragments m/z 
867, m/z 1137 and m/z 1017 were extrapolated to TFsEC by subtracting the mass of the two 
gallic acids (304 Da), yielding m/z 563, m/z 713 and m/z 833 for TFsEC, respectively. 
Supplemental Figure S3.1 shows the theoretical fragmentation pattern of TFsEC.13 

 
3.3 Results  
3.3.1 Signature fragments of oxidation products from theaflavins  

The aim of the present research was to select the best LC-MS screening method to 
annotate phenolics present in low abundance in complex mixtures as black tea, without 
preparative fractionation. For this selection, the two-step-oxidation products T3Ds and 
TFsECs were used as representatives of isomeric phenolic compounds expected to be 
present in low abundance in black tea. To enable annotation of compounds in low 
abundance from a complex mixture with MS, MS2 signature fragments should be known. 
To obtain T3Ds, an incubation of either TF or TFg in the presence of EC and tyrosinase 
was performed.8 Figures 3.2A and 3.2C show the MS base peak trace of these incubations, 
after one hour of oxidation of TF or TFg, respectively. Peaks were tentatively annotated 
based on comparison of MS/MS fragmentation patterns with published data (Table 3.1).  

Upon oxidation of TF (3), different T3Ds (4-6) were formed besides TNQ (2). The T3D 
yield was divided over different stereoisomers, which resulted in higher s/n ratios. 
Therefore, the T3Ds (m/z 851) were not clearly visible in the MS base peak chromatogram 
(Fig. 3.2A). They were found when obtaining an extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) of m/z 
851 (Fig. 3.2B). Upon oxidation of TFg (10), T3Dgs (7, 8) and TNQg (9) were formed 
(Fig. 3.2C).  

3 
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Figure 3.2 MS base peak trace of a 1 h incubation of TF+EC (A) and TFg+EC (C) with tyrosinase. 
An EIC of m/z 851 from the MS base peak of the TF+EC incubation (B). The compounds 
corresponding to the numbered peaks are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Compounds found by RP-UHPLC-MSn from the TF+EC and TFg+EC incubations 
using tyrosinase.  

Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time 
(min) 

[M-H]- 
(m/z) 

MS2 fragments 
(m/z) 

λmax*   (nm) Tentative annotation 
1 5.97 289 245, 205 276 Epicatechin17 
2 8.56 533 505, 471, 349, 305 252, 278, 438 Theanaphtoquinone18 
3 8.78 563 407, 379, 425, 241 266, 375, 452 Theaflavin19 
4 5.92 851 713, 617, 815, 695, 707 271, 381 Theatridimensin12 
5 6.23 851 617, 713, 815, 707 270, 381 Theatridimensin12 
6 6.43 851 815, 683, 807, 713, 617 263, 382 Theatridimensin12 
7 6.13 1003 833, 617, 695, 865 278 Theatridimensin gallate8 
8 6.44 1003 833, 617, 695, 865 278 Theatridimensin gallate8 
9 8.92 685 559, 519, 515, 507 278 Theanaphtoquinone gallate20 

10 9.03 715 563, 527, 545 272, 382 Theaflavin gallate19 
* Only λmax values above 250 nm are shown. 
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Figure 3.3 shows the MS2 spectrum of T3D (m/z 851), together with its fragmentation 
routes. The three main fragment ions of T3D were m/z 617, m/z 713 and m/z 815. The latter 
originated after a neutral loss of 36 Da, a loss consistent with two water molecules. 
Fragment m/z 713 originated after a neutral loss of 138 Da, indicating a retro-Diels-Alder 
(RDA)-type fragmentation. Fragment m/z 617 likely resulted from the cleavage of three 
bonds in the tripartite interflavanic configuration of the benzotropolone ring of T3D. As 
this interflavanic configuration is typical for T3Ds12, this fragment of m/z 617 was used as 
the signature fragment of T3D.  

The fragments of TFsEC were extrapolated from literature, as described in subchapter 
3.2.7. Fragment m/z 833 originated after a neutral loss of 18 Da, a loss consistent with one 
water molecule (no wideband activation setting was used). Fragment m/z 713 originated 
after a neutral loss of 138 Da, indicating an RDA-type fragmentation. Fragment m/z 563 
originated after a neutral loss of 288 Da, which represents the loss of a catechin moiety. 
This latter fragmentation is not likely to occur for T3Ds, because there the extra catechin is 
doubly linked to the TF benzotropolone ring in the T3D interflavanic configuration. 
Therefore, this fragment of m/z 563 can be used as a signature fragment for TFsEC, to 
distinguish this isomer from T3D.  
 

3.3.2 Comparison of MS screening methods  
Different settings in the mass spectrometric analysis were used to screen for minor 

phenolic compounds in Chinese black Yunnan tea. The outcomes with the different 
settings, both during analysis and post-analysis, are compared with each other in Figure 
3.4, where T3Ds and TFsECs are screened for as representatives of isomeric two-step-
oxidation products. Figure 3.4A shows the full MS chromatogram of a black tea (Chinese 
black Yunnan). Around 30 peaks could be distinguished, of which 6 non-oxidized catechins 
and 4 TFs, as indicated in the chromatogram. Figure 3.4B shows the EIC of m/z 851, 
corresponding to T3D and/or TFsEC, obtained during post-analysis from the full MS data 
set. This EIC chromatogram contained two main peaks, the intensity of which was 100 
times lower than those of the main peaks in the full MS chromatogram (Fig. 3.4A). 
Consequently, MS2 data were not recorded for m/z 851.  

Alternative to post-analysis processing of the data, the compounds of interest could also 
be specifically screened for during an MS procedure in which MS/MS is performed on a 
priori selected (MS1) parent ions. The data recorded comprised all MS2 fragments of the a 
priori selected parent ions. Figure 3.4C shows the MS2 chromatogram of the a priori 
selected ion m/z 851. Three peaks with parent mass m/z 851 could be distinguished and 
their MS2 data were recorded. Two of these isomer peaks were not found in the EIC of the 
full MS chromatogram; they had a main MS2 fragment of m/z 617, the signature fragment 

3 
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of T3D. The other isomer peak in Figure 3.4C was already detected in the EIC of the full 
MS, but now the MS2 data were obtained as well. It showed a main MS2 fragment of m/z 
579, which is neither a fragment of T3D nor of TFsEC. The compound was annotated as 
theaflavate A,21,22 a catechin dimer that has a TF-type interflavanic configuration via the 
gallic acid ester group (Sup. Fig. S3.2). The peak found in the EIC of the full MS at 
retention time 8 min (Fig. 3.4B), was not recovered in Figure 3.4C.  

 

 
Figure 3.3 MS2 fragmentation pattern of theatridimensin, m/z 851, including a schematic 
representation of the main fragmentation routes. The signature fragment with m/z 617 is shown in 
pink.  
 

After MS/MS on the selected ion, a post-analysis EIC can be made with the signature 
fragment of the compounds of interest, as shown in Figures 3.4D and 3.4F for T3Ds (m/z 
617) and for TFsECs (m/z 563), respectively.  

Alternatively, MS was performed in selected reaction monitoring (SRM) mode, where 
both the parent ion and the MS2 fragment ion were a priori selected. Subsequently, only the 
selected MS2 value from the selected parent ion was recorded. The data gathered only 
showed the information of the EIC from the MS/MS data on selected ions, as can be seen 
when comparing the SRM of T3D (Fig. 3.4E) with the EIC of T3D from the MS/MS data 
on selected ions (Fig. 3.4D), and the SRM of the TFsEC (Fig. 3.4G) with the EIC of 
TFsEC from the MS/MS data on selected ions (Fig. 3.4F). Both the MS/MS on selected 
ions with post-analysis EIC and the SRM method could detect the expected MS2 fragments 
of two-step-oxidation products in a black tea.  
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Figure 3.4 RP-UHPLC-MS profiles from a Chinese black Yunnan tea. A) Full MS, B) EIC of m/z 
851 from full MS data, C) MS/MS on selected ion m/z 851, D) EIC of fragment m/z 617 from 
MS/MS on selected ion m/z 851, E) SRM of m/z 851 with fragment m/z 617, F) EIC of fragment 
m/z 563 from MS/MS on selected ion m/z 851, G) SRM of m/z 851 with fragment m/z 563. 
Corresponding colours behind the chromatograms indicate that the same data set has been used.  

 
3.3.3 T3Ds and TFsEC in various black teas  

Seven black teas, differing in method of production and/or origin, were analysed for 
occurrence of T3Ds, TFsECs and theaflavate A (Fig. 3.5). A ‘Pu Ehr’ tea, which is 
fermented with exogenous micro-organisms instead of oxidized with endogenous enzymes, 
was analysed as well. It did not contain any T3Ds, TFsECs or theaflavate A and, therefore, 
is not further discussed. Based on availability of MS data, as will be addressed later, the 
method of MS/MS on selected ions was chosen to analyse the tea samples. The areas of the 
peaks containing the signature fragments were used to semi-quantify the compounds. It 
should be noted this is a quantification based on MS response, without correction for 
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possible differences in ability to ionize between compounds. Therefore, quantities of the 
same compound can only be compared between different teas, and one should be cautious 
comparing the quantities of different compounds within the same tea. Ion suppression is 
another effect that should be considered in MS with complex mixtures, which could cause 
differences in the quantities analysed. Quantities were expressed in TFg equivalents.  

As seen from Figure 3.5, T3Ds and T3Dgs are present in the different teas in various 
concentrations. Except for the ‘Keemun Congou’ tea, T3Ds were present in higher 
concentrations in fully oxidised black teas, in comparison to a semi-oxidized oolong and a 
smoked tea (‘Lapsang Souchong’). This was expected, as T3D is a two-step-oxidation 
product. Hence, it is tempting to state that the degree of oxidation determines the T3D 
concentrations. The ‘Keemun Congou’ tea from the Anhui province of China had low 
concentrations of T3Ds and T3Dgs. In contrast, the ‘Chinese black Yunnan’ tea from the 
province Yunnan of China showed a T3D concentration almost double that of other fully 
oxidized black teas, and a T3Dg concentration standing out from that of all other teas. This 
is the first time T3Ds and T3Dgs were found to occur in black teas. 

TFsECs were also present in the teas, however, either the MS response was much lower 
than that for T3Ds or they occurred in much lower concentrations. TFsEC and TFgsEC 
were present in different teas. Their concentrations did not vary a lot among teas. TFggsEC, 
reported to be present in black tea,13 was not observed.  

Theaflavate A was also found in the various teas, in different concentrations. The 
‘Chinese black Yunnan’ showed a particularly high theaflavate A concentration in 
comparison to the other teas.  

 

 
Figure 3.5 Presence, in TFg equivalents, of T3Ds, TFsEC13 and theaflavate A in various fully 
oxidized, semi-oxidized or smoked teas.  
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3.4 Discussion 
3.4.1 MS screening methods for tea phenolics present in low abundance 
compared 

So far, only EICs from full MS data have been used to screen for oxidized phenolics in 
tea,15,23 except for one recent research where ion mobility measurements showed to be 
useful in distinguishing isomers from thearubigin fractions of black tea.24 The main 
disadvantage of EICs from full MS data is that no MS2 data of phenolics present in low 
abundance are recorded, and consequently annotation is often impossible, particularly when 
analysing complex mixtures. Also, isomers, like T3D, TFsEC and theaflavate A, cannot be 
distinguished. Both the MS/MS on selected ions method and the SRM method could 
provide the MS2 data of the compounds. These two methods will be further compared with 
each other.  

The main advantage of the MS/MS on selected ions, compared to SRM, is the way in 
which the MS2 data are gathered. With MS/MS on selected ions, all MS2 data of the parent 
ion with the specified m/z value are collected. For SRM, the data gathered is limited to the 
selected fragment ion belonging to the selected parent ion. This is illustrated by comparing 
the MS2 fragmentation spectra obtained by both methods in Supplemental Figure S3.3. 
With SRM, isomers other than the ones screened for are not monitored. For example, 
theaflavate A, with m/z 851 and fragment m/z 579 visible with the MS/MS on selected ions 
method (Fig. 3.4C), would not have been found with SRM in the black tea, as it was not 
specifically screened for.14 With MS/MS on selected ions, isomers of m/z 851 with MS2 
fragments other than m/z 617 or m/z 563, including m/z 579 corresponding to theaflavate A, 
were also visualized. This provides better insight into the complexity of oxidized tea 
phenolics. 

SRM is preferred when large numbers of samples need quantification, because only the 
necessary information is monitored and the resolution is always the highest.14,25 When 
analysing black tea to annotate different isomeric two-step-oxidation products, the use of 
the MS/MS on selected ions method is preferred as it can advance the knowledge on 
oxidative transformation of tea phenolics. All MS2 data are available for annotation and 
isomeric products are included.  

 
3.4.2 Oxidative cascade hypothesis revisited 

By employing the screening method of MS/MS on selected ions in LC-MS runs, the 
molecular diversity in black tea, described by the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, was found 

3 
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to be even larger than anticipated so far.7 Therefore, a refinement of the oligomerization 
level of the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ is proposed.  

The interflavanic configurations of the one-step-oxidation products, the dimers TF, TS 
and TC, will be regarded as the basic oligomerization types. Further oligomerization of one 
of these dimers can occur in two ways: (i) extension via one of the basic oligomerization 
types, for instance the two-step-oxidation product TFggsEC, which is known to exist in 
black tea.13 Its mono-galloylated and ungalloylated derivatives, TFgsEC and TFsEC, were 
shown to occur in black tea as well, in the present research. (ii) Extension via a tripartite 
oligomerization type, an oligomerization in which the preformed basic interflavanic 
configuration participates by forming a scaffold onto which a third catechin is 
superimposed, e.g. the two-step-oxidation product T3D. Both T3D and T3Dg were shown 
to occur in black tea, in the present research. The formation of the two-step-oxidation 
product TNQ does not involve a second oligomerization step, but an intramolecular 
rearrangement of the interflavanic configuration of TF into TNQ. Hence, we propose to 
redefine the oligomerization level of the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ into three types of 
oxidation reactions: (i) basic oligomerization, (ii) tripartite oligomerization and (iii) 
intramolecular rearrangements. Figure 3.6 gives a schematic overview of the different 
oxidation steps. Combinations of the different oligomerization, rearrangement and 
hydroxylation reactions, in varying number of oxidation steps, cause the large molecular 
diversity encountered in black tea thearubigins.7 

 
Figure 3.6 Schematic overview of the newly defined oxidation steps in the ‘oxidative cascade 
hypothesis’ as proposed in the present research. n = number of oxidation steps. 
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3.6 Supplementary data 
 

 
Figure S3.1 Structural depiction of the main fragmentation routes of TFsEC.13 The signature 
fragment of m/z 563 is shown in pink.  
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Figure S3.2 Structural depiction of the main fragmentation route of theaflavate A.21,22 The 
signature fragment of m/z 579 is shown in pink. 
 
 
 

 
Figure S3.3 MS spectra from a Chinese black Yunnan tea. A) MS spectrum from an MS/MS 
measurement on the selected ion of m/z 851, B) MS spectrum from an SRM measurement of the 
fragments m/z 617, m/z 713 and m/z 815 of parent ion m/z 851. 
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Chapter 4 
 Structural characterization of different dehydrocatechin oligomers by MS/MS, and their occurrence in black tea  
 
Abstract 
Dehydrocatechins (DhC), oligomeric oxidation products of (epi)catechins, were formed in 
model incubations of epicatechin with mushroom tyrosinase. DhC oligomers up to 
tetramers were detected by RP-UHPLC-MS analysis. Measurements with MALDI-TOF-
MS showed formation of oligomers up to at least 15 catechin subunits. Isomeric DhCs were 
obtained, and a method based on MS2 fragment ratios was set up to distinguish between the 
different interflavanic configurations of the isomers. In the model incubation, 8 
dehydrodicatechins (DhC2) and 22 dehydrotricatechins (DhC3) were tentatively annotated 
by their MS2 signature fragments. Three different interflavanic configuration-types were 
annotated for the DhC2s. DhC2s and DhC3s were shown to occur in a black tea extract for 
the first time. For the DhC2s, at least two isomeric types, i.e. DhC β and DhC ε, could be 
annotated in black tea. 
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4.1 Introduction 
When green tea leaves are processed into black tea, the green leaf phenolics are 

oxidized by the leaves’ endogenous enzymes. The main phenolic compounds in green tea 
leaves are catechins (also referred to as flavan-3-ols), characterized by their meta-5,7-
dihydroxy substituted A-ring and di- or trihydroxylic B-ring. These catechins form the set 
of starting compounds with limited molecular diversity that after oxidation results in the 
estimated 10,000 different complex phenolics in black tea, the thearubigins.1 The formation 
of this array of phenolics is explained by the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ (Ch. 3).1 

The ‘oxidative cascade’ consists of three types of oxidation reactions: (i) 
oligomerization via either a basic-type or a tripartite-type, (ii) intramolecular 
rearrangement, and (iii) hydroxylation. Oligomerization of catechins can result in different 
interflavanic configurations. An interflavanic configuration refers to the cross-link between 
two subunits, also including the structural changes occurring within a molecule as a result 
of the coupling reaction. The basic oligomerization-types are the interflavanic 
configurations that result from one oxidation step: the theaflavin (TF) subtype, the 
theasinensin (TS) subtype, and the theacitrin (TC) subtype, the characteristics of which are 
a benzotropolone moiety, a C-C bond, and two fused pentameric rings, respectively. The 
intramolecular rearrangements and tripartite-oligomerizations always require a second 
oxidation step, in which one of the preformed basic interflavanic configurations 
participates, by rearrangement (no elongation; dimeric product, e.g. TNQ2 and 
theacoumarin3), or by forming a scaffold onto which a third catechin is superimposed 
(branching; trimeric product, e.g. T3D (Ch. 3)4), respectively. Furthermore, extra oxidation 
steps can also elongate oligomers, simply by attaching subunits through one of the basic 
oligomerization types (Ch. 3). The numerous different combinations of oxidation reactions 
are thought to cause the extensive molecular diversity of thearubigins present in black tea.1 
Oligomers up to a degree of polymerization (DP) of seven catechin subunits are expected in 
black tea, based on a maximum molecular mass (Mw) of 2,100 Da reported for black tea 
phenolics.1 

The increase in molecular diversity when converting green tea leaves into black tea is an 
uncontrolled process. Only control of temperature5 and pH6 during fermentation, with 
respect to manufacturing high quality black tea, has been investigated, so far. An 
opportunity for a more controlled oxidation process to generate black tea would be to 
physically separate the phenolics and oxidative enzymes, e.g. polyphenol oxidase and 
peroxidase, from tea leaves in their native states, prior to the oxidation process. Instead of 
cutting and crushing the leaves to bring the catechins and oxidative enzymes in contact, the 
catechins and enzymes can be added together in the desired amounts and conditions. 
Previous research, using model systems starting from epicatechin (EC) and epigallocatechin 
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(EGC), indicated that tyrosinase yielded more defined end products of EC with EGC, i.e. 
theaflavin (TF) and theatridimensins (T3D), than laccase. The latter further oxidized the 
TFs into insoluble compounds.7 Using these model systems, novel oxidation products were 
first discovered in model incubations,4 after which they were identified in black tea, for 
example T3Ds (Ch. 3). 

In the present study, another potential starting point for the formation of complex 
phenolics in black tea is investigated, i.e. the oligomerization products from EC subunits 
alone. Dehydrodicatechins (DhC2) (Fig. 4.1), A-ring to B-ring linked catechin dimers, were 
shown to be formed when incubated with grape polyphenol oxidase.8 In previous research 
using model incubations of catechins with tyrosinase, the formation of DhC2s and 
dehydrotricatechins (DhC3) was observed as well.7    

 
Figure 4.1 Structural formulas of different dehydrodicatechin dimers: (A) EC-βAB-EC with m/z 
577. (B) EC-γAB-EC with m/z 575. (C) EC-δAB-EC with m/z 575. (D) EC-εAB-EC with m/z 577.8 
The different interflavanic configurations are indicated in red. The nomenclature proposed for 
dehydrocatechins is elaborated in Figure 4.3.  

Figure 4.1 shows four different interflavanic configurations for DhCs. (i) A single C-C 
bond (Fig. 4.1A), (ii) an ether bond and a single C-C bond in between the catechin 
subunits, plus an additional intraflavanic ether linkage from the C-ring to the B-ring and a 
carbonyl group for one of the catechin subunits, resulting after intramolecular 
rearrangement (Fig. 4.1B), (iii) an ether bond and a double C-C bond, plus a carbonyl 
group for both of the subunits, resulting after intramolecular rearrangement (Fig. 4.1C), and 
(iv) a single ether bond (Fig. 4.1D). The structures shown in Figure 4.1 represent the 
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interflavanic configurations of the A- and B-rings that are energetically most favourable. 
Isomers can occur as well, involving different positions on the A and B-rings for cross-
linking, via one of these four DhC interflavanic configuration types.8 

DhCs oligomerize via B-ring oxidation of (E)C subunits.8 This B-ring oxidation is 
predominant in tea oxidation reactions as well.9 Therefore, it is hypothesized that DhCs will 
also be formed during the oxidation process that results in black tea, but their presence in 
tea has not been established yet, to the best of our knowledge. Oligomers of A-ring to C-
ring linked monomeric catechins, the procyanidins (PC), are isomers of DhCs, and are 
known to occur in green tea leaves.9-11  

The aim of the present research is to specifically analyse various oxidized teas for the 
presence of DhCs with different interflavanic configurations. To analyse the various DhCs 
in a complex mixture of phenolics, like black tea, a selective mass spectrometric screening 
method is used (Ch. 3). In order to use this method, the fragmentation patterns of the 
different DhCs need to be established, to be able to define their signature fragments. These 
signature fragments will be used to distinguish DhCs from PCs, and to distinguish the 
different interflavanic configurations in DhCs. A model system of EC with mushroom 
tyrosinase will be used to prepare DhCs, to obtain those signature fragments. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Materials  

(-)-Epicatechin (EC), theaflavin-3-gallate (TFg) and mushroom tyrosinase were 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Anhydrous citric acid was purchased 
from Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium) and sodium dihydrogen phosphate and disodium 
hydrogen phosphate from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). A commercially available 
procyanidin extract from grape seeds (Vitaflavan®) was kindly provided by Levita 
Chemicals International NV (Antwerpen, Belgium). Various teas from different origin were 
obtained from a local store: Darjeeling First Flush (India), Darjeeling Second Flush (India), 
Nepal First Flush (Nepal), Keemun Congou (Anhui, China), China black Yunnan (Yunnan, 
China), Oolong Finest Taiwan (Taiwan), Pu Ehr (China), and Lapsang Souchong (China). 
2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was purchased from Bruker Daltronics (Bremen, 
Germany). Maltodextrin MD20 (DP 1 to 20) was obtained from AVEBE (Veendam, The 
Netherlands). Ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (UHPLC-
MS) grade acetonitrile (ACN) and methanol (MeOH) were obtained from Biosolve BV 
(Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). Water was prepared using a Milli-Q water purification 
system (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA).  
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4.2.2 Incubation of epicatechin with tyrosinase  
EC (1 mM) was incubated with tyrosinase at 0.0001 U/mL (one unit equalling the 

amount of enzyme that consumes 1 μmol of oxygen per min for oxidation of catechin at pH 
5.5 and 25 ºC). Incubations were performed in citric acid-sodium phosphate buffer (30 
mM) pH 5.5 or sodium phosphate buffer (20 mM) pH 8.0. Samples (1 mL) were incubated 
at 25 ºC for 5 min. The samples were centrifuged (10,000 g, 5 min, 20 °C) and analysed by 
reversed-phase ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (RP-
UHPLC-MS) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS). Compounds were tentatively annotated by mass 
spectrometry.  

 

4.2.3 Extraction of black tea phenolics  
Black tea (0.5 g) was three times extracted with 50 mL boiling water for 10 min under 

continuous stirring. Extracts were filtered through filter paper (Grade 1, Whatman, Chalfont 
St. Giles, UK) by Büchner filtration and the filtrates were combined. The samples were 
centrifuged (10,000 g, 5 min, 20 ºC) prior to analysis by RP-UHPLC-MS. 

 

4.2.4 RP-UHPLC 
Samples were analysed on an Accela UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, 

USA) equipped with a pump, an autosampler at 15 °C, and a photodiode array (PDA) 
detector. Samples (1 µL) were injected onto a Hypersil Gold column (2.1 x 150 mm, 
particle size of 1.9 µm, Thermo Scientific). Water acidified to 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid (eluent 
A) and ACN acidified to 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid (eluent B) were used as eluents. The flow 
rate was 300 µL/min and the column oven temperature was controlled at 30 °C. The PDA 
detector was set to measure 200-600 nm. The following elution profile was used: 0-1 min, 
isocratic on 5% (v/v) B; 1-12 min, linear gradient from 5-55% (v/v) B; 12-13 min, linear 
gradient from 55-100% (v/v) B; 13-18 min, isocratic on 100% (v/v) B; 18-18.1 min, linear 
gradient from 100-5% (v/v) B; and 18.1-22 min, isocratic on 5% (v/v) B.  
4.2.5 Electrospray Ionization - Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS) 

Mass spectrometric data were obtained on a Velos Pro mass spectrometer (Thermo 
Scientific) equipped with an ESI probe coupled to the RP-UHPLC system. Nitrogen was 
used as sheath gas and auxiliary gas. Data were collected over different m/z ranges, specific 
for the compounds of interest. The m/z ranges were m/z 565-582 for EC dimers, m/z 855-
870 for EC trimers and m/z 1140-1160 for EC tetramers. Data-dependent MSn analysis was 
performed with a normalized collision energy of 35%. The MSn fragmentation was 
performed on the most intense product ion in the MSn-1 spectrum. The system was tuned 
with TFg in negative ionization (NI) mode. Most settings were optimized via automatic 

4 
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tuning using “Tune Plus” (Xcalibur 2.07, Thermo Scientific). The transfer tube temperature 
was 350 °C, and the source voltage was 4.0 kV. Data acquisition and reprocessing were 
performed with Xcalibur 2.07 (Thermo Scientific). The MS was also run with MS/MS on 
selected ions settings. With MS/MS on selected ions, the MS only monitors the MS2 data of 
the parent ions specified in the MS/MS inclusion list, during a specified timeframe.  

Compounds were quantified by MS signal relative to TFg, and the amounts were 
expressed as TFg equivalents. The TFg calibration curve (ranging from 0.0006-0.004 mM) 
had a correlation coefficient of 0.99.  

 

4.2.6 MALDI-TOF-MS 
Samples were prepared as described, without including a desalting step. A solution of 

10 mg/mL of DHB in water was used as matrix. Spots were prepared on an MTP 384 
ground steel target plate (Bruker Daltonics): 0.5 µL of DHB solution was applied and dried 
under a stream of air, then 0.5 µL of sample was applied on top of it and dried under a 
stream of air, finally 0.5 µL of DHB solution was applied on top of it and dried under a 
stream of air. Samples were analysed on an Ultraflextreme workstation equipped with a 
Smartbeam II laser of 355 nm, operated in positive mode and controlled by FlexControl 3.4 
software (Bruker Daltonics). Spectra were collected at a laser intensity between 55% and 
65% in reflector mode with voltages of ion sources 1 and 2, reflectors 1 and 2 and the lens 
set at 25.01 kV, 22.37 kV, 26.45 kV, 13.32 kV and 8.34 kV, respectively. Laser frequency 
was 1000 Hz. Calibration was performed with maltodextrin and a mass scan range from 
200-3500 Da was used with matrix suppression up to 250 Da. Data analysis was conducted 
using FlexAnalysis v3.3 software (Bruker Daltonics).  

 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Degree of polymerization of dehydrocatechins 

It was hypothesized, based on previous results,7 that tyrosinase would form DhCs from 
EC. During the incubation of EC with tyrosinase precipitation occurred. Both the 
supernatant and the precipitate, which was solubilized in MeOH, were analysed by 
MALDI-TOF-MS. Figure 4.2 shows the spectrum of the solubilised precipitate. A clear 
pattern of peaks was visible, with intervals between peaks of 288 Da, corresponding to the 
Mw of an EC moiety. DhCs with DPs up to at least 15 EC subunits were formed. In the 
supernatant the same clear peak pattern was found, showing DhCs with DPs up to 11 (data 
not shown). These numbers exceeded the maximum DP of 7 found for oxidized phenolics 
in black tea.1,12  
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Figure 4.2 MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum of the precipitate of a one hour EC incubation using 
tyrosinase, with a zoom of the DP 4 and DP 10 peak. 

When zooming in on the peaks representing the various DPs in the spectrum (Fig. 4.2), 
it was clear that these peaks actually consisted of multiple signals, with the individual 
signals differing by 1 Da from each other. When comparing the DP 4 and DP 10 peaks in 
Figure 4.2, it seemed that the DP 4 peak contained around eight individual signals, whereas 
the DP 10 peak contained at least 14 signals. This peak broadening with increasing DP was 
explained by the increased number of interflavanic configurations of DhCs. The dimers in 
Figures 4.1B and 4.1C have two bonds between the subunits. These dimers were formed 
with a concomitant loss of 4 Da upon coupling of the two molecules, whereas the dimers in 
Figures 4.1A and 4.1D have a single bond interflavanic linkage with a concomitant loss of 
only 2 Da upon coupling. These different interflavanic configurations explain the 2 Da 
difference in Mw observed for the signals within one peak. The presence of 13C isotopes, 
contributing 1 Da extra to the Mw, adds further to the complexity of the spectrum, as an 
individual compound can be represented by multiple signals. The higher the DP, the more 
different interflavanic configurations can occur, along with an increased probability of 
incorporating one or more 13C isotopes in the oligomer, resulting in wider peaks for each 
DP in the spectra, but with lower individual intensities.  

The decrease in intensity for the higher DP peaks did not necessarily reflect lesser 
amounts. The ionization of larger molecules is known to be less good than that of smaller 
ones.13-15 MALDI-TOF-MS had an advantage over UHPLC-MS in detecting the larger DPs, 
because all isomers contributed to the same signal, which facilitated their collective 
detection. To annotate the different compounds by their MS2 fragments, MALDI-TOF-MS 
could not be used, because it had a fragmentation frame of 5 Da in which it fragments all 
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compounds. To analyse the different isomeric DhCs and to annotate them by their MS2 
fragmentation pattern, RP-UHPLC-MS measurements were performed.  

 

4.3.2 Nomenclature of dehydrocatechins 
The number of possible DhCs formed increased with DP, and the current nomenclature 

would not cover all the possible molecules satisfactory. DhCs are named similarily to 
procyanidins (PCs), on the basis of an alphanumeric system.16-18 The DhCs A are catechin 
dimers linked via two interflavanic bonds (Fig. 4.1 B,C),8,17 whereas the DhCs B are 
catechin dimers linked via a single interflavanic bond (Fig. 4.1 A,D).8,18 Clearly, this 
alphanumeric system does not consider the different types of interflavanic configurations 
within these DhC A and DhC B isomers. Also, it is not easily extended towards oligomers. 
Therefore, we propose a new nomenclature, based on a procyanidin nomenclature, but 
different from the one mentioned above.19 

This new nomenclature addresses the different types of interflavanic configurations 
between subunits with a Greek letter. The catechin subunits linked will be mentioned (in 
abbreviated form) in front and after the Greek letter, starting from the terminal unit. The 
terminal unit of DhCs is defined as the catechin moiety with the unreacted B-ring (Fig. 
4.3A). All other subunits are extension units. In PCs the terminal unit is defined as the 
subunit with the unreacted C-ring (Fig. 4.3A). 

Figure 4.3A schematically represents the five types of interflavanic configurations 
known to occur in DhCs and PCs, distinguished by the Greek letters, α, β, γ, δ, and ε. The 
single C-C bond between the DhC subunits is comparable to the single C-C bond between 
subunits of B-type PCs, also referred to as β-configuration19. The difference between DhCs 
and PCs relates to the rings involved in connecting the two subunits, being AB and 
AC, respectively. Therefore, from now on, the two interlinked rings, starting from the 
terminal side, are added as a subscript to the Greek letter representing the interflavanic 
configuration. The first DhC dimer in Figure 4.3A is referred to as EC-βAB-EC, whereas its 
isomer, B-type PC, is referred to as EC-βAC-EC. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic representation of dehydrocatechins and procyanidins. (A) The different types 
of interflavanic A-ring to B-ring and A-ring to C-ring configurations. Pink shade: terminal side of 
the dimer, blue shade: extension side of the dimer. (B) Examples of the proposed nomenclature for 
dehydrocatechins. T: terminal subunit of the oligomer; E: extension subunits of the oligomer.  

The two bonds between the subunits of an A-type PC are an ether bond and a C-C bond, 
referred to as an α-configuration (Fig 4.3A).19 In the DhC interflavanic configuration types, 
the α-type does, to the best of our knowledge, only occur as an unstable intermediate 
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product after oxidation of EC-βAB-EC.8 Subsequently, EC-αAB-EC quickly rearranges into 
an interflavanic configuration consisting of an ether bond, a C-C bond and additionally an 
intraflavanic ether bond from the C-ring to the B-ring and a carbonyl group in the extension 
subunit. This interflavanic configuration is, from now on, referred to as a γ-configuration, 
EC-γAB-EC (Fig. 4.3A). Alternatively, EC-αAB-EC can rearrange into an interflavanic 
configuration with a double bond and an ether bond between the catechin subunits, and a 
carbonyl group on both subunits. This interflavanic configuration is, from now on, referred 
to as δ-configuration, EC-δAB-EC (Fig. 4.3A). The last interflavanic configuration 
potentially present in DhCs is an ether bond between the catechin subunits, which is, from 
now on, referred to as ε-configuration, EC-εAB-EC (Fig. 4.3A).  

The positions of the cross-links in the interflavanic configuration can differ, leading to 
various isomers. For instance, EC-εAB-EC in Figure 4.1D is 8-3’ linked, whereas it could 
also be 8-4’ linked,8 6-3’ linked, or 6-4’ linked. The nomenclature proposed could 
potentially be extended by defining the positions of the cross-links. As positional isomers 
could not be annotated with MS/MS, the nomenclature was not further refined in this study, 
for sake of clarity.   

Figure 4.3B schematically shows examples of this nomenclature for a number of 
theoretical DhC pentamers and tetramers. As the nomenclature can become quite extensive, 
an abbreviated nomenclature is given as well, in which the subunits are left out. In case of 
DhCs and PCs, the subunits of the oligomers are always (E)Cs. The subunits might have 
been omitted from the nomenclature altogether. However, it was decided to keep the 
subunits in the nomenclature, to be able to extend the nomenclature further to other 
(oxidized) tea phenolics, as TF, TS, TC, etc...  

 
4.3.3 Number of dehydrocatechin isomers formed by tyrosinase 

RP-UHPLC-MS measurements with narrow mass detection ranges (Δm/z 15-20) were 
performed in order to visualize DhCs by LC-MS. Figure 4.4 shows the MS extracted ion 
chromatograms (EIC) for the different narrow mass ranges of the incubation of EC with 
tyrosinase. The characteristics of the peaks are shown in Table 4.1.  

Eight DhC2s were distinguished (Fig. 4.4A), with m/z values of 575 (8) or 577 (1-7). 
The number of peaks increases with degree of polymerization (DP), because the probability 
of incorporating more interflavanic configurations increases, as does the number of 
possibilities in their order. This can be seen in Figures 4.4B and 4.4C, where the number of 
peaks increased from DhC3s to DhC4s, respectively. From DhC5s onwards, the isomer 
signals seemed too scattered over the chromatogram, and they could not be individually 
detected anymore (data not shown). Thus, RP-UHPLC-MS measurements can be used to 
detect DhCs up to DhC4s.  
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Figure 4.4 MS base peak extracted ion chromatograms of EC incubated with tyrosinase. Measured 
MS range is (A) m/z 565-582 for dimers, extracted ions: m/z 575, 577, (B) m/z 855-870 for trimers, 
extracted ions: m/z 861, 863, 865 and (C) m/z 1140-1160 for tetramers, extracted ions: m/z 1147, 
1149, 1151, 1153. The compounds corresponding to the numbered peaks are listed in Table 4.1.  

 
Table 4.1 Compounds found by RP-UHPLC-MSn after incubation of EC with tyrosinase.  

Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time 
(min) 

[M-H]- 
m/z 

MS2 fragments 
m/z (intensity) 

MS3 fragments m/z Tentative 
annotation* 

Dehydrodicatechins 
m/z 575  (theoretical number of isomers: 18) 

8 7.71 575 449(100), 287(32), 437(31), 
407(17), 394(14) 

449: 287, 405, 269, 
243, 394 

δAB 
m/z 577  (theoretical number of isomers: 10) 

1 4.30 577 439(100), 393(92), 533(89), 
541(57), 515(52), 421(38), 
329(31) 

439: 395, 377, 353, 
297, 247 

βAB 

    515: 435, 457, 475  
2 5.48 577 393(100), 533(96), 439(92), 

425(90), 515(59), 541(58), 
421(40), 329(39) 

393: 269, 283, 271, 
229, 241 

βAB 

    533: 449, 489, 353  
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Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time (min) 

[M-H]- 
m/z 

MS2 fragments 
m/z (intensity) 

MS3 fragments m/z Tentative 
annotation* 

3 5.62 577 439(100), 425(74), 393(69), 
533(42), 269(33) 

439: 377, 247, 289, 
395 βAB 

    425: 241, 287, 262, 
381, 389 

 
4 5.81 577 439(100), 425(97), 393(95), 

533(54), 269(41) 
439: 377, 247, 289, 
395 

βAB 
5 6.51 577 425(100), 439(44), 533(43), 

287(43), 289(38) 
425: 287, 299, 363, 
381, 241 

εAB 
6 6.91 577 439(100), 533(43), 425(38), 

329(22), 515(17) 
439: 377, 395 βAB 

7 7.34 577 289(100), 425(32), 439(14) 289: 245, 205, 179 εAB 
Dehydrotricatechins 

m/z 861  (theoretical number of isomers: 324) 
20 5.38 861 799(100), 817(82), 697(38), 

779(32) , 283(30), 325(30), 
825(29), 653(28), 575(24) 

n.r. (γ/δ-γ)AB 

27 7.76 861 680(100), 723(62), 735(36), 
529(28), 573(17) 

680: 529 (δ-γ/δ)AB 
30 8.44 861 680(100), 723(65), 735(42), 

699(26), 779(25), 801(20), 
423(20), 573(15) 

680: 529, 557, 512 (δ-γ/δ)AB / δAB-αAC † 

m/z 863  (theoretical number of isomers: 360) 
9 2.63 863 801(100), 827(100), 819(73), 

575(60), 783(44) 
801: 765, 695, 555, 
739 

(γ/δ-ε)AB / βAC-εAB †     827: 539, 765, 629, 
791 

 
    819: 783, 757, 775, 

765, 693, 485 
 

10 2.74 863 603(100), 819(78), 801(72), 
557(65), 575(49), 585(47), 
699(44), 369(42), 411(38) 

603: 541, 411, 369, 
567, 559 

(γ-ε)AB 

11 3.55 863 725(100), 803(22), 781(20), 
819(19), 695(18) 

725: 681, 663, 465, 
417 

(γ/δ-β/ε)AB 
12 3.68 863 827(100), 781(97), 803(95), 

819(82), 801(78), 699(68) 
n.r. (β/ε-γ)AB 

18 5.09 863 819(100), 781(88), 737(75), 
801(65), 699(48), 803(55), 
827(36), 695(36) 

781: 699 (δ-β/ε)AB 

22 6.18 863 725(100), 711(27), 425(27), 
701(22), 449(24), 413(17), 
819(16), 695(15), 407(10), 
287(8) 

725: 449, 287, 681 (β/ε-δ)AB / αAC-δAB † 

23 6.42 863 725(100), 711(70), 425(32), 
701(30), 449(30), 413(18) 

725: 449, 287, 681 (β/ε-δ)AB  / αAC-δAB † 24 6.70 863 575(100), 725(94), 711(70), 
449(50), 803(37), 781(30), 
425(26), 407(24), 682(18), 
287(12) 

575: 449, 437, 531, 
407, 287 

(γ/δ-ε)AB 
 

    725: 287, 449  
25 7.05 863 725(100), 711(66), 707(40), 

682(40), 569(33) 
725: 587, 569, 557, 
545, 681, 407 

(γ/δ-β/ε)AB 
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Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time (min) 

[M-H]- 
m/z 

MS2 fragments 
m/z (intensity) 

MS3 fragments m/z Tentative 
annotation* 

26 7.38 863 737(100), 725(58), 682(47), 
711(47), 719(41), 449(21), 
407(21), 695(20), 575(15) 

737: 693, 567, 585, 
675 

(δ-ε)AB 

28 7.82 863 725(100), 682(90), 711(80), 
683(68), 573(18) 

725: 545, 587, 681 (γ/δ-β/ε)AB 

29 7.98 863 725(100), 711(75), 682(40), 
707(34), 559(23), 693(27), 
697(26) 

725: 559, 587, 545, 
569, 573, 557, 407, 
681 

(γ/δ-β/ε)AB 

m/z 865  (theoretical number of isomers: 100) 
13 3.88 865 805(100), 783(81), 727(46), 

701(44), 713(42), 821(35), 
681(30), 709(28), 393(14) 

n.r. (β-β)AB 

14 4.49 865 713(100), 727(84), 805(72), 
783(62), 821(40), 701(30), 
393(5) 

713: 607, 545, 574, 
497 

(β/ε-β)AB 

15 4.64 865 713(100), 727(98), 709(80), 
821(52), 805(50), 783(42), 
681(32), 829(30), 393(24) 

713: 669, 677, 453 (β-β)AB 

    727: 665, 683, 493, 
447, 259 

 
16 4.81 865 727(100), 713(67), 425(23), 

821(22), 681(19), 393(16) 
727: 575, 439, 665, 
287, 493, 535 

(β-β)AB 

    713: 651, 669, 563  
17 4.96 865 727(100), 713(100), 821(43), 

709(40), 829(28), 783(26), 
681(25), 393(23) 

727: 575, 683, 665, 
393, 535 

(β-β)AB 

19 5.31 865 727(100), 783(40), 821(36), 
709(34), 805(33), 713(27), 
829(25) 

727: 691, 683, 665 (β/ε-β/ε)AB 

21 5.64 865 713(100), 727(98), 821(34), 
425(30), 681(28), 393(24), 
577(18) 

713: 669, 575 (β-β)AB 

    727: 439, 575, 665  
Dehydrotetracatechins ‡ 

m/z 1147  (theoretical number of isomers: 5832) 
32 2.71 1147 1089, 985, 1113, 1029 n.r.  
56 8.44 1147 966, 1009, 1021, 1087 n.r.  

m/z 1149  (theoretical number of isomers: 9720) 
38 4.65 1149 1011, 1047, 993, 1089 1011: 745, 569, 967, 

766, 663, 873, 677 
 

44 5.58 1149 1087, 1011, 1047, 1105, 1063, 
981 

n.r.  
50 6.63 1149 1011, 997, 981, 711, 723, 573, 

861, 968 
1011: 735, 724, 873, 
681 

 
51 6.84 1149 1011, 968, 861, 723, 529, 711, 

981 
1011: 830, 849, 676, 
967, 873, 723 

 
52 7.30 1149 1011, 723, 968, 680, 800, 873 1011: 830, 680, 723, 

873, 885 
 

4 
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Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time (min) 

[M-H]- 
m/z 

MS2 fragments 
m/z (intensity) 

MS3 fragments m/z Tentative 
annotation* 

53 7.62 1149 1011, 968, 861, 680, 1089 968: 830, 817, 798  
57 8.52 1149 1011, 1066, 967, 1022, 1089, 

766 
n.r.  

58 8.61 1149 1011, 1023, 1101, 969, 695 n.r.  
59 8.76 1149 585, 447, 1011, 1089, 968 n.r.  

m/z 1151  (theoretical number of isomers: 5400) 
31 2.02 1151 1107, 1091, 1069, 1116, 987, 

905 
n.r.  

34 3.24 1151 1107, 999, 1091, 1089, 1064, 
1115 

n.r.  
35 3.56 1151 1107, 999, 1050, 903, 981 n.r.  
36 4.02 1151 1013, 1069, 1091, 1061, 984, 

1111 
n.r.  

37 4.34 1151 1013, 999, 1107, 1091, 969, 725, 
875 

n.r.  
39 4.83 1151 1107, 999, 863, 861, 1013 1107: 1063, 819, 

1045, 737, 690 
 

40 4.94 1151 1013, 1107, 999, 970, 725, 1091 n.r.  
41 5.10 1151 1013, 1107, 1091, 862, 557, 805, 

905, 983 
n.r.  

42 5.25 1151 999, 1107, 903, 1013, 1115, 
1089, 557, 1045 

999: 937, 964, 735, 
426, 919, 674 

 
    1013: 875, 787, 639  

43 5.43 1151 863, 1107, 1013, 999, 737 863: 737, 682, 719  
45 5.67 1151 1013, 999, 995, 1091, 863 1013: 875, 969, 843, 

951 
 

46 5.83 1151 1013, 999, 981, 725, 713 1013: 875  
    999: 861, 955, 585, 

365, 735 
 

47 6.04 1151 1013, 999, 1025, 695, 743 1013: 833, 875  
48 6.16 1151 1013, 999, 995, 847, 1089, 636, 

983 
1013: 875, 969, 695, 
951, 829 

 
49 6.46 1151 1013, 999, 695, 725, 1025, 861 1013: 861, 695, 777, 

655 
 

54 7.73 1151 969, 1013, 971, 999, 861 969: 831, 818, 785  
55 7.84 1151 999, 1013, 970 999: 818, 861, 955  

m/z 1153  (theoretical number of isomers: 1000) 
33 3.05 1153 1093, 1071, 1103, 919,  n.r.  

* The abbreviated nomenclature was used. When the interflavanic configuration is ambiguous, all 
options are noted, separated by “ / ”, † both the ‘all-DhC’ and the DhC-PC hybrid options are 
shown in the table, ‡ fragments are shown in order from high to low intensity, intensity values were 
not given, as annotation of the interflavanic configuration type was not possible, n.r.: MS3 data not 
recorded. 
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4.3.4 Signature fragments for the different interflavanic configurations in 
dehydrodicatechins 

To distinguish the different DhC2 isomers, it is important to specify signature fragments 
from their MS2 spectra. The MS2 fragments of the DhC2s with m/z 577, either EC-βAB-EC 
or EC-εAB-EC, were compared in Table 4.2. Two different sets of compounds could be 
distinguished by characteristic fragments. The set of compounds 1-4 and 6 (when zooming 
in on fragments), and the set of compounds 5 and 7, showed a high intensity of the 
fragment m/z 393 or m/z 289, respectively. Two MS2 spectra, representative for each set, the 
isomers 3 and 5, are shown in Figure 4.5. The fragment of m/z 289 (interflavanic cleavage 
(Fig. 4.5B)) was clearly found for compound 5, whereas the fragment of m/z 393 (water 
loss followed by RDA fragmentation (Fig. 4.5A)) appeared only in the spectrum of 
compound 3. It is known that ether-linked catechin subunits in DhCs give higher abundance 
of the m/z 289 fragment than C-C linked catechin subunits.8 Therefore, m/z 289 is a 
signature fragment for annotation of EC-εAB-EC. As the interflavanic configurations are 
annotated depending on the intensity of signature fragments, it is proposed to use the ratio 
of the intensities of m/z 393 : m/z 289 for distinguishing EC-βAB-EC and EC-εAB-EC. If this 
ratio is > 1, then the compound should be annotated as a EC-βAB-EC. If this ratio is < 1, 
then the compound should be annotated as EC-εAB-EC.  

Only one DhC2 was found with m/z 575 in the incubation (Fig. 4.4). It was known that 
DhC2s with m/z 575 are mainly formed at pH values higher than 5.5.8 Therefore, the 
incubation of EC with tyrosinase was performed at pH 8.0 as well. Figure 4.6 shows the 
MS2 fragmentation spectra of two DhC2s with m/z 575 formed in this incubation, which 
represented the two characteristic MS2 patterns that can be obtained.  

To distinguish the two different interflavanic configurations with m/z 575, EC-γAB-EC 
and EC-δAB-EC, the MS2 fragments were compared (Table 4.2). A fragment of m/z 411 was 
only found for the DhC shown in Figure 4.6B. This fragment could only be formed when 
an extra intraflavanoic ether bond is present between the C-ring and B-ring, as for EC-γAB-
EC (Fig. 4.1B). Fragments that appeared in the other spectra, in Figure 4.6A as well as for 
compound 8, were m/z 407 (RDA fragment), m/z 437 (RDA fragment) and the predominant 
m/z 449 (water loss followed by loss of B-ring). The proposed ratio of intensities for 
distinguishing EC-γAB-EC and EC-δAB-EC is that of m/z 449 : m/z 411. If this ratio is > 1, 
then the compound should be annotated as a EC-δAB-EC. If this ratio is < 1, then the 
compound should be annotated as a EC-γAB-EC.  

With the annotation ratios described above, the various DhC2s obtained after treatment 
of EC with tyrosinase were annotated (Table 4.1). The set of compounds 1-4 and 6 
appeared to be EC-βAB-EC, whereas the set of compounds 5 and 7 were EC-εAB-EC. The C-
C linked DhC2s eluted earlier in the chromatogram than the ether-linked DhCs, indicating a 
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higher polarity of the former ones. This might be explained by the loss of a free hydroxyl 
group upon formation of the ether bond. Finally, compound 8 was annotated as EC-δAB-EC.  

Positional isomers of compounds with a particular interflavanic configuration could not 
be distinguished by the MS2 fragments. The fragments were formed by cleavage of the A-
ring and C-ring, or by cleaving the newly formed bonds, both of which could not give 
information on the position of the cross-link in the aromatic rings.  

 
Figure 4.5 MS2 fragmentation spectra of two isomeric dehydrodicatechin structures with m/z 577. 
(A) EC-βAB-EC. (B) EC-εAB-EC.  
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Figure 4.6 MS2 fragmentation spectra of two isomeric dehydrodicatechin structures with m/z 575. 
(A) EC-δAB-EC. (B) EC-γAB-EC.  
4.3.5 Signature fragments to distinguish dehydrodicatechins from dimeric 
procyanidins 

As shown, the different isomeric interflavanic configurations of DhC2s can be 
distinguished and annotated in model systems. Nevertheless, in black tea, they coexist with 
PCs, A-ring to C-ring linked isomers of DhCs. Therefore, it is important to specify 
signature fragments from both MS2 spectra, so that DhCs can be distinguished from PCs. 
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An overview of the different fragments observed for the different DhC2s, compared with 
those of A-type and B-type PCs, is shown in Table 4.2. 

 
Table 4.2 Intensities (%) of fragments in the MS2 spectrum of the different DhC dimers and PC 
dimers. The fragments contributing to the signature ratio to distinguish the different interflavanic 
configurations are shaded green, the fragments of the signature ratio to distinguish DhCs from PC 
are shaded purple.  

Parent compound  
m/z 577 Intensity of fragment (%)† 

  Fig. Peak 269 287 289 329 393 407 421 425 439 451 515 533 541 

DhC 

4.4A 1    31 92  38  100  52 89 57 
4.4A 2    39 100  40 90 92  59 96 58 
4.4A 3 33    69   74 100   42  
4.4A 4 41    95   97 100   54  
4.4A 5  43 38     100 44   43  
4.4A 6    22 3   38 100  17 43  
4.4A 7   100     32 14     

B-type 
PC 

S4.1A -*   38   89  100  25    

       
Parent compound  

m/z 575 Intensity of fragment (%)† 

 Fig. Peak 287 394 407 411 423 437 449 493 515 

DhC 
4.4A 8 32 14 17   31 100   
4.6A -* 54 35 30   30 100 45 34 
4.6B -*  6  15    100 87 

A-
type 
PC 

S4.1B -* 30  35  100  57    
† Only intensities above 10% are shown. 
* Chromatograms not shown, only MS2 data. 

When comparing the MS2 fragments of the DhC2 β (EC-βAB-EC) and DhC2 ε (EC-εAB-
EC) with B-type PC (EC-βAC-EC) (Sup. Fig. S4.1A), all three m/z 577, it was observed that 
the fragment m/z 439 (RDA fragment) was present in every DhC2 fragmentation pattern, 
but not in those of B-type PCs (Table 4.2). This was expected, because B-type PCs cannot 
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form this fragment due to the absence of free AC-rings.8 Therefore, fragment m/z 439 can 
be used as signature fragment for DhC2s. In contrast, B-type PCs generated high intensity 
of a fragment with m/z 407 (RDA fragment)20 (Sup. Fig. S4.1A), which was present in 
intensities <10% in the MS2 spectra of the DhC2s (Table 4.2). The proposed ratio of the 
intensities for distinguishing DhC2s from B-type PCs is that of m/z 439 : m/z 407. A ratio > 
1 indicates a DhC2, whereas a ratio < 1 indicates a B-type PC. 

The MS2 fragments of the DhC2 γ (EC-γAB-EC), DhC2 δ (EC-δAB-EC) and A-type PC 
(EC-αAC-EC) (Sup. Fig. S4.1B), all three m/z 575, were compared (Table 4.2). The 
fragment of m/z 394 (RDA fragment) was reported to be a fragment in DhC2s, which could 
not be formed from PCs.8 Even though this fragment was not a main fragment for all 
DhC2s, we propose to use it as signature fragment for DhC2s. The main fragment for A-type 
PC was m/z 423 (RDA fragment), which is not, or in low abundance (<10%), found for 
DhC2s (Table 4.2). Therefore, to distinguish between DhC2s with m/z 575 and A-type PCs, 
we propose to use the ratio of intensities of m/z 394 : m/z 423. A ratio > 1 indicates a DhC2, 
whereas a ratio < 1, indicates an A-type PC.  

Both the ratio to distinguish DhCs from PCs and the ratio to distinguish the different 
interflavanic configurations are schematically summarized in a decision tree in Figure 4.7.  

 

 
Figure 4.7 Decision tree for annotation of various isomeric dehydrodicatechins and dimeric 
procyanidins using the signature fragments formed in MS2.  
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4.3.6 Signature fragments for dehydrotricatechins 
The signature ratios determined for DhC2s were extrapolated towards trimers. This is 

illustrated with the example of DhC2 EC-βAB-EC, and DhC3 EC-βAB-EC-βAB-EC (Sup. Fig. 
S4.2). DhC2 EC-βAB-EC yielded the signature fragments m/z 439 and m/z 393. A DhC3 (m/z 
865) with a βAB-configuration on the terminal side would yield the fragments of m/z 439 
and m/z 681 (393+288), whereas a βAB-configuration on the extension side would yield the 
fragments of m/z 727 (439+288) and m/z 393 (Sup. Fig. S4.2). DhC3s with m/z 863 possess 
two different sets of interflavanic configurations (β/ε and γ/δ) combined in one molecule. 
To determine whether the β/ε or the γ/δ configuration is on the terminal or extension side, 
the ratio of the cumulative intensity of both DhC signature fragments to that of the two 
fragments indicating PC configurations, were calculated, an overview of which is shown in 
Table 4.3.  

Following the stepwise annotation towards DhC3s (Table 4.3), the trimers formed in the 
incubation of EC with tyrosinase (Fig. 4.4B) can be tentatively annotated by their MS2 data 
(Table 4.1). It was expected that only DhCs would be formed upon enzymatic treatment. 
However, it cannot be excluded that DhC-PC hybrids were formed. The trimeric 
compounds 9, 22, 23 and 30 showed an MS2 fragment hinting at a PC configuration for one 
of the cross-links between the subunits, instead of a fragment of DhC. As tyrosinase is 
unable to oxidize the AC-rings, this might be explained by coupled oxidation,21 a redox-
reaction where the EC-quinone reduces back to EC meanwhile oxidizing another 
compound. The EC-quinones, formed by tyrosinase, could have oxidized the AC-rings of 
the DhC2s formed earlier, enabling the formation of AC linkages.  

Annotation of interflavanic configurations for DhCs with DP higher than 3 was not 
performed in this research, as the number of possibilities for fragmentation increases with 
size, and consequently the abundance of the individual fragments decreases. The 
fragmentation pattern became too complex and with too low signal intensities. 

 
4.3.7 Presence of dehydrocatechins in black tea 

Eight teas, differing in processing method and/or origin, were analysed for presence of 
DhC2s and DhC3s (Fig. 4.8). The samples were analysed with the MS/MS on selected ions 
method (Ch. 3). The MS2 data was analysed for the signature fragments, as established in 
this study, to distinguish DhCs and PCs. By making extracted ion chromatograms (EIC) of 
these signature fragments, it was found that PCs were present in at least 10 times higher 
concentrations than DhCs (Sup. Fig. S4.3). Nevertheless, the DhCs could be distinguished 
by their MS2 data, and their concentrations in the different teas are shown in Figure 4.8. 
Although the first annotation step of distinguishing DhCs from PCs (Fig. 4.7) was easily 
performed, despite the large difference in DhC and PC content, the annotation of the 
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configuration of the DhCs was more challenging. Therefore, the DhCs with m/z 577 and 
m/z 575 might represent either the β or ε-configuration and the γ or δ-configuration, 
respectively.  

As can be seen from Figure 4.8, DhC2s β/ε were present in 10 to 100 times higher 
concentrations than the DhC2s γ/δ or than the DhC3s. Differences in the amounts of DhC2s 
β/ε were observed for the different teas, with the ‘China black Yunnan’ showing the highest 
concentration, whereas the ‘Pu Ehr’ tea (processed by exogenous microbial fermentation) 
showed a 10 times lower concentration of those compounds. The ‘China black Yunnan’ 
also showed a 2-10 times higher concentration of the DhC2s γ/δ than the other teas. The 
concentrations of the DhC3s appeared to be similar in all the teas and, therefore, relatively 
high for the ‘Pu Ehr’ tea with respect to the DhC2s. From the DhC3s, m/z 863 was the most 
abundant in all teas, similar to the results found with the model system. 

When comparing the EICs of the signature fragments of the DhCs (data not shown), the 
composition of DhCs could be compared per tea. Five clear DhC2s β/ε could be 
distinguished for the different teas. Six of the teas had the same main EC-εAB-EC peak, 
whereas the ‘China black Yunnan’ and ‘Pu Ehr tea’ had a main EC-βAB-EC peak. The 
phenolic profiles of the Indian and Nepalese teas were quite similar, as were the phenolic 
profiles of the Chinese (except for the ‘China black Yunnan’ and ‘Pu Ehr tea’) and 
Taiwanese teas. The DhC2s γ/δ and DhC3s did not give clear peaks in their EICs, because of 
the at least 10 times lower concentration than the DhC2s β/ε.  

To determine the interflavanic configuration (β, γ, δ, ε) of the different DhC2s in tea, the 
proposed ratios in Figure 4.7 could not be used as unambiguously as for model systems. 
Certain signature fragments that distinguish between interflavanic configurations of DhCs, 
also occurred in the MS2 spectra of PCs. As PCs were present in at least 10 times higher 
concentrations than the DhCs in black tea, the balance in the intensity ratio of signature 
fragments is disturbed. Therefore, an extra step was needed for annotation. By comparing 
the EICs of the different signature fragments of the DhCs, tentative annotation of the 
interflavanic configurations was possible. The reasoning is explained by the example of the 
EC dimers with m/z 577 in the ‘China black Yunnan’ tea (Sup. Fig. S4.3). 

Supplemental Figure S4.3A shows the MS2 chromatogram of the parent ion with m/z 
577. To distinguish DhC2s β/ε and B-type PCs, an EIC of their signature fragment was 
made, m/z 439 for DhC2 β/ε (Sup. Fig. S4.3B) and m/z 407 for B-type PC (Sup. Fig. 
S4.3C). Two main peaks, and several lower peaks were shown for DhC2s β/ε. From the 
comparison of the intensities of EIC m/z 439 and m/z 407, it can be concluded that B-type 
PCs are at least 10 times more abundant than DhC2s β/ε. To determine the interflavanic 
configuration of the DhCs, EICs of the signature fragments for the types of interflavanic 
configurations were made, m/z 393 for a β-configuration (Sup. Fig. S4.3D) and m/z 289 for 
an ε-configuration (Sup. Fig. S4.3E). As the fragment of m/z 393 does not occur in B-type 
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PCs (Table 4.2), it is obvious that all peaks visible in the EIC of m/z 393 (Sup. Fig. S4.3D) 
should correspond to DhC2s β. The annotation of DhC2 ε was more challenging, as the 
fragment of m/z 289 also occurred in the fragmentation spectra of B-type PCs (Table 4.2). 
The EIC of m/z 289 (Sup. Fig. S4.3E) consequently corresponded mainly to the B-type PC 
peaks, because of their higher concentration. The DhC2 ε could be extrapolated by 
combining the patterns of three EICs (Sup. Fig. S4.3B, S4.3C and S4.3E), where the 
presence of a fragment with m/z 439 and m/z 289, combined with the absence of a fragment 
of m/z 407, indicated a DhC2 ε. The DhC2s ε occurred at the end of the gradient (7.0-7.5 
min), which was in accordance to the DhC2 ε found in the model system (Fig. 4.2).  

Even though the PCs were present in at least 10 times higher concentrations compared 
to the DhCs, DhCs could be distinguished with their signature fragments. Hence, the 
presence of DhC2s and DhC3s in black tea has been established for the first time. Besides, 
the interflavanic configuration could be annotated in the complex black tea mixture. With 
this, we provide compelling evidence that the DhC βAB and DhC εAB configurations were 
found as basic types of oligomerization in the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, in addition to 
theaflavins, theasinensins and theacitrins. The rearrangement level could be extended with 
the DhC γAB and δAB linkages, besides theanaphtoquinones and theacoumarins. 

 
Figure 4.8 Content of DhC dimers and trimers (in mM TFg-equivalents; sum of various isomeric 
compounds) in different teas. For visual purposes, it is indicated which concentrations were 
multiplied by 10. 
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4.5 Supplementary data 

 
Figure S4.1 MS2 fragmentation spectra from (A) a procyanidin B (EC-βAC-EC), and (B) a 
procyanidin A (EC-αAC-EC), from a procyanidin extract. 
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Figure S4.2 Schematic representation showing the extrapolation of the signature fragments 
determined for DhC2s towards DhC3s. 
 

 
Figure S4.3 RP-UHPLC-MS chromatograms from a Chinese black Yunnan tea. A) MS/MS on 
selected ion m/z 577, B) EIC of fragment m/z 439 from MS/MS on selected ion m/z 577, C) EIC 
of fragment m/z 407 from MS/MS on selected ion m/z 577, D) EIC of fragment m/z 393 from 
MS/MS on selected ion m/z 577, E) EIC of fragment m/z 289 from MS/MS on selected ion m/z 
577. The red circles highlight the presence or absence of fragments, indicating an ε-configured 
DhC2.  
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Based on: Annewieke J.W. Verloop, Jean-Paul Vincken, Harry Gruppen. 2016 - To be submitted. 
 

Chapter 5 
 Peroxidase is responsible for the hydroxylation step in the ‘oxidative cascade’ during processing of black tea  
 
Abstract 
Black tea characteristics as brown colour, bitter taste and astringent mouthfeel are largely 
determined by thearubigins, the formation of which is thought to involve at least two of the 
following three oxidation steps: (i) oligomerization, (ii) rearrangement, and (iii) 
hydroxylation. The first two steps are mainly catalysed by the polyphenol oxidase (PPO) 
catecholase, whereas the enzyme responsible for hydroxylation has not yet been identified. 
Two main enzyme activities, peroxidase (POD) and PPO, were shown to occur in tea 
leaves, the former of which was hypothesized to be responsible for hydroxylation. A model 
system with horseradish POD and mushroom tyrosinase was used to investigate 
hydroxylation of theaflavins (TF). POD was found capable of hydroxylation. TFs with up 
to five extra hydroxyl groups were annotated by LC-MS, using their MS2 data. 
Hydroxylation by POD was also shown for other oligomeric phenolics, such as 
theanaphtoquinones, theatridimensins and dehydrodicatechins. The H2O2 concentration 
influenced the extent of hydroxylation. At 0.01 mM H2O2 hydroxylation occurred, but at 
higher H2O2 concentration the extent of hydroxylation decreased. Similar compounds with 
extra hydroxyl groups were evidenced in a black tea, by using a selective screening method 
with RP-UHPLC-MS. TFs with up to five extra hydroxyl groups, and traces of other 
oligomeric catechins with extra hydroxyl groups, could be identified by their MS2 data in a 
commercial black tea, without any further sample pre-treatment. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Black teas are known for their brown colour, bitter taste and astringent mouthfeel. 

These characteristics are largely determined by the phenolic profile of the tea. In black teas, 
this profile consists of oxidation products of catechins, the phenolics initially present in the 
green tea leaves. The catechins are enzymatically oxidized into mainly thearubigins (TR). 
TR is the collective noun for the complex phenolics present in a black tea. Oxidation of 
green tea leaves into black tea comprises different levels, which are described by the 
‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’.1 The different oxidation levels are (i) oligomerization, (ii) 
rearrangement, and (iii) hydroxylation. All reactions combined are considered to result in 
the extensive molecular diversity of TRs in black tea.1  

The oligomerization and rearrangement levels have been extensively studied, and the 
substrates involved are largely known.2 The level of oligomerization can be divided into 
two types of oligomerization. (i) The basic oligomerization types, which can be formed 
from two subunits in one oxidation step: the theaflavin type (TF),3,4 the theasinensin type 
(TS),5-7 the theacitrin type (TC)8,9 and the dehydrocatechins (DhC) βAB and εAB types10 (Ch. 
4). (ii) The tripartite oligomerization types, which require a preformed basic 
oligomerization between two catechin subunits serving as a scaffold onto which a third 
catechin is superimposed. An example of the latter is the theatridimensin type (T3D)11 (Ch. 
3). Both types of oligomers can also undergo intramolecular rearrangements when oxidized, 
in which the interflavanic configuration is altered. For instance, the theanaphtoquinone 
configuration (TNQ)12 and theacoumarin configuration (TCou)13 are formed from a TF type 
interflavanic configuration, whereas DhCs δAB and γAB10 configurations are formed from 
DhC βAB. 

The oxidation level of hydroxylation has not been given much attention yet. The 
occurrence of hydroxylation has been evidenced by extracted ion chromatograms and MS2 
data of black tea fractions for several catechin dimers.14,15 It is unknown which enzyme 
from tea leaves is responsible for the actual hydroxylation. Preliminary evidence from 
model systems indicated that peroxidase (POD) might hydroxylate theaflavin gallates 
(TFg), but confirmation by MS2 fragment spectra was not provided.16  

This research aims to determine which oxidative enzymes from tea leaves are 
responsible for the different oxidation levels in the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’. In tea 
leaves, polyphenol oxidase (PPO) and POD activities are present, POD in 5 times higher 
concentration than PPO.17 PPO activity is mostly associated with formation of TFs, 
whereas POD activity has been associated with subsequent oxidation of TFs into TRs.17-19 
However, it has not been specified in which of the oxidation reactions of the ‘oxidative 
cascade hypothesis’ POD is involved. 
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It is hypothesized that POD is the main enzyme responsible for the hydroxylation 
reaction of TR formation in black tea. In this research, model systems are used with subsets 
of complex tea phenolics: TF, TNQ, T3D, DhC βAB/εAB and DhCs δAB/γAB. To be able to 
characterize the contribution of POD to the hydroxylation, a pure enzyme extract should be 
used. As oxidative enzymes from tea leaves are not available individually, a POD from 
horseradish was used. A tyrosinase from mushroom, representing PPO activity, was used as 
a comparison to POD.  

 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Materials 

(-)-Epicatechin (EC), (-)-epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg), theaflavin-3-gallate (TFg), 
sodium chloride (NaCl), polyvinylpolypyrrolidone (PVPP), 2,2’-azino-bis(3-
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid (ABTS), L-ascorbic acid, 30% (w/w) hydrogen 
peroxide solution, peroxidase from horseradish and mushroom tyrosinase were purchased 
from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). L-Tyrosine was purchased from Fluka (Sigma 
Aldrich), disodium hydrogen phosphate, sodium dihydrogen phosphate, sodium acetate and 
anhydrous acetic acid from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), and anhydrous citric acid from 
Acros Organics (Geel, Belgium). (-)-Epigallocatechin (EGC) was prepared from EGCg as 
described elsewhere.20 Ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry 
(UHPLC-MS) grade acetonitrile (ACN) was obtained from Biosolve (Valkenswaard, The 
Netherlands). Water was prepared using a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, 
Billerica, MA, USA). Fresh tea leaves (Camellia sinensis var. assamica) from Kenya were 
kindly provided by Unilever R&D (Vlaardingen, The Netherlands). A black Chinese 
Yunnan tea was obtained from a local store. 

 
5.2.2 Enzyme extraction  

Frozen tea leaves were blended for 1 min in a blender (400 W, Waring, Stamford, CT, 
USA) with 10 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 6.0 containing PVPP and 0.2 M NaCl, using a 
weight based ratio of leaves : PVPP : buffer solution of 1:1:10. The pulp obtained was 
centrifuged (10 min, 8,000 g, 10 °C), and subsequently filtered through a Büchner funnel 
using filter paper (Grade 1, Whatman, Chalfont St. Giles, UK). The filtrate was centrifuged 
(10 min, 8,000 g, 10 °C). The supernatant obtained is referred to as ‘enzyme extract’ and 
used for activity measurements.  
 

5 
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5.2.3 Oxidative enzyme activity  
Two hundred µL of enzyme extract was combined with 100 µL of a 3 mM substrate 

solution in a 96-wells plate. In case of tyrosine, a 2.5 mM substrate solution was used. 
Substrate solutions were prepared in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 5.5. PPO 
activity was measured using EC as substrate, combined PPO with POD activity was 
measured using EC + 0.01% H2O2, laccase activity was measured using ABTS as substrate, 
and cresolase activity was measured using tyrosine as substrate. Absorbance at 420 nm, or 
520 nm for tyrosine, was monitored in time for 30 min. Reaction rates were calculated from 
the slopes of the linear segment of the absorbance versus time curve.  

 
5.2.4 Preparation of material enriched in oligomerized catechins 

Materials enriched in theaflavin (TF), theatridimensin (T3D), theanaphtoquinone (TNQ) 
and dehydrocatechins (DhC) were prepared by an incubation of EC+EGC with tyrosinase. 
EC and EGC were equimolarly used as substrates at a total concentration of 1 mM. 
Tyrosinase (0.0755 U/mg) was added to a final concentration of 0.001 U/mL (1 unit = the 
amount of enzyme that converts 1 µmol of oxygen per min with catechin at pH 5.5 and 25 
ºC). Incubations were performed in citric acid - sodium phosphate buffer (30 mM) pH 5.5 
for the TF, TNQ and T3D pool, and a sodium phosphate buffer (10 mM) pH 8.0 for the 
dehydrodicatechin pools. The reaction flask was incubated in the dark at 25 °C under 
continuous stirring. After one hour the reaction was stopped by adding 20 µL of saturated 
ascorbic acid per mL reaction mixture. The amount of ascorbic acid added was sufficient to 
arrest the reaction for at least 12 h. Subsequently, the sample was treated by solid-phase 
extraction (SPE) using a 10 g C18 Sep-Pak column washed and eluted with water and 
MeOH, according to the instructions of the manufacturer (Waters, Milford, MA, USA). The 
MeOH fraction was evaporated, dissolved in water, and freeze-dried. The freeze-dried 
material was dissolved in water at a concentration of ~3 mg/mL. Subsequently, the material 
was fractionated by Flash chromatography, using a 4 g Reveleris C18 column on a 
Reveleris Flash system (Grace, Deerfield, IL, USA) operated at 15 mL/min. Water 
containing 1% (v/v) ACN and 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid (eluent A) and ACN containing 0.1% 
(v/v) acetic acid (eluent B) were used as eluents. The following elution profile was used: 0-
1 min, isocratic on 0% B; 1-16 min, linear gradient from 0-50% B; 16-18 min, linear 
gradient from 50-100% B; 18-21 min, isocratic on 100% B. Fractions were collected and 
analysed by RP-UHPLC-MS as described below. Fractions were pooled to yield pools 
enriched in TF (~95%), T3D (~35%), TNQ (~25%), DhC βAB and εAB (~35%) or DhC γAB 
and δAB (~10%), with the percentage purity based on UV absorbance at 270 nm, and the 
annotation based on MS data. The pooled fractions were freeze-dried and stored at -20 °C. 
During the preparation steps the samples were kept from light.  
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5.2.5 Oligomerized catechin incubations with POD or tyrosinase  

Pools enriched in TF, T3D, TNQ, DhCs βAB/εAB and DhC γAB/δAB were used as 
substrates for subsequent hydroxylation reactions at an approximate concentration of 0.1 
mM. POD was added to a final concentration of 0.004 U/mL (1 unit = the amount of 
enzyme that converts 1 µmol of pyrogallol into purpurogallin per min at pH 6.0 and 20 ºC) 
or tyrosinase was added to a final concentration of 0.001 U/mL. Incubations were 
performed in citric acid - sodium phosphate buffer (30 mM) pH 5.5. Hydrogen peroxide 
was added to a final concentration of 0.1 mM, or in various final concentrations (0, 0.01, 
0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25 mM), when specified. Samples (100 µL) were incubated 
at 25 ºC for 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 min, after which the reaction was 
stopped by adding 2 µL of freshly prepared saturated ascorbic acid solution. The samples 
were centrifuged (10,000 g, 5 min, 20 ºC) prior to analysis by RP-UHPLC-MS. Compounds 
were identified and semi-quantified by mass spectrometry.  

 
5.2.6 Extraction of black tea phenolics 

Black tea (0.5 g) was three times extracted with 50 mL boiling water, for 10 min under 
continuous stirring. Extracts were filtered through paper filter (Grade 1, Whatman) by 
Büchner filtration and the filtrates were combined. The samples were centrifuged (10,000 g, 
5 min, 20 ºC) prior to analysis by RP-UHPLC-MS. 

 
5.2.7 RP-UHPLC analysis 

Samples were analysed on an Accela UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, 
USA) equipped with a pump, an auto sampler at 15 °C and a photodiode array (PDA) 
detector. Samples (2 µL) were injected onto a Hypersil Gold column (2.1 x 150 mm, 
particle size of 1.9 µm, Thermo Scientific). Water containing 1% (v/v) ACN and 0.1% (v/v) 
acetic acid (eluent A) and ACN containing 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid (eluent B) were used as 
eluents. The flow rate was 300 µL/min, and the column oven temperature was controlled at 
30 °C. The PDA detector was set to measure 200-600 nm. The following elution profile 
was used: 0-1 min, isocratic on 5% (v/v) B; 1-12 min, linear gradient from 5-50% (v/v) B; 
12-13 min, linear gradient from 50-100%; 13-18 min, isocratic on 100% (v/v) B; 18-18.1 
min, linear gradient from 100-5% (v/v) B; and 18.1-22 min, isocratic on 5% (v/v) B.  

 
 

5 
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5.2.8 Electrospray Ionization - Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS) 
Mass spectrometric data were obtained by analysing samples on a Velos Pro mass 

spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) equipped with an ESI probe coupled to the RP-UHPLC 
system. Nitrogen was used as sheath gas and auxiliary gas. Data were collected over the m/z 
range of 250-2000. Data-dependent MSn analysis was performed with a normalized 
collision energy of 35%. The MS was run in two different modes: Full MS and MS/MS on 
selected ions. In full MS, the MSn fragmentation was performed on the most intense 
product ion in the MSn-1 spectrum, with a dynamic exclusion for 5 s, when the most intense 
product ion appeared twice within 5 s. With MS/MS on selected ions, the MS will monitor 
the MS2 data of the parent ions specified in the MS/MS inclusion list. The system was 
tuned with theaflavin-3-gallate in negative ionization mode. Most settings were optimized 
via automatic tuning using “Tune Plus” of Xcalibur 2.07 (Thermo Scientific). The transfer 
tube temperature was 350 °C, and the source voltage was 4.0 kV. Data acquisition and 
reprocessing were performed with Xcalibur 2.07.  

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Enzymatic activity in tea leaves  

An enzyme extract from fresh tea leaves was prepared and tested for oxidative activities 
(Table 5.1). Incubations with epicatechin (EC) with and without H2O2 represented 
combined POD and PPO activities, and PPO activity alone, respectively. The combined 
POD plus PPO activity was approximately 4 times higher than PPO activity alone, 
indicating a 3 times higher POD than PPO activity, which is similar as reported 
previously.17  
Table 5.1 Oxidative enzyme activity (*10-6) on specific substrates (AU/min).*  

(*10-6) PPO 
(EC)† 

PPO + POD 
(EC+H2O2)† 

Laccase 
(ABTS)† 

Cresolase 
(Tyrosine)‡ Blank 

Enzyme 
extract 

66,600 
(±5,100) 

204,000 
(±8,400) 3,320 (±13) 1,200 (±99) 2,280 (±22) 

Control § 0 (±0.52) 22.8 (±61.1) 637 (±670) 0 (±94) 56.9 (±21) 
* The values are the average of two measurements (plus standard deviation), † measured at 420 nm,  
‡ measured at 520 nm, § the control sample is without enzyme. 
 

PPO activity is rather ill-defined and can be subdivided into catecholase and cresolase 
activity. Sometimes laccase is considered a PPO as well, because it also uses oxygen as 
electron acceptor, thereby laccase would add up to a third activity in PPO. However, 
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laccase forms radicals upon oxidation that can configure into quinones, whereas PPO 
directly forms o-quinones.21 To distinguish the different kinds of PPO activities in tea 
leaves, activity tests with ABTS and tyrosine were performed, to show laccase and 
cresolase activity, respectively (Table 5.1). Catecholase activity cannot be separately 
measured, because the substrates overlap with cresolase activity. Therefore, catecholase 
activity was determined by deduction. The laccase and cresolase activities measured were 
at least 10 times lower than the PPO activity measured on EC. Moreover, the standard 
deviations on the tyrosine and ABTS measurements were very high and did not 
differentiate the activities of both laccase and cresolase sufficiently from the change in 
absorbance in control samples without enzyme. Therefore, laccase and cresolase activity 
were considered negligible in the enzyme extract from tea leaves. Hence, the PPO activity 
in tea leaves is considered to mainly consist of catecholase activity, which is in line with 
previous research.22  

 

5.3.2 Hydroxylated theaflavin isomers 
To determine the possible hydroxylating activity of the two main oxidative enzymes in 

tea leaves, POD and PPO, a model system, using horseradish POD or mushroom tyrosinase 
(cresolase activity) was used. By using a model system, the time-consuming fractionation 
process of tea enzymes was circumvented. A fraction enriched in TF was incubated with 
the individual enzymes and analysed by UHPLC-MS. When incubated with tyrosinase, 
hardly any TF reacted, whereas after incubation with POD the TF concentration decreased 
considerably (data not shown). This is in accordance to previous research.23 This 
corroborates the idea that POD is a likely candidate for hydroxylation of tea phenolics.16  

Although UHPLC-MS analysis showed a decrease in TF concentration (data not 
shown), peaks with an m/z of TF+xOH were not found. Therefore, samples were also 
analysed using the MS/MS on selected ions mode, an MS method to specifically screen for 
selected compounds in low abundance (Ch. 3). The resulting chromatograms with the 
MS/MS on selected ions method for the TF+xOH are shown in Figure 5.1. The MS 
information of the compounds, corresponding to the numbered peaks, are shown in Table 
5.2.  

The fragmentation pattern of TF is known and can be used to identify TF,21,24 but the 
fragmentation patterns of TF+xOHs are unknown. It was assumed that hydroxylation does 
not affect the fragmentation pattern.15,25,26 The fragmentation pattern of TF was used to 
derive the expected MS2 fragments of the TF+xOHs (Sup. Table S5.1).  

Table 5.3 summarizes the number of isomers detected per degree of hydroxylation, as 
well as the theoretical number of isomers. As expected, it was observed that the higher the 
degree of hydroxylation, the more isomers were formed, which led to lower concentrations 

5 
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per isomer. The TFs with extra hydroxyl groups eluted earlier than TF, which was expected 
due to their increased polarity (Fig. 5.1).  

The fragmentation patterns of the TF+xOHs were used to locate the position of the 
newly added hydroxyl groups. The TF fragments with m/z 407, 379 and 425 all resulted 
from RDA cleavage in combination with losses of water and CO losses (Fig. 5.2). As a TF 
molecule has two free benzopyran moieties, these RDA fragments cannot give information 
on which of the catechin subunits was hydroxylated. The fragment with m/z 241 resulted 
from cleavage in the seven-membered ring of the benzotropolone moiety. Therefore, it can 
be used to identify on which catechin moiety the oxygen substitution occurred (Fig. 5.2). 
For instance, of the single hydroxylated TFs (m/z 579) in Figure 5.1B compounds 2 and 9 
showed the fragment of m/z 241. This indicated that the fragment ion, the EGC moiety, did 
not contain the extra hydroxyl group, but that the neutral loss, the EC moiety of TF, did 
(Fig. 5.2). Four other peaks (3,6-8) showed a fragment of m/z 257, which is m/z 241 plus 16 
Da. This indicated the hydroxyl group was located on the fragment ion, the EGC moiety of 
the TF.  

 
Figure 5.1 EICs of MS/MS on selected ions of a one hour incubation of TF with POD in the 
presence of 0.1 mM H2O2. The following ions were screened for per measurement: A) m/z 563, B) 
m/z 579, C) m/z 595, D) m/z 611, E) m/z 627, and F) m/z 643. Fragments extracted in the EICs 
are according to the values in Supplemental Table S5.1. The compounds corresponding to the 
numbered peaks can be found in Table 5.2.  
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Table 5.2 TF+xOHs found by RP-UHPLC-MSn from the TF incubation with POD and 0.1 mM 
H2O2, tentatively annotated based on parent ion related MS2 fragments. 

Peak 
no. 

Retention 
time (min) 

[M-H]- 
(m/z) 

Parent related MS2 fragments 
(m/z) 

Tentative 
annotation 

1 8.75 563 407, 379, 241, 425 TF 
2 5.31 579 395, 241, 257, 441, 423, 379 TF+OH 
3 6.11 579 395, 441, 257, 241, 423 TF+OH 
4 7.22 579 441, 423, 395, 379 TF+OH 
5 7.46 579 441, 395, 379 TF+OH 
6 7.71 579 425, 423, 257, 395, 441 TF+OH 
7 8.26 579 441, 423, 395, 379, 257 TF+OH 
8 8.57 579 441, 423, 395, 379, 257 TF+OH 
9 8.76 579 425, 441, 407, 423, 395, 241, 257 TF+OH 

10 3.41 595 457, 439, 395, 411, 425, 241, 257 TF+2OH 
11 4.34 595 439, 457, 407, 395, 425 TF+2OH 
12 4.77 595 439, 457, 407, 395, 241, 257 TF+2OH 
13 5.14 595 457, 439, 395, 407, 425 TF+2OH 
14 5.57 595 457, 407, 395 TF+2OH 
15 6.55 595 457, 439, 395, 257 TF+2OH 
16 7.47 595 457, 407, 257, 241, 425 TF+2OH 
17 8.52 595 457, 439, 411, 395 TF+2OH 
18 4.90 611 411, 289, 473, 257 TF+3OH 
19 6.25 611 473, 425, 395 TF+3OH 
20 7.48 611 473, 425, 379, 455 TF+3OH 
21 8.78 611 473, 439 TF+3OH 
22 7.80 627 489 TF+4OH 
23 8.11 627 489 TF+4OH 
24 8.79 627 489, 471, 441, 423 TF+4OH 
25 7.69 643 505, 487, 459, 489 TF+5OH 
26 8.55 643 505, 459 TF+5OH 
27 8.74 643 505, 487, 441 TF+5OH 

  

5 
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Figure 5.2 Structural representation of theaflavin, with the initial EC moiety in black, and the EGC 
moiety in green. Positions available for hydroxylation are indicated with a pink circle. The tentative 
MS2 fragmentation is indicated.  

 

5.3.3 Degree of hydroxylation in time  
The hydroxylation for different tea phenolics was monitored in time (Fig. 5.3). For all 

compounds a fast decrease in the starting compound was visible in the first minutes, after 
which the decrease levelled off (Fig. 5.3A). For TF, TNQ and T3D, it was clearly visible 
that the compounds with one extra hydroxyl group increased in time. For TF and TNQ also 
an increase in the compounds with two extra hydroxyl groups was  observed (Fig. 5.3B-D). 
The compounds with three, four and five extra hydroxyl groups showed only a slight 
increase in time, as was expected from Figure 5.1, where they could hardly be detected as 
well. Hence, further discussion will only consider compounds with up to two extra 
hydroxyl groups. DhCs βAB/εAB and DhC γAB/δAB will also not be discussed further, because 
little hydroxylation was observed (data not shown). Possibly, a reaction other than 
hydroxylation occurred with these compounds, because they decreased during incubation 
with POD and H2O2. Another explanation might be that hydroxylation gave too many 
isomers, all below the limit of detection.  

TF (Fig. 5.3B) and TNQ (Fig. 5.3C) showed the expected pattern for the compounds 
with one and two extra hydroxyl groups, respectively. The compounds with one extra 
hydroxyl group increased in time, then started to decrease after around 45 min, whereas the 
compounds with two extra hydroxyl groups kept increasing. Clearly, the compounds with 
one extra hydroxyl group are precursors for the compounds with two extra hydroxyl 
groups. For T3D (Fig. 5.3D) the T3Ds with one extra hydroxyl group increased in time, 
until a plateau level, whereas the T3Ds with two extra hydroxyl groups remained at a very 
low concentration.  

 

NL 138 + xOH m/z 425 + yOH
plus H2O loss: NL 156 + xOH m/z 407 + yOH

plus H2O loss + CO loss: NL 184 + xOH m/z 379 + yOH
m/z 241 + yOHNL 322 + xOH
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Table 5.3. The theoretical number of isomers and the number of isomers found experimentally for 
the different degrees of hydroxylation of theaflavins (TF+xOH). Peak numbers refer to Figure 5.1 
and Table 5.2.  

 

5.3.4 Influence of H2O2 concentration on hydroxylation by POD 
The concentration of H2O2 is also a factor that could influence the hydroxylation of the 

compounds. In tea leaves it has been shown that PPO activity on tea catechins resulted in 
formation of H2O2.19,27 In steady state fermentation, the H2O2 concentration was shown to 
be 0.07 - 0.09 mM,19 a concentration similar to that used so far during the experiments in 
this research (0.1 mM H2O2). 

Figure 5.4 shows the results of a one hour incubation of TF with POD at H2O2 
concentrations varying around 0.1 mM. On the one hand, the concentration of TFs with one 
extra hydroxyl group slightly decreased with decreasing H2O2 concentration. On the other 
hand, a clear increase in TFs with two extra hydroxyl groups was observed with decreasing 
H2O2 concentration. This is in accordance with each other, as TF+2OHs are formed from 
TF+OHs. At most concentrations of H2O2, only 25% of the initial TF was extra 
hydroxylated.   

At lower H2O2 concentrations, the hydroxylation reaction appeared to occur more 
extensively than at higher concentrations. This might be due to inhibition of POD by H2O2, 
which has been described before.28 The concentration of H2O2 occurring in tea leaves, i.e. 
0.07-0.09 mM,19 appears to be the optimal for hydroxylation during tea oxidation.  

 
5.3.5 Hydroxylated theaflavins in black tea 

An MS method of MS/MS on selected ions was used to specifically screen for 
TF+xOHs in black tea. Figure 5.5 clearly shows the presence of TF+xOHs in the black tea, 
with TFs containing up to five extra hydroxyl groups.  

Identity [M-H] m/z Theoretical number of isomers Number of isomers found Peak numbers 
TF 563 1 1 1 
TF+OH 579 7 8 2-9 
TF+2OH 595 210 8 10-17 
TF+3OH 611 840 4 18-21 
TF+4OH 627 2,520 3 22-24 
TF+5OH 643 5,040 3 25-27 
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Considering the intensities of the compounds, the TF+2OHs (Fig. 5.5D) seemed to have 
the highest intensity amongst the different degrees of hydroxylation, however, still at a 
1,000x lower intensity than the most abundant phenolics present in black tea, i.e. the non-
oxidized catechins and theaflavins. The TF+2OHs were followed by the TF+3OHs (Fig. 
5.5E) at a 10x lower intensity than the TF+2OHs. Subsequently, the TF+OHs (Fig. 5.5C) 
and TF+4OHs (Fig. 5.5F) were present at a 100x lower intensity than the TF+2OHs. 
Finally the TF+5OHs (Fig. 5.5G) were present at a 1,000x lower intensity than the 
TF+2OHs. This intensity of the TF+5OHs is a factor 106 lower than the intensities of the 
most abundant black tea phenolics in the sample. This showed that hydroxylated 
compounds can be identified by their MS2 data with the MS/MS on selected ions method, 
even at intensities 106 times lower than that of the most abundant phenolics.  

The presence of TNQs, T3Ds, and DhCs with extra hydroxyl groups was tested as well 
with the MS/MS on selected ions method. Traces of these compounds with extra hydroxyl 
groups were found in black tea (no further data shown).  

 
Figure 5.4 A) Presence of TF and TF+xOHs, after one hour incubation of TF with POD at 
various H2O2 concentrations. B) zoomed in version of the TF+xOHs in the incubation. 
Occurrence of TF+xOHs is based on EICs of MS2 signal according to the values in Supplemental 
Table S5.1. The values are the average of two measurements.  

5 
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Figure 5.5 RP-UHPLC-MS chromatograms of a Chinese black Yunnan tea. A) Full MS, B) EIC of 
MS/MS on selected ion m/z 563 (TF), C) EIC of MS/MS on selected ion m/z 579 (TF+OH), D) 
EIC of MS/MS on selected ion m/z 595 (TF+2OH), E) EIC of MS/MS on selected ion m/z 611 
(TF+3OH), F) EIC of MS/MS on selected ion m/z 627 (TF+4OH), and G) EIC of MS/MS on 
selected ion m/z 643 (TF+5OH). Fragments extracted in the EICs are according to the values in 
Supplemental Table S5.1. 
5.3.6 Enzymatic browning in tea leaves 

This study demonstrated the role of POD in the hydroxylation of tea phenolics and 
therewith established an important missing link to the understanding of enzymatic 
browning in tea leaves. Figure 5.6 schematically summarizes the currently known 
(enzymatic) oxidation reactions of the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, including various 
oligomerization steps, intramolecular rearrangements and hydroxylation.  

PPO is mainly responsible for the first oligomerization of the catechins. This involves a 
basic oligomerization step resulting in either the dimers TF, TS, TC or DhC β/εAB1 (Ch. 4). 
Simultaneous with these oxidation reactions, limited amounts of H2O2 are formed by 
PPO.19,27 For the subsequent oxidation steps, both PPO and POD can be responsible. The 
subsequent oxidation steps can be either another oligomerization or an intramolecular 
rearrangement. For the oligomerization, a catechin can be added via another basic 
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oligomerization step, as in the formation of TFsEC29 (Ch. 3), where a third catechin is 
added via a TS-configuration to a TF. A catechin can also be added via a tripartite 
oligomerization type, like for T3D, where a new catechin unit is superimposed on an 
existing interflavanic configuration.11 Oxidation of the oligomers can also result in 
intramolecular rearrangements. For instance, TNQ is formed2 from rearrangements when 
TF is oxidized. Also, when TNQ is oxidized, it can rearrange into TCou13. As stated, POD 
can also be responsible for oxidation reactions leading to oligomerization, from the second 
oxidation step onwards. Nevertheless, in Figure 5.6, mainly lines representing PPO activity 
are drawn, as PPO seems to be a more likely candidate than POD to perform an 
oligomerization reaction, due to the limited availability of H2O2, especially at the onset of 
tea leaf oxidation.  

 
Figure 5.6 Schematic overview of the oxidation reactions occurring in tea leaves, together with the 
enzymes responsible. 
 

It seems plausible that POD is the enzyme in tea leaves, which is responsible for the 
hydroxylation of the phenolics. Hydroxylating activity of POD has been reported before, 
albeit only sparsely.30 The mechanism by which POD hydroxylates is still unknown, but it 
might resemble the hydroxylating activity of peroxygenases, which have a heme group and 
peroxide as oxidizing agent in common with POD. Peroxygenases have been shown to 
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hydroxylate by oxygen transfer from H2O2 onto the aromatic ring, after which an 
intermediate epoxide is formed that can spontaneously rearrange into a hydroxyl.31   

All oligomeric compounds formed are likely susceptible to hydroxylation by POD, and 
the hydroxylation can occur simultaneously with the other oxidation reactions, as soon as 
H2O2 is formed. Even though in Figure 5.6 the hydroxylation is depicted as the final layer, 
hydroxylation is not necessarily the final oxidation step. After the first oligomerization step, 
all three oxidation reactions, oligomerization, intramolecular rearrangement and 
hydroxylation, can occur in random order.  
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5.5 Supplementary data 
Table S5.1 Selected parent ions and fragments to screen for in EIC. 

Selected 
parent 
ion (m/z) 

Identity Fragments screened in EIC (m/z) 
563 TF 379, 407, 425, 241 
579 TF+OH 379, 407, 425, 241, 395, 423, 441, 257 
595 TF+2OH 379, 407, 425, 241, 395, 423, 441, 257, 411, 439, 457, 273 
611 TF+3OH 379, 407, 425, 241, 395, 423, 441, 257, 411, 439, 457, 273, 427, 455, 

473, 289 
627 TF+4OH 379, 407, 425, 241, 395, 423, 441, 257, 411, 439, 457, 273, 427, 455, 

473, 289, 443, 471, 489, 305 
643 TF+5OH 379, 407, 425, 241, 395, 423, 441, 257, 411, 439, 457, 273, 427, 455, 

473, 289, 443, 471, 489, 305, 459, 487, 505, 321 
851 T3D 617, 713, 815 
867 T3D+OH 617, 713, 815, 633, 729, 831 
883 T3D+2OH 617, 713, 815, 633, 729, 831, 649, 745, 847 
899 T3D+3OH 617, 713, 815, 633, 729, 831, 649, 745, 847, 665, 761, 863 
915 T3D+4OH 617, 713, 815, 633, 729, 831, 649, 745, 847, 665, 761, 863, 681, 777, 879 
931 T3D+5OH 617, 713, 815, 633, 729, 831, 649, 745, 847, 665, 761, 863, 681, 777, 

879, 697, 793, 895 
533 TNQ 505, 471, 349, 305 
549 TNQ+OH 505, 471, 349, 305, 521, 487, 365, 321 
565 TNQ+2OH 505, 471, 349, 305, 521, 487, 365, 321, 537, 503, 381, 337 
581 TNQ+3OH 505, 471, 349, 305, 521, 487, 365, 321, 537, 503, 381, 337, 553, 519, 

397, 353 
597 TNQ+4OH 505, 471, 349, 305, 521, 487, 365, 321, 537, 503, 381, 337, 553, 519, 

397, 353, 569, 535, 413, 369 
613 TNQ+5OH 505, 471, 349, 305, 521, 487, 365, 321, 537, 503, 381, 337, 553, 519, 

397, 353, 569, 535, 413, 369, 585, 551, 429, 385 
575 DhC γ/δAB 394, 493, 411, 515 
591 DhC γ/δAB +OH 394, 493, 411, 515, 410, 509, 427, 531 
607 DhC γ/δAB +2OH 394, 493, 411, 515, 410, 509, 427, 531, 426, 525, 443, 547 
623 DhC γ/δAB +3OH 394, 493, 411, 515, 410, 509, 427, 531, 426, 525, 443, 547, 442, 541, 

459, 563 
639 DhC γ/δAB +4OH 394, 493, 411, 515, 410, 509, 427, 531, 426, 525, 443, 547, 442, 541, 

459, 563, 458, 557, 475, 579 
655 DhC γ/δAB +5OH 394, 493, 411, 515, 410, 509, 427, 531, 426, 525, 443, 547, 442, 541, 

459, 563, 458, 557, 475, 579, 474, 573, 491, 595 
577 DhC β/εAB 439, 393, 533, 289 
593 DhC β/εAB +OH 439, 393, 533, 289, 455, 409, 549, 305 
609 DhC β/εAB +2OH 439, 393, 533, 289, 455, 409, 549, 305, 471, 425, 565, 321 
625 DhC β/εAB +3OH 439, 393, 533, 289, 455, 409, 549, 305, 471, 425, 565, 321, 487, 441, 

581, 337 
641 DhC β/εAB +4OH 439, 393, 533, 289, 455, 409, 549, 305, 471, 425, 565, 321, 487, 441, 

581, 337, 503, 457, 597, 353 
657 DhC β/εAB +5OH 439, 393, 533, 289, 455, 409, 549, 305, 471, 425, 565, 321, 487, 441, 

581, 337, 503, 457, 597, 353, 519, 473, 613, 369 
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With the objective to make the oxidation of black tea a more controlled process, the 
research described in this thesis was aimed at (i) obtaining knowledge of the oxidation 
reactions occurring during the manufacturing of black tea, and at (ii) developing rapid 
screening methods for the annotation of oxidation products present in low abundance in 
complex mixtures of phenolics. The most important results obtained in this thesis will be 
dealt with, with respect to each other. To this end, we will discuss the prospects and 
limitations of the model systems and analytical methods employed. Also, new insights 
obtained were incorporated in the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’. Moreover, a new, generic 
nomenclature for oxidized catechins is proposed, and the impact of the different levels of 
oxidation of tea phenolics on the sensory characteristics of tea will be addressed. Finally, it 
is discussed how the knowledge obtained might be used to control the phenolic profile of a 
black tea, and future prospects for industrial manufacturing of ‘designer teas’ are 
elaborated.  

 

6.1 Prospects and limitations in analysis of tea phenolics  
In this thesis, model systems were used to obtain insight in tea oxidation reactions. The 

advantages and disadvantages of the use of model systems compared to analysing a black 
tea mixture, and the use of the rapid screening method by LC-MS, based on MS/MS 
signature fragments, will be discussed in this subchapter.  

 

6.1.1 Model systems 
Model systems were used in all experimental chapters of this thesis, either to analyse 

the different activities of oxidative enzymes (Ch. 2&5), or to obtain the MS2 data of 
compounds present in low abundance in tea (Ch. 3&4). This approach differs from most 
previous studies, as oxidation products were obtained under defined conditions, with a 
single oxidative enzyme and at the most two phenolic substrates, rather than analysing the 
complex mixture of oxidation products from the black tea itself.  

The main advantage of using model systems for identification of compounds is the 
simplicity of the sample. No, or hardly any, purification steps are necessary prior to 
analysis of a compound, whereas for the analysis of phenolics in black tea itself, laborious 
separation and purification steps are required. Also, when working with model systems 
there will be much less batch-to-batch variation,1,2 which benefits reproducibility.  

Another advantage of the use of model systems is that the initial composition is exactly 
known. Therefore, it is easier to determine which enzymes and substrates are involved in 
the formation of the resulting oxidation products. In this way, knowledge on the reactions 
occurring in the oxidation process can be obtained. For instance, in Chapter 5 it was shown 
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that POD, and not PPO, is responsible for the hydroxylation step in the ‘oxidative cascade 
hypothesis’.  

This ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ was developed based on compounds found in black 
teas.3 By using model systems with tea catechins, also compounds were identified that had 
not been accommodated in this ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ yet, for instance the T3Ds in 
Chapter 3 and the DhCs in Chapter 4. By screening black tea for signature MS2 fragments 
of these compounds, they were indeed found to be present, albeit in low abundance. 
Compounds as T3Ds and DhCs are easily overlooked when analysing a complex phenolic 
compound mixture as black tea. By using a model system their discovery was enabled, and 
they could be incorporated into the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’. In principle, a newly 
discovered compound in a model system might not occur in a black tea, which is valuable 
information by itself, i.e. to know that a certain reaction pathway does not proceed in the 
tea leaf matrix.  

MS2 data of compounds formed in a model system, even the ones present in low 
abundance, can almost always easily be gathered and analysed. This is also possible in 
black tea, but first specific MS methods have to be developed by using model systems, to 
screen for the compound of interest.  

 

Table 6.1 Advantages and disadvantages in the analysis of phenolics in model systems and in black 
tea compared.*  

Model system Black tea 

No/less purification necessary Laborious separation and purification steps are 
necessary to identify compounds 

Easy to reproduce Natural product, reproducibility low 
Insight can be obtained about which substrates and 

enzymes are responsible for which reaction products 
The complex mixture and matrix make it uncertain 

which compounds are responsible for which reactions 
Compounds present in low abundance in tea can be 

discovered 
Compounds present in low abundance in tea will be 

easily overlooked 
Not all compounds found are necessarily present in 

tea 
All compounds identified are compounds present in 

black tea 

MS2 data of minor compounds can be gathered easily 
MS2 data of minor compounds can only be gathered 
after specific MS methods are developed with model 

systems 
Typical matrix effects might be overlooked, e.g. 

possible inhibitors or activators 
Realistic matrix for oxidation, effects of possible 

inhibitors or activators are incorporated 
*Green shading indicates advantages, red shading major disadvantages, orange shading minor 
disadvantages. 
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When using a model system it is inevitable to compromise on the original matrix. For 
instance, phenolics other than catechins might be present that inhibit the tea oxidases,4 or an 
activity enhancing effect could be obtained from the compounds in the original matrix.5 
The compounds responsible for both inhibition and enhancement of activities are not yet 
known. It is important to keep this in mind when applying model systems. An overview of 
the discussed advantages and disadvantages of the use of model systems versus black tea is 
shown in Table 6.1. 

All in all, working with model systems is very important for obtaining insight in the 
reactions occurring during the oxidation of tea, albeit simplified. Black tea, however, is a 
too complex mixture to unveil all its secrets via model systems. Therefore, as a golden rule, 
it is proposed that the discovery of compounds in a model system should always be 
matched with a reality check in black tea. The rapid screening method with MS/MS on 
selected ions (Ch. 3) is an easy way to perform such a check.  
 
6.1.2 Rapid screening method with MS/MS on selected ions - identification by 
signature fragments 

In Chapter 3 a rapid screening method for black tea with UHPLC-MS/MS was 
proposed. In this screening method, only the MS/MS data of a priori selected ions are 
recorded. In this way, even compounds with low abundance were distinguished and 
tentatively annotated in black teas by their MS2 signature fragment(s).  

To successfully determine the signature fragment(s), MS2 data of isomeric compounds 
should be available. Often, the MS2 data is not presented in literature, which hampers such 
a determination. An LC-MS2 database on tea phenolics might facilitate progress in 
understanding the complex oxidation processes in tea. To prevent that different LC/MS/MS 
settings employed blur comparisons (for instance, with high or low voltages different 
fragmentation patterns were obtained6), the settings of the reference analysis and those of 
the analysis of the sample of interest should be clearly correspond.  

Besides comparing isomers, the reported MS2 data can also be used to extrapolate the 
fragmentation pattern towards corresponding compounds. For instance, phenolics with or 
without galloyl groups or hydroxyl groups, as performed in Chapters 3 and 5, respectively. 
Also fragmentation trends in certain groups of compounds can become visible, as was 
found previously for isoflavanoids.7,8  

A practical advantage of the screening method with MS/MS on selected ions in 
comparison to identification by NMR spectroscopy studies is that the latter requires tedious 
purification procedures in order to obtain enough material for analysis. With the MS/MS 
method compounds can be more easily analysed in a mixture, even when present in low 
amounts. Also, the measurements are rapid.  
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In conclusion, the MS/MS on selected ions appeared to be a good method to rapidly 
annotate phenolics in mixtures. Moreover, by constructing MS2 databases, this method 
might become even more effective.  

 

6.2 The ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ extended 
By information obtained from our experiments with model systems combined with 

rapid MS-based screenings of black tea, the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ (from now on 
referred to as version 1: OCHv1), as described earlier,3 could be fine-tuned and extended 
into the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis version 2.0’ (OCHv2). This extended version 
describes the increase in number of oxidation products with respect to the number of 
oxidation steps, as shown in Figure 6.1.  

According to the OCHv1,3 the first step of oligomerization results in dimers with 
theaflavin (TF) type, theasinensin (TS) type, theacitrin (TC) type, or theanapthoquinone 
(TNQ) type interflavanic configurations. Subsequently, further oligomerization via these 
four types of interflavanic configurations occurs. In this thesis, three of these interflavanic 
configurations, which can be formed from two subunits in a single oxidation step, were 
defined as basic oligomerization types. The exception is TNQ, which requires a second 
oxidation step. TNQ is an oxidation product of TF that is formed by an intramolecular 
rearrangement and carbon-dioxide loss.9 Therefore, we have classified TNQs at a different 
level in the OCHv2. This illustrates that an oxidation reaction does not necessarily result in 
elongation of an oligomer. In Chapter 4 two new compounds were described to occur in 
tea, which can be formed by a single oxidation step, DhC β (EC-βAB-EC) and DhC ε (EC-
εAB-EC). Therefore, these molecules are incorporated in the first level of the OCHv2 as 
basic oligomerization types (Fig 6.1).  

Other oxidation products newly found in tea in our research are T3Ds (Ch. 3). Just like 
the TNQs, they require two oxidation steps to be formed. T3Ds are trimers of catechins in 
which the third catechin moiety is coupled to the interflavanic configuration of a TF, 
creating an interflavanic configuration type other than the basic oligomerization types. 
Therefore, we have distinguished two types of oligomerization, oligomerization via basic 
interflavanic configurations and oligomerizations in which the preformed basic 
interflavanic configuration participates by constituting a scaffold onto which a third 
catechin moiety is superimposed. The latter type of oligomerization we have defined as a 
tripartite oligomerization type.  

In the OCHv1, hydroxylation would be the next level after oligomerization. However, 
also hydroxylated dimers have been found,10,11 and no evidence has been found so far that 
after hydroxylation no more oligomerization can take place. In the OCHv2, the 
hydroxylation reaction is, therefore, put at the same level as the oligomerizations and 
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intramolecular rearrangements. Therefore, the second level in the OCHv2, which is defined 
by two or more oxidation steps, can be divided into four oxidation reactions: (i) basic 
oligomerization, (ii) tripartite oligomerization, (iii) intramolecular rearrangements, and (iv) 
hydroxylation (Fig 6.1). All these different oxidation reactions can occur in random order, 
resulting in a large variety of oxidation products.  

Level 3 of the OCHv1 involved the redox equilibria of the polyhydroxylated oligomers 
with their quinones. These equilibria are presumably caused by coupled oxidation, hence 
enzymes are not directly involved. Therefore, this level was not further discussed in this 
research. Level 4 is not taken into account in the OCHv2 as well, because the OCHv2 
focusses only on the enzymatic oxidative processes, whereas level 4 represented either 
glycosylation or methylation. Besided that, the occurrence of these reactions has not been 
evidenced in tea so far.  

 
Figure 6.1 The ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis v2.0’, extended version of the ‘oxidative cascade 
hypothesis’3. n = number of oxidation steps. Arrows indicate the possible directions of the 
oxidation reactions. The enzymes responsible are indicated.  
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The first level of the OCHv2, the formation of the dimers, will be mainly catalysed by 
PPO, because it is known that POD is not active yet in the first stages of oxidation of 
phenolics.12 The reason for this is that first H2O2 has to be formed during the oxidation of 
the catechins by PPO.13-15 The enzyme activities in the second level of the OCHv2 were not 
specified yet for the further oligomerization via basic and tripartite types, and 
intramolecular rearrangements. It will be a combination of the activities of both PPO and 
POD, while coupled oxidation16,17 will also play a role. The enzyme responsible for the 
hydroxylation in the second level was still unknown as well. In Chapter 5 we showed that 
in fact POD is the enzyme responsible for the hydroxylation. The enzymatic activities are 
incorporated in the OCHv2 (Fig 6.1).  

With the OCHv2, the knowledge on tea oxidation has become more complete. It clearly 
shows, taking into account the theoretical numbers of isomers for DhCs up to tetramers 
(Ch. 4) and those for TFs with up to 5 extra hydroxyl groups (Ch. 5), how the number of 
unique oxidation products from the limited set of starting compounds (the catechins) can 
become enormous, at least the predicted 10,000.3 The collective noun ‘thearubigins’ (TRs) 
does not do justice to the plenitude of oxidation products obtained.  Furthermore, the 
original definition of thearubigins, the ethyl acetate insoluble phenolics from tea,18,19 is hard 
to keep up, because it is unclear whether the newly discovered tea phenolics are ethyl 
acetate insoluble. To address the different unique oxidation products systematically, we 
propose here a generic nomenclature that incorporates the different aspects of the OCHv2. 
The noun TR should be replaced by this nomenclature.  

 
6.3 Towards an extendable nomenclature for oxidized tea phenolics 

The OCHv2 describes the different oxidation products of catechins in tea, but the 
current nomenclature runs short in classifying oxidized phenolics systematically. The 
current names neither provide information on the type of interflavanic configuration, nor on 
the combination of constituent catechins and the degree of oligomerization. In Chapter 4, a 
new nomenclature for the dehydrocatechins was introduced, which accounted for the 
interflavanic configuration and degree of oligomerization. In this subchapter, we extend this 
nomenclature, including the newly found interflavanic configurations described in this 
thesis. The nomenclature will cover the catechin oxidation products in tea, but might be 
further extended to other phenolic oxidation products. 
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6.3.1 Compounds formed by linear oligomerization 
In tea, the oxidation products are all built up from only 4 different catechin subunits and 

their epimers. As for the dehydrocatechins (Ch. 4), it is proposed to mention the constituent 
subunits in the nomenclature, although it should be considered that the subunits often 
change structure after reaction. For instance, in TF the EC subunit can still be easily 
recognized, but the B-ring of the EGC subunit is restructured into the seven-membered 
benzotropolone ring. For simplicity, only the name of the unreacted, parental catechin 
subunits is referred to in the nomenclature. The restructuring of the subunits will be 
inherent to the type of interflavanic configuration formed, which is incorporated in the 
nomenclature.  

In between two subunits, the code for the interflavanic configuration is stated. In Table 
6.2 an overview of the different interflavanic configurations in black tea, known so far, is 
shown. Extending from the nomenclature of the dehydrocatechins and procyanidins, for 
which the interflavanic configurations are referred to with α to ε, other Greek letters are 
given to other configurations (Table 6.2). For instance, the seven-membered 
benzotropolone ring formed as interflavanic configuration in theaflavins and theaflavates 
will now be referred to as a ζ-linkage. The Greek letter codes are given arbitrary to the 
different interflavanic configurations, any newly discovered interflavanic configuration can 
obtain a next letter of the Greek alphabet. 

In Chapter 4, the nomenclature starts with the terminal subunit. The dehydrocatechins 
and procyanidins both had a clear terminal side from which to start the nomenclature, 
because they oligomerized always as AB or AC, respectively. For most of the other tea 
oxidation products this is less straight forward. Most oxidation products are coupled B-ring 
to B-ring,20,21 which leaves no unique terminal side. Therefore, it is proposed to start the 
nomenclature alphabetically at the side with the lowest letter from the Greek alphabet. In 
dimers only one interflavanic configuration (hence Greet letter) is present. Therefore, the 
nomenclature will start at the side with subunit (E)GCg > (E)Cg > (E)GC > (E)C. 

The letter of the rings (A,B or C) interlinked should be indicated as a subscript 
(terminal/starting unit  extension unit) of the Greek letter, as for the dehydrocatechins 
(Ch. 4). For instance, theaflavin will be EGC-ζBB-EC (Fig. 6.2). Oligomerization of the 
dehydrocatechins occurred linearly, always A-ring to B-ring. In this case, the nomenclature 
can just extend linearly as well. 
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6.3.2 Compounds formed by branched oligomerization 
In tea also oligomers are present that are not linear. The tripartite oligomerization type 

can be seen as a kind of branching. In case of galloylation of the initial catechins, further 
oligomerization with this trihydroxylic benzene ring, referred to as the D-ring, can occur as 
well. The latter can also been seen as branching.  

It is proposed in this nomenclature to write the type of branching between parentheses 
next to the subunit from which the branching occurs, in analogy to the nomenclature of 
polysaccharides.22 In case of a tripartite oligomerization type in which the branching is 
superimposed on a basic interflavanic configuration, only the code for the T3D 
interflavanic configuration (κ) is included in the nomenclature. The ζ of the TF 
configuration is left out. Therefore, T3D will be referred to as: EGC- κBBB(EC)-EC (Fig 
6.2). 

Branching from a galloyl-group (D-ring) will be mentioned between parentheses next to 
the subunit with the galloyl-group. The ‘D’ in the subscript of the configuration code 
indicates that it branches from the galloyl-group. For instance, a TFg with a theaflavate–
like branch of one EC at the galloyl-group of the initial EGCg, would be referred to as: 
EGCg(ζDB-EC)-ζBB-EC (Fig 6.2).  

 
Figure 6.2 Examples of the nomenclature proposed to systematically represent oligomeric, 
oxidized phenolics.  
6.3.3 Hydroxylation 

Besides oligomerization and rearrangements, also hydroxylation is an oxidation reaction 
described for tea in the OCHv2. Incorporation of the hydroxylation step in the 
nomenclature, however, left us with a dilemma. As soon as a hydroxyl group is added to an 
oligomer, one of the subunits actually changed. For instance, an EC subunit in the oligomer 
could be changed into an EGC subunit. It was decided to leave out the hydroxylation step 
from the nomenclature for now.  
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Table 6.2 Overview of the proposed nomenclature for the different interflavanic 
configurations, including their type of oxidation, in the oxidation products of tea.  

 

Interflavanic configuration
Trivial name Oxidation type

Code Structure* Rings 
(TE)

α B-B Dehydrotheasinensin C Basic 
oligomerization

α ζ-ζ Bistheaflavin A Basic 
oligomerization

α A-C Procyanidin A Miscellaneous†

β A-B Dehydrocatechin B4 Basic 
oligomerization

β B-B Theasinensin Basic 
oligomerization

β A-C Procyanidin B Miscellaneous†

γ A-B Dehydrocatechin A Intramolecular 
rearrangement

γ B-B Dehydrotheasinensin E Intramolecular 
rearrangement

δ A-B Dehydrocatechin VII Intramolecular 
rearrangement
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* The different subunits are indicated in green and pink, branched subunits in blue, 
subunits not involved in the binding in grey, and new bonds in black. The interflavanic 
configuration is shown bold. 
† Procyanidins are classified in the miscellaneous category, because there is no evidence 
that they are formed during the oxidation.   

ε A-B Dehydrocatechin II/V Basic 
oligomerization

ζ B-B Theaflavin Basic 
oligomerization

ζ D-B Theaflavate Basic
oligomerization

η B-B Theacitrin Basic 
oligomerization

θ B-B Theanaphtoquinone Intramolecular 
rearrangement

ι B-B Theacoumarin Intramolecular 
rearrangement

κ B
/   \B - B Theatridimensin Tripartite 

oligomerization

λ B-B Dehydrotheaflavin Intramolecular 
rearrangement

μ ζ - θ Bistheaflavin B Tripartite 
oligomerization

ν B-B Oolongtheanin Intramolecular 
rearrangement
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6.4 Extrapolating the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis v2.0’ to sensory 
characteristics 

As explained above, oligomerization, intramolecular rearrangements and hydroxylation 
of catechins can occur during tea oxidation. The possible consequences of these different 
oxidation reactions on the sensory characteristics, astringency and bitterness in particular, 
will be discussed in this subchapter.   
6.4.1 Astringency  

The astringency of the different catechin oxidation products depends on (i) the degree of 
polymerization (DP),23-26 (ii) the conformational flexibility,25 (iii) the degree of 
hydroxylation,23,24 (iv) the hydrophobicity,25 and (v) the galloyation.23 Theoretically, the 
further the ‘oxidative cascade’ proceeds, the higher the astringency expected, because of 
the increase of the DP and of hydroxylation. However, there will be an optimum in this. For 
instance, it was shown that at too high molecular weight (>3400 Da) interaction was 
hampered (with globular proteins),26 probably due to a decreased conformational flexibility. 
Therefore, the effect of DP on astringency is difficult to predict beforehand. An example of 
decreasing the astringency of tea was shown by addition of tannases, which decreased the 
extent of galloyation.27,28 

As an additional experiment, an estimation of the astringency of various tea phenolics 
was performed, by analysing their binding affinity to proteins. A method including an 
ultrafiltration step prior to mass spectrometric analysis was used, following the procedure 
outlined by 29, with a phenolics concentration range of (0.004 - 0.5 mg/mL), and with the 
exception of using MS/MS on selected ions (Ch. 3) instead of SRM in the mass 
spectrometric analysis. The results can be used to estimate a binding affinity, which is 
indicative for astringency.30 Prior to ultrafiltration, the proteins were exposed to phenolics. 
β-casein was used as protein, because the random coil structure resembles that of salivary 
proteins, although the proline content (a driver for interaction26) of β-casein is lower than 
that of salivary proteins. After incubation, the samples were ultrafiltrated to separate the 
unbound phenolics from the protein and protein-bound phenolics. The unbound phenolics 
were subsequently semi-quantified by LC-MS. The amount of bound phenolics was 
calculated from the differences between the concentration of initially added (free) phenolics 
and the concentration of unbound phenolics after incubation with β-casein. Incubations 
were performed with different concentrations of phenolics at a fixed protein concentration. 
When plotting the bound phenolics versus the initial concentration of phenolics, the slope 
of the adsorption isotherm is defined as the binding affinity (Kapparent).31 Figure 6.3 shows 
an example with T3D, with the LC-MS signal before and after incubation with β-casein, 
together with the resulting adsorption isotherm. After incubation with β-casein, the T3D 
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almost completely disappeared, hence it was bound to the protein. The slope of the binding 
curve showed that the binding affinity of T3D with β-casein was almost 7500 M-1.  

 
Figure 6.3 Example of determination of the binding affinity of T3D to β-casein, with the 
ultrafiltration - MS binding assay. A) The MS trace of the incubation before and after incubation 
with β-casein. B) The adsorption isotherm of T3D with β-casein.  

 

The resulting preliminary binding affinities of the various semi-purified tea phenolics 
are shown in Figure 6.4. The preliminary results showed T3D to have the highest binding 
affinity, which might be explained by the higher degree of polymerization and higher 
number of hydroxyl groups, compared to the other phenolics tested. EC, on the contrary, 
showed a low binding affinity, because it is a monomer.24 For the dimeric tea compounds, 
DhC εAB (EC-εAB-EC) gave the highest binding affinity, which might be explained by its 
high rotational freedom. DhC δAB (EC-δAB-EC) has much less rotational freedom than most 
other dimeric oxidation products tested, which might explain its relatively low binding 
affinity. TS showed the lowest binding affinity, which might be explained by the hampered 
rotational freedom of the two EGC subunits, due to steric hindrance. TNQ had a binding 
affinity for β-casein being almost double that of TF. Interestingly, the number of hydroxyl 
groups and the molecular flexibilities of the two molecules, do not differ very much. A 
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possible explanation might be that the benzotropolone ring of TF is less efficient in 
engaging in stacking interactions than the 1,2-naphtoquinone moiety in TNQ, although the 
difference in planarity is not very large. It should be noted that the results in Figure 6.4 are 
preliminary. 

 

 
Figure 6.4 A schematic overview relating the binding affinity (Kapparent) (M-1) determined to the 
molecular structure of individual oxidation products from tea. Their proposed hydrogen binding 
spots on their B-ring are indicated with blue shading, the bonds with rotational freedom are 
indicated in red and bold.23-25  

 
6.4.2 Bitterness 

Catechins are known to give a bitter taste,32,33 but the bitterness of oxidation products in 
black tea is less well investigated.34 Nevertheless, bitterness is also an important quality 
parameter of tea, with varying preference of consumers around the world for bitterness. The 
perception of bitterness is caused by the activation of bitter taste receptors (T2Rs) in the 
mouth.35 Cell-based assays have been used to determine, in vitro, the intrinsic bitterness of 
different phenolic compounds.36 These studies suggested that a higher degree of 
hydroxylation of isoflavanoids caused a higher binding to T2Rs.36 With modelling studies it 
was found that the position of the hydroxyl groups on the isoflavanoids was important as 
well.37  
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These observations indicate that the hydroxylation step in the OCHv2 is likely to 
enhance the bitterness of tea. It might, therefore, be attractive to either circumvent or 
enhance the hydroxylation step catalysed by POD in a (still to be developed) controlled 
oxidation process of tea leaves, to influence the final bitterness of the tea. Also, it was 
suggested that steric hindrance was of influence for the binding of bitter compounds to the 
bitter receptors.38 Hence, oligomerization of catechins might reduce bitterness, as the 
molecules might become too large to fit the tastant-binding pockets of T2Rs. The dimeric 
TFs do not comply with this idea, as they had a lower EC50 value, thus are more bitter, than 
monomeric catechins.32,39 It is evident that the influence of oligomerization on bitterness 
requires further attention.  

 
6.5 Towards teas with a designer phenolics profile 

By making use of model systems, the OCHv1 describing the oxidation reactions in tea 
has been extended with new types of interflavanic configurations, and the role of PPO and 
POD has become more clear, resulting in the OCHv2. With this knowledge, opportunities 
for designing a specific phenolics profile in black tea might come within reach. The options 
to control oxidation reactions can be exerted at the oxidative enzyme level and / or at the 
catechin level. For this, it might be necessary to separate the oxidative enzymes and 
catechins prior to the oxidation.  

For a ‘mild’ separation process of oxidative enzymes and catechins, the following 
criteria should be met: (i) Both the enzymatic activities and the phenolic compounds should 
be obtained in their native states, i.e. active and non-oxidized, respectively, and (ii) no 
‘harsh’ chemicals should be used (e.g. some organic solvents, non-food grade, etc.). In this 
research, both the oxidative enzymes and the catechins have been extracted separately from 
fresh tea leaves. In Chapter 2, a phenolic extract was prepared from green tea leaves by 
extraction with boiling water. In this way, the oxidation of the catechins was prevented by 
irreversibly denaturing the oxidative enzymes. Therefore, this method does not apply as 
‘mild’, because it does not fit with the first criterion. In Chapter 5, an enzyme extract was 
prepared from fresh tea leaves by blending the tea leaves with buffer solution. The 
catechins were removed from the extract by precipitation with PVPP, in order to prevent 
interference with absorbance measurements in activity assays. This separation method 
applies as ‘mild’, because both catechins (albeit adsorbed to PVPP40) and oxidative 
enzymes are recovered in their native states. In principle, the catechins might be recovered 
from the PVPP,41 for instance, by extraction with ethanol.42  

An alternative ‘mild’ disruption method of biological tissues is pulsed electric field 
(PEF).43 By application of an electric field for short durations (a few to several hundred 
milliseconds) cell membrane permeability is induced, a phenomenon called 
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‘electroporation’, without increasing temperature.44,45 Although not reported in the 
particular PEF study on tea leaves,46 97% of the oxidative enzyme activities were retained 
in the leaf material (no further data shown). However, only 30% of the catechins was 
recovered in the surrounding liquid.46 Thus, under the conditions used, PEF does not seem 
to be a promising treatment for mild disclosure.  

In Chapter 2, it was found that incubation of green tea phenolics with only tyrosinase 
(PPO activity) yielded a higher and more stable TF content than oxidation with laccase or 
the endogenous tea enzymes. In Chapter 5 it was shown that only POD is responsible for 
the hydroxylation step in the OCHv2. Taking this together, this showed that two of the 
main reactions occurring in black tea oxidation, the first oligomerization step (dimerization) 
and the hydroxylation step, are catalysed by two different enzymes. This knowledge reveals 
attractive opportunities for controlling the oxidation reactions, based on uncoupling the two 
different oxidative activities, by either enhancing the desired activity or inhibiting the 
undesired one. For instance, if a less bitter tea is preferred, POD activity could be 
inhibited/removed. This prevents hydroxylation of the tea oligomers, and consequently 
reduces bitterness.36 Alternatively, pure exogenous oxidases could be added to an extract of 
green tea catechins, as was shown with tyrosinase and laccase in Chapter 2. Adding 
exogenous tyrosinase to the leaves during oxidation is also an option.47 The use of the 
endogenous enzymes from tea would, however, be preferred. Therefore, the biochemical 
characteristics of tea oxidases should be determined into more detail, in order to further 
establish the mild separation of the enzymes and phenolics of tea leaves. 

The individual catechins and combinations of catechins are known to result in different 
oxidation products.21 Also the rate of the reactions is influenced by the catechin 
composition. This was shown in Chapter 2 where the reactivity of PPO (tyrosinase) on 
only EC was compared with that on EC in combination with EGC. The reactivity on EC 
was shown to be 17 times higher in combination with EGC than with EC alone. 
Apparently, formation of TFs is favoured over formation of DhCs. The catechin 
composition is, therefore, an important tool to modulate the oxidation process and 
fractionation of the catechin stream after mild disclosure seems desirable. Nevertheless, it 
should be noted that fractionation of tea catechins at industrial scale is not yet economically 
feasible. The mild disclosure and controlled oxidation of tea is schematically represented in 
Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5 Schematic representation of refining tea oxidation by mild disclosure of oxidative 
enzymes and phenolics.  
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The oxidation process occurring in green tea leaves during black tea manufacturing is a 
merely uncontrolled process, in which the oxidative enzymes and tea leaf catechins play the 
main role. The resulting oxidation products are very important for the flavour and other 
quality attributes of tea. Much research has been conducted towards the different phenolic 
oxidation products present in black tea and new compounds are still discovered. 
Surprisingly enough, the oxidative enzymatic activities responsible for the different 
compounds have hardly been investigated. When the enzymatic activities could be added 
separately during tea manufacturing, the oxidation of tea leaves towards a black tea might 
become more controlled in that specific groups of oxidation products are accumulated. 
More control of the final phenolic oxidation products in a black tea would be desirable, 
because subtle differences in the phenolic profile can already lead to changes in the sensory 
aspects of a tea. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to understand the enzymatic oxidation 
reactions occurring in tea oxidation, and to enable rapid analysis of complex mixtures of 
phenolics without prior preparative fractionation steps.  

Chapter 1 provides background information on the composition of tea leaves and the 
fermentation process of tea. The main green tea phenolics and the major oxidation products 
are presented, after which the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ is introduced. The ‘oxidative 
cascade hypothesis’ subdivides the oxidation reactions in tea into four levels, of which the 
first, oligomerization, and second, hydroxylation, are covered in this thesis. An overview of 
the oxidative enzymes (possibly) present in tea leaves is given. Subsequently, the analysis 
of black tea, a complex mixture of phenolics, is outlined. Finally, the sensory characteristics 
of tea, as well as how the different phenolic structures can influence these characteristics 
are discussed.  

In Chapter 2, it was shown that by employing tyrosinase and laccase, both from 
Agaricus bisporus, on green tea catechins, the oxidation process was directed towards a 
higher theaflavin (TF) content, which is considered an important quality parameter in tea. 
The main tea catechins were incubated with tyrosinase and laccase. The product formation 
was monitored by RP-UHPLC-PDA-ESI-MS. The kind of catechin, their substitution with 
a galloyl-group, and the type of oxidase used were important factors determining theaflavin 
concentrations. In particular, incubation of epicatechin with epigallocatechin with 
tyrosinase gave a high, stable TF content. In a green tea extract, tyrosinase increased the 
proportion of theaflavins by two-fold compared to a black tea prepared from those leaves 
by the endogenous enzymes. Laccase incubation mainly resulted into insoluble complexes. 
These results indicated that the phenolic profile of tea can be modulated by using 
exogenous oxidases. 

Chapter 3 compares three rapid MS screening methods for their ability to annotate two-
step-oxidation products in black teas without the need of prior fractionation: (i) full MS, (ii) 
MS/MS on selected ions, and (iii) selected reaction monitoring (SRM), the first two in 
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combination with post analysis extracted ion chromatography (EIC). A model system of 
TF, epicatechin (EC) and tyrosinase was used to prepare the two-step-oxidation product 
theatridimensin (T3D), consisting of three oligomerized catechin subunits. The MS2 
fragmentation pattern of T3D was compared with that of an isomeric catechin trimer from 
black tea, TFsEC. MS2 signature fragments were found to distinguish the two isomers, i.e. 
m/z 617 for T3D and m/z 563 for TFsEC. When exploring black tea for the occurrence of 
such two-step-oxidation products, the use of MS/MS on selected ions combined with EIC 
proved to be the most suitable. It not only enabled monitoring MS2 of compounds present 
in low abundance, it also provided a complete MS2 data set, thereby facilitating the 
discovery of other isomers, for example theaflavate A. The occurrence of T3Ds and T3Dgs 
in various black teas was shown for the first time and the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’ 
was enriched with novel oxidation products.   

In Chapter 4, dehydrocatechins (DhC), oligomeric oxidation products of epicatechins, 
were formed in model incubations of epicatechin with mushroom tyrosinase. DhC 
oligomers up to tetramers were detected by RP-UHPLC-MS analysis. Measurements with 
MALDI-TOF-MS showed formation of oligomers up to at least 15 EC subunits. Isomeric 
DhCs were obtained and a method based on MS2 fragment ratios was set up to distinguish 
the different interflavanic configurations of the isomers. In the model incubation, eight 
dehydrodicatechins (DhC2) and 22 dehydrotricatechins (DhC3) were tentatively annotated 
by their MS2 fragments. Three different interflavanic configuration-types were annotated 
for the DhC2s. DhC2s and DhC3s were shown to occur in a black tea extract for the first 
time. For the DhC2s, at least two isomeric types, i.e. DhC β and DhC ε, could be annotated 
in black tea. 

Chapter 5 aimed to identify the enzymatic activity in tea leaves responsible for the 
hydroxylation step in the tea oxidation process. Two main enzyme activities, peroxidase 
(POD) and polyphenol oxidase (PPO), were shown to occur in tea leaves, the former of 
which was hypothesized to be responsible for hydroxylation. A model system with 
horseradish POD and mushroom tyrosinase was used to investigate hydroxylation of TFs. 
POD was found capable of hydroxylation, whereas PPO was not. TFs with up to five extra 
hydroxyl groups were annotated by LC-MS, using their MS2 data. Hydroxylation by POD 
was also shown for other oligomeric phenolics, such as theanaphtoquinones (TNQs), T3Ds 
and DhC2s. The H2O2 concentration influenced the extent of hydroxylation. At 0.01 mM 
H2O2 hydroxylation occurred, while at higher H2O2 concentrations the extent of 
hydroxylation decreased. Oligomeric phenolics with extra hydroxyl groups were evidenced 
in a black tea as well, by using a selective screening method with RP-UHPLC-MS. TFs 
with up to five extra hydroxyl groups and traces of other oligomeric catechins with extra 
hydroxyl groups could be identified by their MS2 data from a consumer black tea product, 
without any further sample pre-treatment. 
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Chapter 6 combines the information described in previous chapters. This resulted in an 
extended version of the ‘oxidative cascade hypothesis’, in which not only the newly found 
oxidation products in tea were incorporated, but also the enzymatic activities were 
included. The prospects and limitations of the use of model systems compared to use of 
specific, isolated phenolic compound fractions from black tea are discussed, as well as the 
annotation of compounds by their signature fragments. A nomenclature was proposed to 
classify the large variety in tea phenolic oxidation products systematically, the basis of 
which are the different interflavanic configurations. The extended knowledge on tea 
oxidation was extrapolated to the effect of the phenolic compounds composition on the 
sensory characteristics in a final tea. TF, TNQ, T3D, DhC δ and DhC ε were tested for their 
binding affinity with β-casein, as an indication for astringency. T3D showed the highest 
binding affinity of this set. The effect of the hydroxylation reaction on bitterness was 
discussed as well. The future prospects for applications of controlled tea oxidation in tea 
processing were discussed. Mild disclosure of both enzymes and phenolics from tea leaves 
is considered to be important. Subsequent fractionation of these two tea constituents into 
individual enzymes or catechins is expected to result in the optimal control over the 
oxidation process.  
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